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ABSTRACT 

Over 13 million U.S. women participate in the controversial multi-level marketing 

(MLM) industry. Advocates claim that the $36 billion industry provides flexible work 

opportunities for individuals interested in selling reputable consumer products as a licensed 

distributor within a sales network. Critics, including the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, warn 

that these companies often have convoluted compensation structures designed to enrich only 

those at the top of the pyramid-shaped recruitment scheme. With hefty required expenses of 

overpriced products to maintain an active distributorship, over three-quarters of sellers fail to 

turn a profit and most report either breaking even or losing money. Given these odds, why do 

women join an MLM? And why do women stay involved long-term, even if they fail to reach 

their expected earnings goals?   

Drawing on participant observation, as well as 59 in-depth interviews with women 

affiliated with one of three fictionally-named focal MLMs (DermaDynamix, BeautifOil, and 

Cute Couture), this dissertation illuminates the impressive hard work—and dismaying lack of 

compensation—for women enrolled as sellers in the highly stigmatized MLM industry. In 

particular, this study explores the contradictory expectations faced in motherhood: the cultural 

ideals of “stay-at-home” motherhood, but also the need and desire of many women to generate 

an income and have career fulfillment, all in a neoliberal context of minimal governmental 

supports for families (e.g., paid parental leave and low cost child care) and protections against 

victimization by predatory organizations (e.g., punitive action against deceptive practices by 

MLMs). To straddle the cultural contradictions within motherhood, these MLM selling women 

intentionally brought paid work into the home, but then often endeavored to separate their paid 

work from their household work through various boundary work. For example, rather than work 
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a simultaneous shift, or perform both care work and MLM work at the same time, 76.2% of 

mothers of young children reported using a temporal boundary of a “sleep shift” to meet their 

MLM work requirements once children were asleep. This gave them the opportunity to appear to 

be stay-at-home mothers while still pursuing MLM work, yet this exacted a toll on their sleep 

and self-care.  

Using a panel design, consisting of one interview within an average of just over two 

months since joining an MLM, then a second interview at approximately one year after joining, I 

found that none of the women reached their expected earnings. Women in the two focal MLMs 

with a less burdensome investment ($1,500 or less) earned $1.71 per hour, while women with 

much greater investment requirements of nearly $7,000 earned $10.36 per hour. The high upfront 

cost in one and the low earnings in the other left all women struggling for any realized earnings 

beyond their initial investment, leading 44.44% of women to leave the MLM by their second 

interview. To entice women to remain involved despite both the unmet earnings and 

unanticipated costs, organizations deployed neoliberal positivity messages, or messages that 

merge the free-enterprise, low-governmental-regulation emphasis on workers themselves to 

secure their own employment actualization with the self-help optimism of positive psychology. 

Women differentially drew upon these same frames in explaining their own behavior within the 

MLM, with upper-income women more likely to prioritize their personal development and reject 

responsibility for their failure, and lower-income women more likely to internalize and attribute 

self-blame to their lack of success.  

This study concludes that women, especially mothers, are highly interested in reliable and 

well-paid work-from-home opportunities. As more companies recognize women’s interest in 

flexible time and work-from-home arrangements, and harness available technologies to offer 
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these options, they will marshal a determined and productive work force—much to their mutual 

advantage. Further, they may turn the tide away from the alluring, ephemeral promises of the 

MLM industry, finally delivering a decisive blow to largely unregulated “product-based pyramid 

schemes” in favor of dependable, well-paid, flexible work. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This dissertation illuminates the impressive hard work—and dismaying lack of 

compensation—for women enrolled as sellers in the highly stigmatized multi-level marketing 

(MLM) industry. It is a story of women with desire and belief that MLMs provide an opportunity 

to earn an income while meeting their keenly felt responsibilities to their families. It is a tale of 

women who are trained by the MLMs to set lofty goals for their financial success and, for some, 

their resulting disillusionment over time. These women deftly navigate paid work in a United 

States society that is largely unfriendly to those with significant responsibilities for family care, 

ranking far behind other developed nations in providing support to women who are primary 

caregivers to their families, with no national federal system of paid parental leave and no widely 

accessible system of affordable childcare to sustain mothers’ paid work outside the home. In this 

environment, it is up to workplaces to offer flexibility but, within a neoliberal cultural context, 

employers tend to mimic the state’s determination to make child-care responsibilities an 

individual mandate. This leaves primary caregivers, especially those with young children, 

seeking opportunities to meet both their family and income needs. It is no wonder that work-

from-home opportunities that purport to offer both a meaningful income and the time and 

availability to care for families are appealing to many women. One type of work-from-home 

enterprise, multi-level marketing (MLM), has used this appeal to become an industry earning 

$36 billion in the U.S. annually through the efforts over 18.6 million salespeople, nearly 14 

million of whom are women (Direct Sales Association 2018), even though the industry is 

notorious for fraud (FTC 2019). Women who join this form of work not only face pressure to 

earn a flexible income while satisfying the demands of family life, but also to achieve success in 

the face of scrutiny and doubt from their social circle, and even themselves. 
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This dissertation utilizes mixed methods to asks numerous questions, including: Why do 

women enroll with often mistrusted multi-level marketing (MLM) companies as product sellers? 

How do the MLMs themselves entice sellers to join and remain in MLM work? What narratives 

do the MLMs and sellers use to mitigate the stigmas associated with selling and recruiting for an 

MLM? What strategies do women use to balance family care work and MLM work? What do 

women feel that they gain from their selling experience over time? If their income expectations 

go unmet, what motivations do they draw on to justify their sustained involvement and who, if 

anyone, do they feel is culpable for their failure?  

To uncover answers to these research questions, I used a combination of participant 

observation, in-depth interviews, and content analysis to examine three focal MLMs. I 

participated in these MLMs’ training meetings, sales parties, and corporate headquarters tours. I 

conducted in-depth panel interviews with 32 women who had recently enrolled as MLM sellers 

within these specific organizations. I analyzed content from these MLM organizations’ training 

materials. I also joined one of these MLMs as a product seller to gain a modified complete 

observer experience. This multi-faceted approach aimed at understanding these women’s lived 

experiences by being among them—and even, for a time, being one of them. My experiences 

observing this contested world of contingent work, as well as my research questions, informed 

the two semi-structured interview guides that I used to interview approximately ten women from 

each of the three focal MLMs. Using a panel design, I completed one interview within about 

three months of a woman joining one of the MLM organizations, and a second follow-up 

interview near their one-year anniversary with the MLM. 

Chapter 2 examines the context for this research. I trace the story of the MLM industry 

and its growth throughout the twentieth and into the twenty-first century. I define key MLM 
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industry terms, such as direct sales, distributor, upline, downline, personal volume, ranks, 

compensation plan, as well as the legal definition of pyramid scheme relative to how the term is 

used colloquially. I also discuss United States’ family-related policies, and lack thereof, and how 

they give MLMs an appeal despite their stigma. This discussion dovetails with neoliberal theory: 

namely, how the contemporary world of work is embedded in an institutional context that is anti-

dependency and in favor of promoting competitive business interests through deregulation and a 

minimal welfare state. In the case of MLMs and their context, these logics apply to U.S. policy, 

workplace objectives (including MLM organization tactics), and the sensemaking and 

strategizing required by individual workers in light of these institutional arrangements. 

Chapter 3 describes the study’s data and methods. I begin by introducing the three focal 

MLMs, including their pseudonyms, background, defining and differential characteristics, and 

the reasons I selected them for this study. I then discuss the mixed methods approach that I use to 

study these MLMs and their participants, including participant observation (both participant-as-

observer and a modified complete observer method), panel design in-depth interviews, and 

content analysis. I also use this chapter to explain my recruitment objectives across the three 

focal MLM organizations, how I located my interview subjects, additional recruitment due to 

attrition, and descriptive statistics on the interview participants. I focus this chapter primarily on 

my interview subjects, as their responses inform much of the following four substantive chapters. 

In Chapter 4, “Hustled by the Side Hustle: Motivations and Realities in Multi-level 

Marketing,” I begin my substantive inquiry by asking why women enroll as sellers with a multi-

level marketing company. As part of this conversation, I take a critical look at the rise of the 

“new” contingent labor market or “gig economy.” I argue that, although digital peer-to-peer 

platforms have led to rapid growth in flexible, just-in-time work, this is not a new form of work. 
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Women have navigated contingent work for decades in multi-level marketing organizations due 

to varied structural and cultural dilemmas, such as inflexibilities in much of the paid labor 

market and pressure to meet gender mandates, such as the intensive mothering ideology. Within 

this context, women use cultural resources to determine and justify MLM product sales as a 

plausible line of action. I use my interview data to answer how women explain their decision to 

join stigmatized “side hustle” MLM work, how much they anticipated earning, and how some 

justified remaining in the MLM when compensation fell short of their expectations. 

Chapter 5 is titled “‘I Work While They Sleep’: MLMs and the Elusive Work-Family 

Balance.” This chapter asks what strategies the mothers of young children in my sample used to 

approximate idealized maternal involvement while also attempting to achieve success in their 

MLM work. Here I begin by discussing boundary work as a means to separate their worlds of 

work temporally, spatially, and emotionally.  I then revist tensions between the family devotion 

schema and work devotion schema to understand the dichotomous burdens placed on mothers. I 

also examine prior literature that delves into mothers’ strategies to incorporate flexible paid and 

unpaid family work into their daily lives, which until now has not considered the MLM case. I 

find that to ameliorate “mom guilt” and attempt to meet the trappings of intensive mothering, 

women use boundary work, such as “time blocks” or shifts to schedule time-in for mothering and 

time-in for MLM work—often occurring while young children are asleep, which I call “sleep 

shifts.” The use of this strategy varies across household income level and is especially common 

among women with higher household incomes. Late work hours during “sleep shifts” contribute 

to the women’s own exhaustion but highlight that many women unquestioningly subscribe to the 

intensive mothering ideology. 
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Chapter 6, “‘If You Believe It, You Can Achieve It!’ Neoliberal Positivity Frames as 

Multi-level Marketing Organizational Subterfuge” focuses on how each of the three focal MLMs 

deploy what I term neoliberal positivity frames. Such frames merge the business sensibilities of 

neoliberal ideology with “positive psychology,” a popularized anti-dependency, self-help trend 

emphasizing personal responsibility for one’s life outcomes and the need to achieve success in 

and through cultivating attitudes of happiness and life satisfaction. Using content analysis of 

MLM organization-sponsored materials, including trainings, conference calls, and informational 

booklets provided to newly enrolled sellers, I ask whether four main aspects of positive 

psychology are present in organizational messages, and if they are given a neoliberal business 

twist. I find that each of the three focal MLMs utilize these neoliberal positivity frames, and 

implement them through their codified organizational policies, imbuing each MLM with a 

decidedly self-help ethos. This emphasizes sellers’ need for freedom and the importance of 

sellers believing in their own growth, responsibility, and capacity for life-altering success 

through the MLM’s unbridled potential.      

Chapter 7 builds on the prior chapter, this time looking at neoliberal positivity frame 

reception in a chapter titled, “Like a Moth to the Frame: MLM-selling Women’s Positivity 

Frame Alignment Across Income Levels.” Though cultural frames are a useful concept, scholars 

vary when it comes to using frames to explain beliefs and behaviors across social strata, with 

some warning that this creates a conservative, “blame the victim” approach, particularly when it 

comes to understanding poverty. With these arguments in mind, I use the same four 

organization-produced neoliberal positivity frames and measure how sellers across income 

categories deploy these frames while reconciling their own selling experiences with the 

organization’s widely touted claims of seller life enhancement and success. I find that sellers 
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invoke all four of the organization-produced neoliberal positivity frames, though some women 

deploy frames so as to dismiss and reject them. Further, despite similarities across income 

groupings in the percentage of women in my study remaining or leaving their MLM work, there 

are frame alignment differences suggesting that women offer divergent justifications for staying 

or leaving based on social strata. This shows the unique contribution of qualitative data in 

uncovering findings not always recognized in quantitative data alone. 

Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by assessing how this research might contribute to 

sociology, organizational policy, and U.S. public policy. First, it reviews the fields in sociology 

with ongoing relevant conversations that stand to benefit from these data and analyses. For 

example, this research contributes to the sociology of family and work by clarifying how women 

struggle with the competing family devotion and work devotion schemas, all while trying to 

provide income to their families in a context of declining benefits and wages. This leads them to 

bring paid work into the home and, rather than working a simultaneous shift, endeavor to 

separate MLM work and family work through various boundary work. These are important 

understandings, particularly as work-from-home opportunities expand in light of Covid-19’s 

social distancing-fueled rearrangement of work.  

Second, Chapter 8 also explores both organizational and public policy change potentially 

impacted by these data. With a growing number of companies recruiting a flexible labor force 

and offering competitive wages, rather than sales commissions, I consider the longevity of 

MLMs in an even more tech-dominant future of work. I also weigh the likelihood of 

governmental policy change that turns against the neoliberal tide, including more family-

supportive policies or greater regulation of MLM organizations. However, it is clear that 

contemporary U.S. government entities are more interested in educating consumers about the 
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dangers of MLMs rather than regulating them, leaving it up to the free market to create superior 

and more alluring employment opportunities that harness the efforts and ingenuity of women 

determined to work from home. Unfortunately, as long as 1) declining wages push women 

determined to stay-at-home into the paid labor force to support and/or supplement their 

household income, but with 2) limited options for flexible pace and place, all while 3) MLMs 

offer feel-good neoliberal positivity frames that both entice and entrap individuals in cycles of 

self-esteem and self-blame, we will continue to watch millions of American women join MLMs 

and ultimately work extraordinarily hard for little or no money.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Multi-level marketing, a $36 billion industry in the U.S. (Direct Sales Association 2018), 

offers flexibility of pace and place that appeals to many women, especially mothers of young 

children. Multi-level marketing organizations (MLMs) take advantage of a reserve army of 

labor–women with significant caregiving responsibilities–to recruit direct salespeople who will 

work without a guaranteed income. In this form of contingent work, an individual typically pays 

an MLM for the opportunity to be a licensed distributor of the organizations’ consumer goods. 

These product distributors are recruited under another distributor, who may facilitate training in 

exchange for receiving a portion of their “downline” distributor’s sales. In the loose 

organizational arrangements of multi-level marketing, sellers have the potential to earn an 

income through both retail sales and recruitment, and engage with other adult sellers and product 

buyers, but are able to flexibly work from home for as many or as few hours as their schedules 

allow (Biggart 1989). This seemingly ideal situation entices nearly 14 million U.S. women 

(73.5% percent of all MLM sellers) to be currently enrolled as MLM sellers (Direct Sales 

Assocation 2018). For this reason, many of the MLM companies offer products that specifically 

appeal to women consumers and women sellers, such as makeup and skin care, clothing, fashion 

accessories (purses, etc.), home goods (candles, baskets, appliances, etc.), and other stereotypical 

gender-typed products emphasizing female beauty and homemaking.    

Besides the products, is easy to see the appeal of enrolling as an MLM seller for this 

predominantly female demographic. First, when it comes to maternal employment, the United 

States lacks in policy support for mothers to maintain their ties to the formal labor market. The 

U.S. currently stands as one of only three nations in the world to not offer any federal system of 

paid parental leave tied to a percentage of their employment earnings (Organization for 
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Economic Cooperation and Development 2019). Norway, one of the more generous, offers 49 

weeks of parental leave at full salary, or 59 weeks at 80 percent of their prior pay. In the U.S. 

system of only twelve weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave upon the birth or adoption of a child, 

the only workers who qualify are those who have worked 1,250 hours in the prior 12 months, 

and only for businesses with 50 or more employees in a 75-mile radius. These protections that 

value small businesses over employees mean that roughly 40% of employers are not beholden to 

comply with FMLA stipulations (Bravo 2014).  

Second, adding insult to the injury of unpaid leave, organizations are also hesitant to offer 

what they perceive as cumbersome, oversight-lacking family-friendly flexible work 

arrangements, such as work-from-home options. Kelly and Kalev (2006) found that human 

resource directors and workplace policy handbooks tend to avoid discussing flexible 

arrangements, which directors admitted was intended to deter employees from requesting them. 

At the same time, many women with young children are unwilling or unable to work inflexible 

hours, so this edges them out of the labor market. Often, mothers want to work part-time: 35% of 

nonemployed mothers of young children would prefer to be employed part-time—nearly the 

same amount of women (39%) who believed they were doing the right thing by staying home 

with their children (Pew Research Center 2019). But, part-time employment options in the U.S. 

pay poorly and typically offer no employment benefits. This leaves many mothers with young 

children with a quandary: how can they make an income while working at home, with flexible 

hours?  

MLMs appear to offer a seemingly ideal solution of flexible at-home employment to this 

group of women, though a recent survey found that 75.3% of respondents that enrolled in a 

multilevel marketing organization as a direct-to-consumer product distributor either broke even 
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or lost money (DeLiema et al., 2018). In this particular survey, the remaining 24.7% reported 

profits of at least $1.00, leaving little information on how much women were compensated and 

for how many hours of work over time. But the fact that forty-four percent withdraw within a 

year, and 97% leave within five years (FitzPatrick 1997), suggest that the MLM “business 

opportunity” is largely unsustainable for most women earnestly seeking fair compensation 

through flexible work. According to data published by Nu Skin Enterprises, Inc., which is a 

publicly traded MLM company that must disclose corporate figures, only 2.7% of the 

organization’s 57,998 “active distributors” were in a sales category that earned an average of 

more than $10,400 annually (NuSkin Enterprises 2014). Considering that independent sellers 

paid between $599 and $1,485 (2010 fees) to enroll as a “Business Builder” and continued to pay 

$100 monthly to maintain their distributorship, watchdog group Consumer Awareness Institute 

(2010) estimated that only 0.5% profited after expenses. This has contributed to stigmas against 

MLM businesses, including referring to them as a “pyramid scheme”—even though the Federal 

Trade Commission reserves this term for organizations that operate primarily on distributor 

recruitment without offering goods to sell (FTC 2019).  

This raises several important questions about MLM work and the women who do it. Why 

do individuals who enroll as “business building” product distributors remain involved when they 

receive minimal compensation?  How do the MLM organizations deploy published materials and 

meetings to entice individuals to join, remain involved, and recruit others?  How do distributors 

stay motivated and justify their involvement when they routinely fail to meet their original 

desired ends?  Why, particularly in light of recent attention to other forms of digital platform-

enabled flexible work (Friedman 2014, Lobel 2017), is MLM work an important case for 
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understanding the dynamics of precarious and contingent work and the role of work-family 

pressures in recruiting contingent workers?  

History of Multi-level Marketing 

 
Direct sales is “the sale of a consumer product or service, person-to-person, away from a 

fixed retail location” by independent sellers affiliated as distributors, product consultants, team 

members, or a range of other monikers (DSA 2015). Direct sales boomed in the early twentieth 

century, displacing itinerant peddling, and growing in the thriving economic climate and 

increasingly dense suburban population following World War II (Keep and Vander Nat 2014).   

It was then, in 1945, that Nutrilife, a direct sales vitamin company, developed a novel business 

model: multi-level marketing (MLM).  While traditional direct salespeople only earned 

commissions from products that they personally sold, a multi-level model allowed salespeople to 

earn commissions in two additional ways: First, they could recruit salespeople, who paid to 

enroll in the sales opportunity and were then placed in a subordinate position below the recruiter 

as a “downline,” typically giving the recruiting sellers an enrollment bonus. Second, salespeople 

could earn a portion of the sales commission earned by sellers in their downline.  

The MLM business model saw explosive growth from 1950 through 1980. This growth 

relied primarily on women, who went from 34 percent of the MLM labor force in 1950 (Keep 

and Vander Nat 2014), to 80 percent by the 1980s (Biggart 1989). During this period, new 

businesses like Mary Kay, Tupperware, and Amway popularized this model through their readily 

demonstratable consumer goods. These MLM organizations rejected the door-to-door sales 

approach and opted for a “party plan” marketing strategy that involved sales presentations within 

social networks (Keep and Vander Nat 2014). Sellers operated out of the home of a trusted 

hostess, who invited friends and threw a party, typically with refreshments, where sellers could 
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show off the merits of their products.  MLM organizations charged their sellers with “the role of 

the fun makers, orchestrating a good time not only for themselves but also for everyone in 

attendance at the party” (Mullaney and Shope 2012:108).  As individuals enjoy the experiences 

at the product party, it fuels sales, personal use of the product, and interest in what appears to be 

an enjoyable line of work. In fact, in the few scholarly treatments examining the reasons for 

women’s involvement in MLMs, most center around the pseudo-job-requirement of being a 

party facilitator and giving stay-at-home mothers in particular an outlet for fun and social 

connection (Mulaney and Shope 2012, Biggart 1989). 

In the twenty-first century, MLM sales strategies have changed in response to the growth 

and popularity of social media. Most MLM sellers have retooled to sell goods through digital 

platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and others. Sellers continue to join MLMs, but most of 

them work alone from the setting of their choice—usually their own homes. Despite these 

changes steering sellers away from the “party plan” model, MLM companies continue to enjoy 

growth and success. 15.6 million Americans sold MLM products in 2011, a figure that grew to 

18.6 million sellers in 2017, of whom over 73.5% were women (Direct Sales Association 2018).  

In 2012, the four highest-grossing publicly traded MLM companies each earned over $1 billion: 

Avon cosmetics ($10.7 billion), Herbalife health supplements ($4.07 billion), Nu Skin health 

supplements and cosmetics ($2.17 billion), and Primerica financial products ($1.18 billion). An 

estimated 1 in 13 adults sells MLM products at some point in their lives (DeLiema 2018). 

Understanding MLMs 

To join the MLM selling experience, an individual is required to enroll under an “upline” 

sponsor, who in turn has their own upline, literally embedding the seller in a multi-level network. 

In most MLM organizations, “active” or compensation-eligible sellers are expected to order a 
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certain amount of product monthly, called personal volume, which can be used for their own 

consumption or for resale. As a sellers’ downline, or their own network of recruits, grows, their 

sales are tabulated by including the orders placed by their entire downline, called group volume. 

When personal and group volume increase to certain dollar amount thresholds, sellers have 

potential to move up in ranks in the company’s “compensation plan,” which shares a portion of 

sales with the seller. If this sounds complex, it is by design. For example, BeautifOil, an essential 

oils company studied as one of my focal organizations, has eight sales ranks and four types of 

bonuses: a quick start bonus, for people who recruit others within the first 60 days of joining; a 

group volume bonus for at least $600 in monthly personal or group sales from each of their 

recruits; a depth-of-downline bonus where for each level down in the downline, a sellers receive 

1-2% more compensation for each sale; and a monthly leadership pool bonus where top earners 

receive up to 6% of global corporate profits. In addition to selling products and the business 

opportunity, sellers must also master this complicated structure to receive any commissions they 

may have earned. Being unaware of the various thresholds can thwart a sellers’ compensation: 

for example, because the monthly group volume bonus requires $600 in sales from each 

downline recruit, if a seller has a recruit with $1800 in sales, another with $1200, and a third 

with $500, they will receive no bonus, even though several recruits far exceeded the minimum 

requirements. Depending on the organization, sellers can also qualify for incentive trips, which, 

not unlike other non-MLM corporate incentive trips, are often valued at less than the cost of their 

sales increases. 

Other than mothers’ constraints to find meaningful and flexible employment that enables 

them to meet keenly felt family care responsibilities, how else can we explain the expansive 
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MLM market, which seems to exist with minimal oversight, and, despite intricate consumer 

“gotchas” and the stigma associated with this industry, continues to appeal to intrepid sellers? 

Neoliberalism 

Neoliberalism, or radically free-market capitalism, widely diffused over the latter decades 

of the twentieth century and early twenty-first century, asserting that deregulated, unrestricted 

markets and individualization, or privatized public resources, optimize economic outcomes 

(Campbell and Pedersen 2001, Albert 1993). However, the application and effects of neoliberal 

ideology have been felt far beyond governmental policy and market economics. On an 

organizational level, this anti-social welfare ethos is linked to various corporate moves that place 

responsibility on employees to secure their own outcomes, such as the decline in company-

sponsored pensions in favor of pushing employee-funded 401(k)s (Frederico 2019). Contingent 

work, held by short-term or contract employees without company benefits, flourishes under a 

neoliberal ideology that demands that workers be responsible for their own health insurance, 

securing their own raises, and employment longevity, while emphasizing that employees ought 

to enjoy the “freedom” and “independence” of not being tied to their employer (Sugarman 2015).  

As an ideology, neoliberalism has swept up American cultural understandings of the self. 

These understandings masquerade as common sense (Foucault 1978). Like unregulated markets 

and organizations that capitalize on every opportunity, neoliberalism turns individuals into 

nimble “entrepreneurs” that ought to avoid dependency on institutions or organizations. 

Accordingly, individual entrepreneurs must 1) seek out and adopt expert advice to increase their 

skills and efficiencies, 2) hone and manage their “portfolio” of attributes, and 3) act with 

initiative, take risks, and be self-sufficient so that they can achieve personal fulfillment, most 

always interpreted as financial gain. This ideology is so profuse that individuals are comfortable 
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using language of management to speak about themselves and what they uniquely offer the 

marketplace (e.g., networking, productivity, skills assessment, short- and long-term goals). Of 

course, classical liberal markets also expected individuals to participate in economic activity, but 

“the major distinction between classical and neoliberalism is that in neoliberalism, individuals 

are not only obliged to be engaged in economic activity, they are expected to create it” 

(Sugarman 2015: 104). Entrepreneurship then becomes more than a vocation: it is an entire way 

of being in which the self is continually being fashioned and presented as an economic vehicle.  

Not coincidentally, the rise of neoliberalism coincides with increasing income inequality 

and stagnant growth in wages and living standards for low- and middle-income Americans 

(Mishel, Gould, and Bivens 2015). The Economic Policy Institute estimates that from 1948 to 

1973, wages rose in line with productivity: productivity rose nearly 97 percent during this period, 

and wages rose over 91% (Mishel et al 2015:4). However, from 1973 to 2013, productivity 

increased by 74.4 percent while wages remained largely stagnant, rising less than ten percent 

over 30 years, and contributing to an estimated $17,867 loss in annual household earnings in 

2007. From 1979 to 2013, wages in 2013 dollars actually declined by five percent for low wage 

workers, and CEO pay rose from 20 times a typical employee’s pay in 1970s to 296 times their 

pay in 2013. Neoliberal ideology justifies government’s abdication of regulation and policy 

change in support of workers. The federal minimum wage would be over $18.00 per hour if it 

kept pace with productivity levels from the late 1960s, but instead lags at $7.25 per hour. Not 

only does neoliberal ideology absolve institutions and organizations of responsibility, it also 

places blame squarely upon individuals to develop their own solutions in the face of global 

economic forces. Neoliberal approaches to economics demand that workers acquire new skills, 

monetize their limited free time, and marshal scarce resources to increase their individual 
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household incomes and solve for their own economic deficiencies. All the while, neoliberal 

ideology encourages workers to “enjoy” this era of “unprecedented” freedom and entrepreneurial 

opportunity. 

Multi-level Marketing as Neoliberal Alternative to the Modern Workplace 

Mary Kay, Inc., an MLM with $2.5 billion in worldwide sales in 2010, routinely tells the 

following origin story of their business and founder, Mary Kay Ash:  

[Our] company story didn’t begin until Mary Kay Ash faced a situation all too familiar to 
women in the early '60s. After 25 years in the direct-selling business, Mary Kay Ash 
resigned a position as a national training director when yet another man she had trained 
was promoted above her – at twice her salary. Her response was visionary. At first, she 
started writing a book that would help women gain the opportunities she had been denied. 
Sitting at her kitchen table, Mary Kay made two lists on a yellow legal pad. One list 
contained the good things she had seen in companies. The other featured things she 
thought could be improved. When she reviewed the lists, she realized she had created a 
marketing plan for a dream company (Mary Kay Inc. 1999). 
 

Mary Kay, Inc.’s origin story features issues of gender inequality in employment, including the 

wage gap and being passed over for meaningful assignments and promotions. The goal of this 

story is to resonate with similarly disenfranchised women. Myriad studies show that among, 

women, mothers in particular battle against unfair hiring evaluations (Correll, Bernard, and Paik 

2007), compensation penalties (Budig and England 2001), and family responsibilities 

discrimination (Williams 2008), as caregiving responsibilities preclude them from meeting the 

template of the androcentric “ideal,” unencumbered worker (Williams 2000).  MLMs therefore 

appeal to women who can enroll, set their own schedule, and potentially earn “automatic” rank 

advancements and promotions, avoiding the discrimination faced in hiring and promotion by 

many women, especially mothers. 

Women weigh barriers in the labor market against cultural pressures that often valorize 

professional paid labor as an important source of identity, leading stay-at-home mothers to feel 
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frustration about abandoning their career identities and “opting out”; for some, their unhappiness 

permeates their family life (Gerson 1985, Belkin 2003). On the other hand, employed mothers 

struggle from feelings of loss of time with their children, and also from being “mommy tracked” 

for wanting a more part-time solution (Williams 2000). Since many mothers do not see their 

male partners as equally skilled caregivers of their children and do not establish norms for 

equality in home obligations, employed women are often left with burdensome “second shifts” of 

labor within the home (Hochschild 1989). In a cultural context that pressures middle-class 

women to emphasize family devotion over work devotion (Blair-Loy 2001), and unlike for 

fathers, sets these two schemas as competing dichotomies (Gerson 1985), women struggle to 

frame their lives around paid work and unpaid caregiving. 

By studying women’s decisions to join an MLM, as well as their prior work histories and 

current family composition, I investigate the effect of institutional constraints, from the formal 

market economy and stagnant wages, insufficient workplace policies, the family, and the 

neoliberal ideological assumption that it is individuals who must respond to these concerns 

laregely as a solo pursuit. How might these come together to attract women into multi-level 

marketing and influence their desire to stay, despite industry notoriety for high financial and 

social costs and low remuneration? 

First, neoliberal policies and ideology pressure individuals to maximize their available 

time towards productive ends. If the self is perpetually able to monetize skills for economic gain, 

then any “downtime” can be seen as a potentially productive time for a “side hustle” that will 

produce additional income if one only chooses to be efficient with their time and energy. This 

ideology, combined with stagnant middle-class and working-class earnings in the U.S. (Mishel et 

al 2015), creates a situation where many contemporary stay-at-home mothers feel pressure to 
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contribute to household finances. Given their primary commitment to hands-on care of their 

families, one of the most attractive income-earning options for these women is a work-from-

home arrangement like multi-level marketing sales. 

Second, and relatedly, a neoliberal ethos encourages individuals to feel that the self is the 

only person standing in the way of their economic fulfillment. Lack of financial means is simply 

a lack of personal achievement and can be solved through appropriate “management”: time 

management, efficiency, and acquiring new skills towards personal growth. Neoliberalism relies 

on the language of personal responsibility, which absolves institutions and organizations of 

responsibility for individual welfare. Because of the anti-dependency ethos, the path to greater 

economic gain is not to press for stronger worker rights and protections, but to maximize the 

entrepreneurial self. Despite the stigmas associated with MLMs, sellers should therefore feel that 

success or failure in the enterprise is not due to issues endemic to the industry or the 

organization’s structure, but due to personal conduct failings. 

Building on this literature, I expect women will join and remain in MLMs for the 

following reasons: 

1. The motivation to earn income, especially given MLMs’ promise of high earning 

potential in a context where most women want to contribute to their family’s income 

and average household incomes have stagnated, will entice women to join MLMs. 

MLM opportunities will remain attractive despite a strong cultural stigma 

surrounding them. However, due to the hefty monthly costs of remaining in the 

MLM, women with higher household incomes will persist in the organization for 

longer than women from households with lower-than-median incomes. 
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2. I anticipate that mothers who join MLMs in order to reconcile household income 

needs with cultural expectations of intensive motherhood and family devotion will 

decide that part-time, home-based multi-level marketing work is a satisfactory 

alternative to other available income opportunities.  Further, especially given the 

constraints in modern workplaces and expenses of child-care, women may express 

gratitude at having the ability to negotiate the time and place of their work, feeling 

that any earnings in flexible labor is better than higher earnings in less 

accommodating workplaces.  Women may therefore support the organization, despite 

high costs and limited earnings, for giving women an “opportunity” to work from 

home.  

3. Finally, due to a neoliberal ethos that de-emphasizes institutional or organizational 

social responsibility and emphasizes personal responsibility, I expect that both MLM 

organizations and the women who join them will frame MLM sellers as responsible 

for their compensation, or lack thereof, and emphasize that greater self-mastery and 

personal development will eventually help them to achieve financial success. This 

will encourage some women who join MLMs to persist in expending considerable 

time, effort, and money on their MLM sales endeavor. 
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Chapter 3: Data and Methods 

To address my research questions, I engaged in mixed-methods research of three focal 

MLM organizations, DermaDynamix, BeautifOil, and Cute Couture,1 and women selling their 

products from Summer 2016 through 2019 through participant observation, in-depth interviews, 

and content analysis. 

DATA 

Focal MLM Organizations 

First, BeautifOil is a Utah-based multi-level marketing organization that sells over 50 

Certified Pure Therapeutic Grade essential oils and oil blends, as well as capsules, lotions, and 

diffusers to facilitate internal, topical, and aromatic oil consumption, respectively (Fact Sheet 

2012).  Wellness Advocates (their term for product distributors) tout the myriad health benefits 

of oils: Peppermint oil alone is said to alleviate indigestion, congestion, muscle tension, stress 

and fatigue, allergy symptoms, overeating, overheating, and be a general non-stimulant 

invigorant. After only five years in operation, BeautifOil boasts itself to be a financially sound 

organization, free of debt and earning over $1 billion annually in the U.S. market alone; 

however, BeautifOil is not publicly traded and their actual financial standing is unknown. 

Second, DermaDynamix, a large publicly-traded MLM organization also based in Utah, 

offers a wide variety of hundreds of holistic health products, including personal care, vitamins, 

and electronic face and body spa equipment for in-home use. A long-standing and well-

recognized name in multilevel marketing holistic health products, DermaDynamix’s primary 

focus is on anti-aging products, with a corporate mission statement on “advancing the 

 
1 MLM names are pseudonyms, as are the names of MLM distributors, to preserve 
confidentiality. 
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understanding of the sources that influence the aging process, including the science of gene 

expression” ([Organization Name] 2014).  DermaDynamix presents itself as a confident global 

brand, operating in fifty countries, with products sold by “product distributors.”  With recorded 

annual revenue of $3.2 billion in 2012, DermaDynamix also boasts the highest earnings of the 

organizations in this study.  This is fueled primarily by being one of few multilevel marketing 

organizations to operate in mainland China, with 43% of sales coming from China and only 12% 

of sales coming from North and South America.         

Finally, Cute Couture, a clothing company primarily selling women’s clothes from XXS-

5XL, is the youngest of the three MLMs. It incorporated in 2013, and only began MLM sales in 

2014. From there, it experienced massive growth, with less than 1,000 “fashion consultants” in 

2014, to more than 80,000 consultants in 2017. Fashion consultants order product and sell from 

their own homes or in at-home parties called “pop-ups.” Known for their comfortable and 

brightly patterned leggings, the company has gone on a roller coaster. It had an obsessive cult 

following—with would-be consultants forced to wait up to 12 weeks to receive their first 

shipment of clothing due to popularity—but faced lawsuits in 2017 and 2018, including one from 

customers who claimed the soft merchandise developed holes during normal wear. 

During my research in 2016-2018, all three MLMs had appearances of corporate 

infrastructure, led by salaried executives with standard titles (either a Chief Executive Officer or 

Chief Financial Officer with industry experience, as well as Executive Vice Presidents). They all 

had active public relations outlets and issued regular press releases, professionally designed 

marketing materials and packaging, and operated modern, technologically-advanced corporate 

headquarters and production centers.  DermaDynamix, BeautifOil and Cute Couture all had high 

degrees of gender inequality within their organizations: their salaried executives and upper-rank 
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(signified by monikers such as “Diamond,” “Platinum,” and “Elite”) sales executives were 

predominantly men or husband and wife sales teams. Meanwhile, all of the home parties and 

training meetings that I attended were led by lower-level women and, with the exception of one 

husband and wife sales team, attended exclusively by women. There was some race and age 

diversity in the types of women, particularly in those leading and attending training. I noticed 

Latina, Native American, and Asian women and some 55+ aged women in events for all 

organizations.  However, the organizers and attendees were predominantly white, middle-class 

women in their 30s and 40s.  

In all organizations, I use the term “sellers” to define anyone who joins the business with 

the expectation of selling product for financial gain, though each of the focal MLMs used their 

own, often unique, term to describe their sales force (e.g., Wellness Advocates, Fashion 

Consultants, Distributors). Sellers are not employees, but are independent contractors according 

to the IRS Tax Code, and receive a 1099 to pay applicable taxes on their compensation. Some 

organizations exacted a financial toll to become an MLM seller. Joining BeautifOil required a 

purchase of a product demonstration kit, ranging from $150 to $2,550.  Consultants also needed 

to order $125 worth of product monthly to maintain an active, commission-earning membership 

in the organization. DermaDynamix was the mid-range option, with kits ranging from $1,485 to 

$1,749 and additional minimum monthly purchases of $200. However, partway through my 

study, the company disbanded the kit requirement to encourage distributor enrollment. Cute 

Couture was by far the most expensive, requiring fashion consultants to “onboard” by purchasing 

at least $5,000 worth of inventory to stock an at-home retail shop from a non-negotiable list of 

predetermined clothing styles and sizes. The highly popular leggings, not on the onboarding list, 

required a separate purchase of $1,000 or more. 
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METHODS 

Participant Observation  

From June to August 2016, I lived in Utah to immerse myself in these focal organizations 

as a participant observer. I attended home parties or “education classes,” corporate events, and 

small group training meetings for all three organizations, and toured the headquarters and 

product stores of the two Utah-based focal organizations. Homing in on only three organizations 

allowed me to gain more in-depth local knowledge of each organization, including specifics of 

their product offerings, compensation plans, performance expectations, sales strategies, and 

accolades. I endeavored to fully engage in each experience alongside other MLM sellers and 

their guests. For example, if the event specified a certain dress code (Cute Couture events 

required attendees to wear head-to-toe Cute Couture apparel), I followed each instruction to 

respect the event “rules.” If the speaker asked the attendees to stand up and dance, participate in 

the telephone game, or write their goals on large poster boards, I joined in each experience. From 

home, I also listened to live conference calls or webinars directed by each organization’s leading 

sales executives, as well as participated in virtual home parties or education classes. I obtained 

and analyzed online and print content from all organizations, including consultants’ sales sites, 

unofficial marketing materials sold by executives (as a side business), and corporate-produced 

documents.  

For a more intensive participant observation experience, I joined Cute Couture as a seller 

for a 9 month period, from August 2016 until May 2017. I did this to make a good faith effort to 

see firsthand the work required to be an MLM seller, to participate in the training as a new 

recruit, to refine my questions for my interviews, and to experience the emotions associated with 

success, failure, work/life balance, and other issues I learned about through earlier participant 
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observation experiences.  I selected Cute Couture from the three focal organizations for two 

primary reasons. First, Cute Couture, as the newest organization relative to the other two, offered 

less online training information accessible by the general public. This is both because of fewer 

sellers in their organization to create online content and because of the company’s own decisions 

to protect their privacy. Some information, such as the wholesale cost to purchase clothing goods 

or company training calls with the founders, was only available to registered sellers. Second, 

Cute Couture featured a unique and largely untested compensation structure relative to most 

other MLM organizations at the time, wherein individuals paid a much higher sum to join but 

also stood to gain more money on each individual sale (approximately 100 percent markup). 

Most MLM companies instruct sellers to use an online store or paper catalog to collect orders 

that will be fulfilled at a corporate warehouse, giving the seller a small commission of around 20 

percent. In contrast, Cute Couture sells their products at a wholesale price to sellers and requires 

them to sell products and fulfill all sales orders, including determining their own methods of 

shipping. Because there is less research on long-term outcomes for this atypical compensation 

plan, I decided to undergo greater inquiry into this process by joining Cute Couture. 

 I selected an upline from a social media search that was not one of my interview 

participants for three reasons. First, I wanted to protect my participants’ confidentiality. Second, 

I wanted to avoid financially advancing any one participant over another, as an upline stands to 

gain a percentage of their downline recruit’s sales. Third, I believed that this would help to 

maintain greater validity in the interview data as I requested my participants’ honest responses 

about their work experiences, which I felt would be compromised if I became part of their work 

responsibilities.  
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Although I wanted a near experience of a complete participant, I told my upline that this 

experience was part of my dissertation, and that I intended to put forth serious effort to 

successfully sell product and learn all of the business practices that this entailed. I wanted her to 

know about my intentions so that she could manage her expectations for the purpose of my 

involvement. The Institutional Review Board approved my request for this ethnographic work. 

I invested over $12,000 in this venture by purchasing nearly 500 items of clothing, of 

which my upline received a 5% commission of $600.00. I also researched and purchased a 

mannequin and lighting materials from private sellers to photograph my pieces of clothing so 

that I could sell them online, as Cute Couture does not provide any stock images of their 

products. I designed signage to accompany each piece of clothing identifying the name of my 

online clothing page, the name or style of the garment, the size, and the price. I signed an 

agreement to follow company policies and procedures, including a commitment to not list an 

item for sale online below the company-wide Minimum Advertised Price (MAP)2.  

To gain a customer base, I first announced on my social media that I would be joining 

Cute Couture, and like I disclosed to my upline, I shared my purposes in doing so were to gain 

firsthand experience about the MLM selling process. I told my social media network contacts 

that if they were interested in the products or in following along in my experience, they could 

join a specific Facebook page which would act as an online platform for me to sell these goods. I 

held a clothing raffle for all of my social media contacts that joined my page and invited their 

friends to join. Once I had about 300 followers on my clothing page, I posted my clothing 

inventory in photo albums on the Facebook page. I invited my followers to host an online party, 

 
2	In a naïve mistake, I once advertised a “Buy One Get a Skirt Free” sale, as skirts were the least 
expensive item in my inventory based on wholesale pricing. I was contacted and reprimanded by 
my upline, because by offering a free item, I was selling it below the Minimum Advertised Price.  	
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where they could invite their friends to see my items and the hostess would receive a free item 

from me for every 10 items sold during the duration of their online party. I also began special 

sale events typically once weekly, advertising special $5 off coupons included with a purchase, 

free shipping, or other nominal incentives. I sold the clothing until May 2017, when I signed 

resignation papers and shipped all my unsold merchandise back to the company warehouse. 

 Panel Study In-depth Interviews   

After receiving Intuitional Review Board Human Subject approval, I conducted panel 

study in-depth interviews with 32 women selling MLM products, approximately 10 from each of 

the three focal organizations. From each organization, I interviewed approximately five sellers 

with a household income that exceeded the 2016 national median of $57,617 annually (termed 

“higher-income group”) and five with a household income below this threshold (termed “lower-

income group”).3 The lower-income group earned an average of $42,283 annually per household, 

while households of the higher-income group earned more than double this sum: $94,738 

annually. I interviewed women within the first several months of joining the MLM (mean time in 

the MLM = 2.28 months), and then interviewed them again approximately nine months later, 

ideally near their one-year mark of joining the MLM. Interviews were semi-structured and 

lasted, on average, 1.25 hours. I recruited these 32 women using a variety of methods: 16 from 

convenience sampling, by attending focal organization meetings that the MLMs advertised 

online; 7 via snowball sampling, by asking those I had interviewed to mention research 

participation opportunities to others within their team and provide my contact information to 

anyone interested; and 9 through purposive sampling, by messaging women who were publicly 

 
3 Due to complexities in recruitment for my study, I did not use Federal Poverty Guidelines to 
adjust groupings based on the individuals’ state of residence or household size. 
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selling or posting about focal organization products on social media by searching the MLM 

names. I asked each woman if they would like to participate in a research study to better 

understand women in direct sales or multi-level marketing, which would merit compensation for 

their time. I emailed or hand-delivered informed consent forms to those who agreed to 

participate. Each participant signed and then either scanned or gave the informed consent form 

back to me. For the first interview, I compensated participants that met with me in person with 

menu items of their choice at a popular bakery and coffee shop (not to exceed $20). I 

compensated participants that spoke with me over the phone with an Amazon gift card for $20. 

Due to travel constraints, I conducted all second interviews over the phone and participants 

received a $30 Amazon gift card.4 The slightly increased value was to incentivize participants to 

remain in the study over the extended period of time.  

In the first interview, I obtained personal demographic information (race/ethnic 

identification, education, marital status, family life, and income), work histories, reasons for 

joining the particular MLM and responses to this decision from family and friends, their current 

work patterns (what, where, when, and how often they perform MLM work), their expectations 

for their work, their current earnings, and their expected earnings and other goals at one-year of 

involvement. In the second interview, approximately nine months later, my questions included 

whether they remained involved at the same level as in the first interview, what affected any of 

their work pattern changes, the effect of this work on their lives and families, both their proudest 

and most disappointing experiences in the MLM, their current earnings, and their expected future 

earnings.  

 
4	Subject compensation for the second interview provided through the University of Arizona 
Graduate and Professional Student Council Vice President Research Award (“ReaP”) 
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Table 1: Number of interview participants per sampling category 

 DermaDynamix BeautifOil Cute Couture TOTAL 

Higher Income  7 First-wave;  

6 Second-wave 

3 First-wave 

2 Second-wave 

5 First-wave; 

5 Second-wave 

15 First-wave 

13 Second-wave 

Lower Income 5 First-wave; 

3 Second-wave 

7 First-wave; 

6 Second-wave 

5 First-wave 

5 Second-wave 

17 First-wave 

14 Second-wave 

TOTAL 12 First-wave 

9 Second-wave 

10 First-wave; 

8 Second-wave 

10 First-wave 

10 Second-wave 

32 First-wave 

27 Second-wave 

 

Due to Utah being my major research site (86% white (American Community Survey 

2013)), the racial makeup of my sample reflects the predominantly white population: 75% of my 

sample identified as white, 9.38% identified as Asian or Pacific Islander, 9.38% as African 

American, 3.13% as Latina and 3.13% as Native American. Three-quarters (75%) were mothers 

of a child under the age of 18, and 83% of these mothers had a child at or below the age of 5 at 

the time of at least one of the interviews. About eighty-four percent were married or living with a 

partner at the time of at least one of the interviews. Age groups ranged from 18-24 to 60-64, with 

the modal age range group of 25-29.  

Between Interview 1 and Interview 2, the study experienced some attrition. While the 

study retained all ten Cute Couture participants, there was attrition of 30.8% (n=4) from 

DermaDynamix interviewees and 20% (n=2) from BeautifOil, for a total loss of 18.2% of first-

wave interviewees. After recognizing this attrition, I was able to recruit four additional 

participants into my study in September 2017, all of whom completed both the second wave 

interview in June 2018. In all, I completed 32 interviews. 
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Table 2: Sample characteristics 

Characteristic n (%) 
Age  
     20-29 17 (53.13) 
     30-39 7 (21.88) 
     40-49 7 (21.88) 
     50-59 1 (3.13) 
Race  
     White 24 (75) 
     African American 3 (9.38) 
     Asian or Pacific Islander 3 (9.38) 
     Latina 1 (3.13) 
     Native American 1 (3.13) 
Marital Status  
     Single, never married 3 (9.38) 
     Single, divorced 2 (6.25) 
     Living with partner 2 (6.25) 
     Married 25 (78.13)  
Dependent children  
     0 8 (25) 
     1 5 (15.63) 
     2 11 (34.38) 
     3 4 (12.5) 
     4 3 (9.38) 
     5 1 (3.13) 
Education  
     High School  4 (12.5) 
     Some college (trade, AA) 21 (65.63) 
     Bachelor’s 7 (21.88) 
Income  
     $0-$14,999 3 (9.38) 
     $15,000-$29,999 2 (6.25) 
     $30,000-$44,999 7 (21.88) 
     $45,000-$59,999 5 (15.63) 
     $60,000-$74,999 5 (15.63) 
     $75,000-$89,999 3 (9.38) 
     $90,000-$104,999 1 (3.13) 
     $105,000-$119,999 2 (6.25) 
     More than $120,000 4 (12.5) 
Religious Affiliation  
     Christian: Non-denominational 6 (18.75) 
     Christian: Latter-day Saint 18 (56.25) 
     Catholic 1 (3.13) 
     No religion 7 (21.88) 
Region of Residence  
     Utah 16 (50) 
     Pacific 3 (9.38) 
     Mountain West (non-Utah) 5 (15.63) 
     North Central/Great Plains 1 (3.13) 
     South Central 1 (3.13) 
     South Atlantic 4 (12.5) 
     Canada 1 (3.13) 
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Transcription and Content Analysis 

With participants’ permission, I recorded all interviews to promote accuracy and facilitate 

transcription.5 I transcribed all interviews on my personal computer, with the exception of two 

transcriptions that a research assistant completed. The research assistant signed a confidentiality 

agreement and completed the work on a private, password protected cloud-based document 

account, where all transcripts and audio files are stored. Interviews are deidentified on this 

account and stored by a unique identifier code, the key to which is held only on my personal 

desktop computer. 

Once transcribed, I used NVivo to code the interviews for themes, using an iterative 

deductive and inductive process. I first deductively coded using my semi-structured interview 

guide as a means to group responses by subject. Because I had transcribed the interviews 

personally, I also added codes (termed “nodes” within NVivo) based on themes that had emerged 

in the participants’ responses. I assigned these broader codes identifying key words (i.e., 

“husband”, “partner” to find areas of the transcript where, if they were married, I asked and they 

answered if their spouse was supportive in their decision to join the MLM, then coding the range 

of responses) to search in NVivo across the transcripts. I then read each transcript once, adding 

codes inductively as I read that captured the full breadth of their reported experiences. Finally, 

once the codebook was finalized, I reread transcripts to ensure that the interview was coded 

within the full list of available codes or nodes. 

I also transcribed and coded my notes from the focal organization training meetings, 

corporate headquarters tours, Question and Answer sessions with executives, company calls, 

 
5 One of the 32 first-wave interview recordings failed to save and I did not realize the error in 
time to record personal notes about the interview other than minimal details. Thus, only 31 of the 
32 first-wave interviews were transcribed and coded, resulting in 58 full interviews. 
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video conferences, and home parties or classes. In my observation of these events, I tried to take 

accurate notes of not only the content of the speaker’s message, but also the feelings of the 

broader environment, such as the tone of the music and visual imagery, how many individual 

attended and their responses to the speakers’ presentations (if relevant). I transcribed and coded 

at least fifteen hours of content for each focal organization, using similar coding processes as 

with the interview transcriptions. I also requested and read 2016 paperwork and training 

materials from each of the three focal organizations, given to prospective sellers and coded each 

of these printed booklets or pamphlets for themes. Here also I used an iterative process, 

beginning by deductively assigning ideas to NVivo nodes based on categories of interest from 

my interviews. I then reread all of the materials and inductively added additional organization-

specific codes to the codebook as they came up, as organizations have a different vantage point 

than the sellers themselves. 

DISCUSSION 

Through this mixed methods research, consisting of multiple types of participant 

observation (as observer-as-participant: attending and participating in events, training, classes, 

and tours; and as a near complete observer: personally joining the organization to participate in 

the work efforts, but only after disclosing my intentions to others in the organization) and in-

depth interviews, I gained rich data to glean insights into my research questions about why 

women participate in MLM organizations. My methods did have several limitations, however. 

First, due to pregnancy-related travel constraints, I was unable to attend any of the focal 

organization’s national convention events, and instead attended regional training events. These 

are arguably the most immersive company events, as they are typically three days and entail 

meals, classes, entertainment, and even hotel sleeping arrangements where attendees are joined 
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by thousands of sellers within the particular MLM organization. These events are touted by 

organization founders and/or executives all throughout the year as the ultimate experience to set 

the tone for one’s selling experience. Though I missed these events, I did ask interviewees who 

remained enrolled with their MLM about their attendance at their company’s event in the second 

interview. I also watched and took notes on video live streams of the events to add to my 

fieldnotes. 

Second, I was unable to meet my original intention of interviewing 36 women, 12 from 

each focal organization, with exactly six higher household income and six lower household 

income respondents. I developed this goal with the intention of yielding at least five interviews 

in each focal organization income category for each interview wave after attrition. At the 

conclusion of my study, I was short two lower-income DermaDynamix second-wave interviews, 

two BeautifOil higher-income first-wave interviews, and three BeautifOil higher-income second-

wave interviews. It did appear that in DermaDynamix, where products were, on-average, more 

expensive (e.g., “salon-grade” facial spa and microdermabrasion kits that retailed for several 

hundred dollars), I struggled to recruit lower-income participants; similarly, in BeautifOil, where 

individual oil bottles were priced around $20-$40, I experienced difficulty in recruiting higher-

income participants. This could be because individuals selected products to sell that were within 

a comfortable price range for themselves and their social network and therefore were more likely 

to yield sales commissions. However, the 27 second-wave interviews is well near my intended 

goal of 30 second-wave interviews. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study does have notable limitations, particularly in using interviews to access 

women’s own descriptions of their MLM work, mothering work, and other relevant life 

experiences. First, it is difficult to ascertain precise information from the distributors on their 

hours worked and monthly income. The companies did not offer any time-keeping programs to 

track their hours, arguably because doing so would reveal the extent of the labor for minimal 

compensation. Most women arrived at their figures by describing the blocks of time that they 

work through the week. Due to social desirability norms, it could be that women struggled more 

often than they let on with their MLM work and family work, as well as spending more and 

earning less than they claimed, downplaying their financial and work/life conflicts. Given this 

underreporting rationale, the narratives women did share about their MLM work and family 

work experiences are all-the-more useful in interpreting their conflict-resolution strategies. 

Another limitation is in the number of MLM organizations studied. I deliberately chose 

only three diverse focal organizations so that I could complete in-depth training for all 

organizations and immerse myself in their products, compensation plans, techniques, and culture 

before beginning any interviews. I wanted to ensure that my participants felt comfortable using 

company-specific acronyms and jargon with me so that the time-bounded interview could avoid 

superficial definition and explanation time and go more in-depth to sellers’ thoughts and feelings 

about these company practices. However, because the study only examines three organizations, it 

could be that these companies are not representative of the range of economic opportunities in 

the industry as a whole, especially when choosing only three focal companies.  

In all, these methods stand to greatly contribute to our understanding of this particular 

female-dominated form of work. By interviewing several female participants at two points of 
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time, I was able to ascertain how their participation—and justifications for participating—

changed over time. I could also assess their initial goals and whether they were realized, and how 

these patterns differed across organizations and income levels. Also, by joining as a near 

complete observer, I was able to ask and experience these issues first-hand to add further 

richness to this data. These methods have not otherwise been used to explore MLMs, which are 

currently an understudied industry. MLMs are an important field of inquiry given recent 

attention to emergent contingent work, as well as on-going attempts to better understand sex 

segregated work, work inequities experienced by women, all within a national context of few 

state-sponsored safety-nets for working women with families. 
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Chapter 4: Hustled by the Side Hustle: Motivations and Realities in Multi-level Marketing  

 “Everybody’s got a side hustle. You’ve got to do what you’ve got to do. You can either make fun 
of it, you can contribute to it, or you can do nothing. I would prefer that you do nothing or 

contribute.” –Zella, DermaDynamix distributor 
 

New digital peer-to-peer platforms, from Uber to Fiverr, Door Dash to TaskRabbit, have 

offered novel methods of flexible work, and as such, scholars have generated fruitful research on 

the “rise of the gig-economy” (Friedman 2014:171, see also DeStafano 2016, Kuhn 2016, Lobel 

2017).  This “economy without jobs” (Friedman 2014:171) goes by many names, including 

contingent or just-in-time work, collaborative or sharing economy, on-demand labor force, or, in 

pop culture, the “side hustle.” Regardless of the moniker, each is characterized by flexible work 

arrangements in which independent contractors make their own hours, typically at a pace and 

place of their own choosing, as a person’s primary employment or as additional employment “on 

the side” (Chase 2015). In 2017, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that 55 million U.S. 

workers participated in gig work—one-third of the 155 million wage-earning Americans (Bureau 

of Labor Statistics 2017).  

According to a Hyperwallet (2018) study, “The Future of Gig Work is Female,” this gig 

economy has empowered women to assume male-dominated jobs, such as taxi driving, but 

through Lyft, or computer programming, but through Upwork. In a survey of over 2,000 female 

gig workers, 32% were in the direct selling industry, participating in well-known MLM 

companies, like Mary Kay (makeup), as well as newcomers, like Rodan and Fields (skin care). 

Seventy percent of these workers were the primary family caregivers in their home. Of those that 

left a full-time job for gig work (24%), 27% reported their main reason was needing more time to 

devote to family care.  
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While 72% of contemporary mothers with children under 18 are in the paid labor force, a 

significant proportion of these mothers (14% of part-time working mothers, and 16% of full-time 

working mothers) say they would prefer to either work less hours or not work outside the home 

at all (Pew Research 2019). Fifty-seven percent of full-time and 44% of part-time working 

mothers felt their employment made it difficult to be a good parent—data that not only suggests 

inflexibility in workplace practices, but also onerous standards of what it means for a mother in 

particular to be a “good parent.” Mothers are expected to be an integral, fully-attentive cultivator 

of their children’s holistic development and well-being according to the ideology of intensive 

mothering (Hays 1996). This ideological emphasis stands in opposition to paid work and to 

daycare services for children, as they are seen, at best, as sub-par compared to mothers’ own 

nurturing; and at worst, a risky self-interested commodification of what ought to be selfless care 

(Williams 2000, Zelizer 2007).  

At the same time, increases in the cost of living and rising standards for consumption 

mean that many family-devoted women even with a full-time employed partner need and want to 

contribute to their household income, rightfully arguing that, for many, paid labor is not a choice. 

This makes gig work particularly appealing, especially for those that are committed to earning an 

income without giving up their role as stay-at-home mothers. MLM organizations specifically 

target this population with promises of “part-time work for full-time income” all while working 

from home at the hours of their choosing. Indeed, in an environment where women feel they 

have little choice but to work, MLMs seem to offer myriad choices in how, when, where, and 

what women do in their MLM sales experience, all on a minimal effort fast-track to alluring 

earnings. 
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 Yet MLMs, like other forms of gig work, come with numerous trade-offs and 

vulnerabilities in the milieu. Contingent work, while flexible income, is arguably precarious for 

all who undertake it, especially those already on the margins, given the lack of worker benefits. 

However, some argue that side hustle work can be a “passion project” that enhances one’s skills 

and income without the trappings of the 9-to-5, a crucial selling point for mothers of young 

children. Indeed, mothers who desire a steady income, while still providing full-time family 

caregiving, are left in a precarious dilemma with few options that provide the pace and place 

discretion and income potential they need other than MLMs and other flexible work. 

Furthermore, these dilemmas are arguably exacerbated in MLMs relative to other gig work given 

the touted flexible financial potential and lofty expectations on the one hand, but the pyramid 

scheme stigma and social rejection on the other. When women join MLMs, are they able to 

overcome these detractions and precarities to achieve the flexible success they hope for and 

need? If not, how do they justify their continued involvement? 

This chapter examines women in MLM work arrangements: their motivations for joining, 

their earnings over time, and their beliefs—at times, shifting—about the nature of the industry.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Flexible Work 

The rise in gig-economy work reflects a surge in interest in flexible work, including 

work-from-home arrangements. Approximately 13.4 million Americans utilized work-from-

home arrangements in 2010, a number that reflected a 41% increase from 1999 (Mateyka, 

Rapino, and Landivar 2012).  Both men and women utilize work-from-home arrangements, 

albeit in different ways: Men report using the time to pursue additional paid work or participate 

in personal leisure, while women arrange their “time saved” to fulfill domestic responsibilities 
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(Hilbrect, Shaw, Johnson, and Andrey 2008).  Though women often struggle to protect 

productive paid labor time, they report that the freedom to combine childcare and paid 

employment, as well as participate in myriad children’s enrichment opportunities, such as 

classroom volunteer work and accompaniment to extra-curricular activities, offered an 

acceptable trade-off (Craig, Powell, and Cortis 2012). Particularly in light of the ideology of 

intensive motherhood, which specifies that mothers should supposedly have all the time and love 

in the world to offer their children the best possible childhood, women see ownership over their 

work arrangements, including flexibility of time and place, as essential for their desired 

engagement in their children’s lives. Several studies have found that mothers are willing to 

change their workplace arrangements to meet intensive mothering expectations (Johnson and 

Swanson 2006; Garey 1999). 

Though flexible arrangements are highly sought after, organizations often resist 

permitting them.  Yahoo’s highly publicized rescinding of their flexible work policy, decided by 

CEO and young mother Marissa Mayer, stands as evidence of the tension between employees’ 

desires and employers’ demands. Kelly and Kalev (2006) found that human resource directors 

and formal workplace policy handbooks avoid discussing flexible arrangements, largely to deter 

employees from requesting them.  In organizations with formal policies regarding flexibility, 

such discussions typically focus on an employee’s “right to ask,” with managerial discretion to 

reserve flexible work arrangements as a reward for top producing employees. For numerous 

reasons, including gender bias and close relationships between male-dominated senior 

management and male employees, women are routinely passed over for the most career-

enhancing assignments (Roth 2006).  Therefore, although mothers may benefit from flexible 

work offerings, they are unlikely to have access to these arrangements. Further, although the 
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Family and Medical Leave Act allows twelve weeks unpaid leave to mothers and fathers of 

newly born or adopted children, fathers tend to take far less leave. Female employees average 58 

days for newborn care leave compared to men’s 22 days, with 70% of men taking ten days or 

less (Pozniak, et al., 2012). In short, American mothers have far less organizational support for 

their family responsibilities than they need, and they need far more support than men do, 

especially in the immediate postpartum period.   

For many mothers, the constraints in the formal economy, coupled with the perceived 

benefits of a more flexible work arrangement, creates respective pushes and pulls out of the 

formal workforce (Kyrk 1947). According to Biggart (1989), the ability to work when, where, 

and how often they want, along with the allure of significant income potential, is a strong pull, 

especially for women juggling family care responsibilities. MLMs offer a seemingly ideal 

solution to the approximately 18.6 million U.S. MLM sellers, of which 73.5% are women and 

70.9% are Millennials or Gen Xers (Direct Sales Association 2018). Given the flexibility in this 

form of work, it is unsurprising that only 7.5% of all sellers in 2017 operated their business full-

time.  

Family Devotion and the Ideology of Intensive Motherhood 

 As childhood is a product of cultural context (Zelizer 1985), so is motherhood (Arendell 

2000). Contemporary views of motherhood pressure women to make complex concessions to 

provide for children’s physical, emotional, spiritual, social, academic, and developmental 

welfare and to cultivate well-adjusted, successful adults. Furthermore, mothers must constantly 

attend to their children, and are beholden to a shifting landscape of expert (and so-called) advice 

on parenting, which can often be contradictory. Mothers should follow expert advice while 
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safeguarding the child from real and perceived dangers (Reich 2016). This is part of the ideology 

of intensive motherhood (Hays 1996), which entails:  

1) An enlightened, mindfully present, and attentive mother. 

2) As primary consumer for the home in most consumer categories (Silverstein and Sayre 

2019), women must conspicuously consume goods and services that will bolster their 

child in every aforementioned domain, as “family values operate as a consumerist script” 

(Negra 2002). 

3) While identifying childhood as an integral state, mothers must also prepare children in 

each domain for successful adulthood, with mothers pressured to feel primarily 

responsible for children’s outcomes. 

 Not only are the standards themselves impossible, but popular imagery in the U.S. of 

motherhood often depicts such “ideal” mothers as white, heterosexual, middle-class, stay-at-

home and approximating cultural standards of beauty and thinness. Blair-Loy (2001) builds on 

this and similar theories with the family devotion schema, arguing that this, in contrast to the 

middle-class, masculine work devotion schema, lead women to “face a set of dichotomous 

choices in which work and family commitments are posed as competing alternative 

commitments” (Gerson 1985:193 as cited in Blair-Loy 2001:690). Family devotion, or the 

expectation that women ought to find complete fulfillment and creativity in housework and 

childcare, supersedes all other responsibilities for women, including their work in the paid labor 

market. As with other aspects of gendered production, women outside the narrow purview are 

viewed as less capable mothers, as mothering “competence is held hostage to production” of 

these standards (West and Zimmerman 1987). And, as an ideology, many women believe and 

feel beholden to these standards, despite their impossible, narrow and discriminatory tenets. 
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Cultural Resources and Action 

Women, particularly young mothers, may feel that their income and employment goals 

are constrained by public policy (Chapter 2), inflexible workplace expectations, and gender 

mandates, such as the ideology of intensive motherhood and family devotion schema for women. 

Because structural and cultural dilemmas influence how actors determine and orient themselves 

to desired ends (Abramson 2012), taken together, how do these shared structural and cultural 

inputs point women towards gig economy work? And, in response, how do women strategize and 

justify their decision to join and remain in an MLM? Abramson (2012) deems these strategies 

and justifications as cultural resources, which is particularly useful in this context as cultural 

resources “influence what people… can plausibly pursue” (169). Given that women in this 

context, especially stay-at-home mothers, have few plausible choices that promise both income 

and family care, I would expect that they would go to great lengths to justify their involvement in 

this MLM industry, despite it being heavy in scrutiny and light in compensation.  

RESULTS 

Family Devotion Motivations 

Most of the 32 women that I interviewed joined MLMs with clear motivations: flexible 

work and financial success. In the first interview, when I asked them about what appealed to 

them in their recent decision to join the MLM venture, 75 percent (n=24) of distributors 

mentioned “flexibility” or “staying home” with children while being able to work. Carrie, a 

mother in her mid-forties of a wide age range of children, including young adults, teenagers, and 

a young toddler, said, 

I’ve been looking for some employment because my husband has been sick and not been 
able to work for the last 2 years. I’ve always been a stay-at-home mom, and I have this 
baby and I didn’t want to leave her, so I was looking for opportunities to provide for my 
family that made sense that I could still do with her. I absolutely hate multi-level 
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marketing. I’ve done multi-level marketing in the past, and I don’t like it at all. My friend 
whose husband was hired on by BeautifOil, she just said, “I’ve attended a lot of meetings 
with my husband, I’m just so impressed with the people, the executives, the company 
overall, their integrity, their product.” She said, “I don’t like MLMs either, but you might 
want to take a look at this, this might be a solution to your problem. 

 
This highlights that some women felt trapped into selecting unappealing MLM work, with Carrie 

viewing it as their her resort to earn an income that did not require her “to leave [her baby].” This 

demonstrates the ideological pull of intensive mothering which emphasizes the mother being 

continually present and available to her child.  

One-third of the interviewees specifically mentioned avoiding daycare as part of their 

motivation to join or stay in an MLM, which is consistent with intensive motherhood cultural 

pressures as it focuses on the child’s interaction with family, rather than “strangers.” In her first 

interview, Melody, a married woman in her thirties and mother of three, expressed excitement 

about her BeautifOil earnings, even though they were minimal, because she achieved them from 

at-home work:  

Being a stay at home mom is big for me because we did have so many financial problems 
when we first were pregnant and it was really scary, but I just knew that I cannot work. I 
just wanted to be there all the time for my kids. I didn’t want to send them to daycare or a 
babysitter all the time. And I just think that’s made a huge difference for my kids, just 
knowing that I’m always going to be home…. I just got my first check a couple of weeks 
ago, and to me, I haven’t done anything too much more than what I was doing before, I 
was already sharing oils…. But now, I got a check just for doing it, and I can do it all 
from home. I don’t have to go to work, I didn’t have to find a babysitter… This is the 
easiest money I’ve ever made and I didn’t have to work hard for it! I mean, it is work, but 
I was already doing that work, so for me it isn’t anything huge that I’ve changed in my 
life… It was $43, so not a ton, but I was like, “Oh my goodness, I got $43 that I didn’t 
have before!” It’s awesome. 

  
In her second interview, Maddie, a married mother of a toddler and pregnant with her 

second child, expressed concerns about much effort she was putting into her Cute Couture 

business, especially with her pregnancy sickness. But reasoned that MLM work was still best: 
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I’ve had a lot of conversations with my husband about it, and either he or I will bring up 
an option and both of us will come to the conclusion, “Well, Cute Couture is better 
because of this and this. You can set your own hours. You can be there for Jackson. You 
enjoy it.” He always says I’m good at it and the success I have with it. So every time we 
talk about another option…like data entry from home,…it always comes back to this is 
the best… I know people who take their kids to daycare and they talk about how 
expensive it is. And I also don’t want to leave my kid with a stranger, I don’t want him to 
be with a bunch of other kids I don’t know. I hope I never have to use day care. 

 
These often outlandish fears about daycare even impacted women who were not yet mothers. 

Gabrielle, an unmarried and childfree woman in her early 20s, said that she joined 

DermaDynamix in part because she wanted to establish herself now in this flexible work 

arrangement and continue this line of work up when having a family someday. She explained, 

I would say I’m doing this so that I don’t have to put my kids in daycare one day. I don’t 
want them to suffer, I don’t want them to not get the best that they can. I want to see them 
grow up… I want to get a steady income from it. My parents didn’t have a lot of money. 
My dad lost his job and it was really tough to see them struggle in such a hard time. I 
don’t want to go through that, I want to support myself if something were to happen, and 
I just think this is such an awesome opportunity. 
 

Therefore, family devotion schema not only motivated women with young families, but also 

women who just anticipated someday having young families. 

Financial motivation 

 Of course, another strong motivation was income potential, as highlighted by Gabrielle’s 

quote above about this representing an “awesome opportunity” in her life. This sentiment was  

mentioned to some degree by 93.75% (n=30) of all first-wave participants. However, the strength 

of their financial motivations varied. On one end of the spectrum, Maya offered a clear, but 

tempered financial motivation for her DermaDynamix involvement, with low expectations 

shaped by her previous involvement with a cosmetics MLM: 

Bottom line, I wanted money, so I joined something that will help me get more money...  
I see people doing it, and they’re successful, and that’s great, they can supplement their 
income with it. I don’t think that’s necessarily for me, because like I said, it’s not my 
personality, I don’t reach out to people really easily. It’s not authentic for me to say, “I 
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want to do all these things, I want more flexibility, and I want to earn a car,” none of 
that’s my goal. I just want to get my nails done... Expectation is the mother of 
disappointment, and if I make those goals, then I’ll be really hard on myself. I’m just 
going with the flow. 

 
 Maya identified that though other MLM sellers are motivated by more lavish financial goals, 

such as earning a car, she wanted to avoid the disappointment of failing to meet those goals, and 

simply set her sights on hoping to earn enough for manicures. She was also one that was not 

motivated by flexibility desires, as discussed above. Although she was a mother of young 

children, her prior experiences led her to believe that she was not capable of being enough of a 

salesperson to achieve flexibility and income supplementation.   

Carmen, however, did see her MLM as offering new recruits the double benefit of 

“incredible income” while allowing stay-at-home mothering:  

The appeal is really that they can do whatever they want with this business. They can stay 
home with their kids… and make this incredible income. If you’re home with their little 
kids anyway, and they need that social interaction that so many young moms need, that’s 
when you do in-home pop-ups and you meet all these amazing ladies. 

 
As a married step-mother of two adult children, she did not have dependent children in the home 

herself, but still deftly described this motivation and what it could offer her new and potential 

downline recruits that did fall within the stay-at-home mother demographic. 

Maddie, mentioned previously as part of Cute Couture, occupied the opposite end of the 

financial motivations and expectations spectrum as Maya. She excitedly mentioned an erroneous 

Harvard Business School study that allegedly supported MLM participation: 

My [sponsor], she was telling me how she does $10,000-$15,000 a month in sales, and 
she gets to be a stay at home with her two kids, and she also told me that Harvard 
Business School did a study and they said “If you get into an MLM before there’s 
100,000 consultants, it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity” and at that time there were only 
5,000 consultants. So the more I heard, the more I thought, “This is an awesome 
opportunity and I need to get in on it.” 
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Barb, a recently divorced mother of adult children and several grandchildren, noted that finding 

herself divorced in her mid-60s sent her into a state of shock and panic. One friend, a distributor 

for DermaDynamix, suggested it as a way for her to reestablish a financial plan and prepare for 

retirement. In meeting with this friend, who became her upline trainer, Barb recalled, 

She was going through the numbers, “You could do $12,000 per month” and that $12,000 
stuck in my head as, “That I’ve got to do, that I can do.” Obviously my goal is more than 
that now, but at the beginning it was, “If I can make $12,000 a month, I can live, I can 
travel to see my kids, I can put money away, and I’ll be fine. If I reach that, I’m good.” 
For some reason, that was the thing that stuck in my head. It was a magical number for 
me. I think I remember saying, “That’s how much I want to make’” and [her] saying, 
“No, this isn’t a glass ceiling, you can make more than that. You have the potential to 
make way more than that!” But I’m like “Okay, okay but this is what I can focus on.” 
And of course, now I don’t see it that way. For me, I don’t know if it’s even a number, 
it’s more, “How many people can come into my business, how much can it grow, how 
much can I change in it, how many lives can I change?” And I know the money will just 
happen, the abundance part of it will just flow with that. That’s what I really focus on… 
You can be as successful as you want to be. If you only want to make $500 a month, you 
can do that. If you want to make $1M a year, you can do that, the opportunities are there.  

 
Interestingly, Barb mentioned that her goal is far more than $12,000 per month now, but in 

reporting her income, Barb said she had made $50 in the past month.  

Other women also described “the sky is the limit” beliefs, such as Kim, also of 

DermaDynamix, who said, “Within 6-9 months I want to make $5,000 a month, but my future 

goal in the next 3-4 years, I want to make as much like a millionaire does. I am letting myself say 

that. I want to tell myself I am successful.” These strongly-held beliefs put women in a 

precarious position to be disappointed given the high failure rates for individuals in MLMs. 

Maddie continued, 

The top consultant right now, in Cute Couture, she’s in Provo. Her bonus check was 
$168K last month, and you get that every month. I mean, it’s the real deal!... I’m really in 
it and invested, and super excited about it, I’m totally ready to build a team. Why not?  

 
In discussing initial motivations, some sellers were skeptical of motivations beyond money. 

Malee of Cute Couture said,  
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“Honestly, no one is going to do Cute Couture because [mocking], “I want to make 
women feel beautiful!” There has to be money involved, and the fact that Cute Couture 
offers the retail business and also the multi-level marketing part of it—it’s the whole 
package.   

 
It was these types of statements in part that led me to choose enrolling in the Cute Couture MLM 

for myself to determine if it was indeed a formula for success as sellers had described. I spent 

$11,304.00 on 565 pieces of clothing inventory and supplies (e.g., business cards, mannequin for 

photographing inventory, polyurethane mailers) to start my Cute Couture selling business. I set 

the goal of selling 12 items per day to re-coop my investment. I confided to a few others that I 

hoped that this modified complete observer experience would not only prove informative, but 

actually provide a decent income. At 12 items sold per day, I would be selling approximately 

$10,000 in inventory per month, and given that clothing had a Minimum Advertised Price 

(MAP) of 100% markup, I stood to earn a profit of approximately $5,000 monthly.    

Barriers to Entry and Success 

 Because of the high attrition rates, MLMs rely on a steady stream of new recruits to keep 

their businesses solvent. However, the costs to join an MLM posed a barrier to the women 

interviewed, especially lower income women. Six of the seven women (85.7%) that mentioned 

struggling to overcome entry costs or needing to borrow money from family were from the lower 

household income grouping in my sample. 

 Some women mentioned initially turning down the MLM idea before ultimately deciding 

that the financial opportunity was worth the risk. April, a Cute Couture seller, shared how her 

friend and eventual sponsor convinced her and her husband, despite initial reservations: 

She told me straight up over the five months since she started [what] she had earned and 
that was really intriguing. She said she had $18,000 in sales [about $9,000 in profit] in 
the last three months and was on track to do that again. She did tell me it was about 
$5,000 to start, and I’m like, “Well, I don’t have that kind of money.” And so I left it at 
that…I went talked to my husband, Mike… and told him all the things [she] had told me 
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and he said, “You need to call her back right now and tell her you want to do it.” And I’m 
like, “What are you talking about?...We don’t have that money.” And he’s like “We will 
find that money. If it has that kind of potential, that is something you need to be doing.” 

 
Maddie also turned down the Cute Couture opportunity after attending a meeting and balking at 

the initial cost, but, like April, she and her family were eventually persuaded by the financial 

opportunity: 

As soon as I heard that you have to pay $3,500 to get started, I immediately was like 
“Nevermind, I can’t do that.” That was 3 years ago, and now I’ve seen so many people 
be so successful with it, and so I finally just started in February and it was $5,000, but I 
was like, “I have to do this”… Actually, it was my dad. He called me and my sister. He 
had been talking to a girl [in his area]… she’s like, “It’s so easy, I am making so much 
more money than I was before, your girls need to do it.” So, my dad called me and my 
sister and was like, “Yeah, we’ll loan you the money, if you want to do it. This sounds 
like a great opportunity.” 

 
However, sometimes starting the business was more financial risk than women were 

comfortable with and this discomfort unsettled them throughout their selling experience. Carrie, 

a BeautifOil seller with a toddler and an unemployed, disabled, and prescription drug-abusing 

spouse, was introduced by a mutual friend to one of the top sellers in BeautifOil who earns over 

$1 million annually. This top-producing seller offered to give Carrie a personal loan to invest in 

a business starter kit of oils to launch her business—a loan she would not have to pay back if she 

met certain rank advancements by set deadlines. By the second interview, she had left 

BeautifOil, but reflected on the pressure she felt to buy into the company at a level she could not 

afford. 

[My upline mentor was] offering me some type of a business loan to get going. And she’s 
like “Why wouldn’t you take our offer?” [I told her,] “With how my life is going, I can’t 
guarantee that I would produce these numbers at these dates that you’ve given me in 
order to do that.” And I think maybe she saw that as me just not committing. And really, I 
couldn’t, my life has been and is still just too much up in the air, I don’t know where I’m 
going to live from month to month…  They really pushed me to buy an expensive kit and 
I just knew I couldn’t do it. She was really pushing me on it and I just bought a lesser kit, 
knowing that I was really pushing it, because I had to get a loan from my brother to buy 
that kit… When I talked to her at one point, she was kind of frustrated with me and my 
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complaints. She said, “You haven’t even bought a kit, you’re not committed.” “No, I did 
buy a kit. I didn’t buy the kit you wanted me to buy, but I bought a kit! [emotion in voice] 
I bought the kit I could afford.” 

 
This brings up an important point: MLMs and upline leaders often gauged enrollees’ 

commitment to the business through their willingness to pay a high upfront cost, which 

disadvantaged low-income sellers most. Many of these particular women were in dire need of the 

flexible financial opportunities that MLMs promised, but were only able to access them through 

going into debt, deepening their vulnerability. 

Another major threat to the viability of this perceived flexible and financially beneficial 

pursuit was others’ condemnation of the MLM and its products. This is important because 

women’s earnings come primarily from friends’ and family members’ to purchase MLM 

products—or join the MLM themselves. When asked in an open-ended question of what they 

wished others understood about this work endeavor, 78.1% (n=25) of respondents similarly 

volunteered said they preferred that others did not talk about their affiliated organization 

negatively as a pyramid scheme, gimmick, scam, or joke, showing that the “pyramid scheme” 

label is misused by others. Because the FTC definition is largely misunderstood, those critiquing 

an organization for being a pyramid scheme seldom mean that they think the organization lacks a 

product basis; instead, the label is widely used as a broad criticism of various features of MLMs, 

such as high-pressure sales, lack of reliable earnings, and dubious product claims. Women’s 

responses to cynics focused on three main tactics: objecting to the “pyramid scheme” label on 

semantic grounds, emphasizing that their specific MLM was divergent from the MLM industry 

as a whole, and drawing similarities between their business and other widely accepted 

corporations and practices. 
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First, women objected to the pyramid scheme label and the insinuation that those who 

join into an MLM are scammed themselves. Gabrielle, of DermaDynamix, identified this 

negativity, but said she combatted it by sharing that she did not take her joining decision lightly: 

[I wish people knew] that not all of it is a gimmick. I feel like when you hear network 
marketing, you think, “Oh, this is just like another scam or another pyramid,” but I feel 
like this one has so much fact and back up to it, and that’s why I chose it over any other 
skin company. 
 

Gabrielle submitted her own research and personal decision-making to support her perception of 

this as a suitable opportunity. Lacey, also with DermaDynamix, combatted admonishments with 

education: “People are saying, ‘Oh you’re doing that pyramid scheme.’ ‘Well, no because 

pyramid schemes don’t offer any goods or services, and I only get paid on products that are 

sold.’” By sharing a variation on the definition of a pyramid scheme according to the FTC, she 

felt justified in distancing herself from that label because she sells products. 

Second, women emphasized the opportunity posed by their specific MLM to separate 

themselves from other MLM organizations. In some explanations, like Maddie’s from Cute 

Couture, the negative connotation around MLMs may be fair, but it ought not be levied against 

her organization: 

A lot of people think of [Cute Couture] as a pyramid scheme, [where] you can only really 
make money if you get in at the beginning and you’re one of the top people, you have all 
these people signing up under you, and you’re getting all this residual income based on 
signing people up to join the company. With Cute Couture, you can make money without 
signing up a single person. The average consultant, I think, makes $2,000 in profit a 
month, which doesn’t count bonus checks or anything else. That’s profit, it doesn’t count 
what you reinvest. It’s so different.  
 

Across the three focal companies, many women used this argument that while most other MLMs 

are dubious or pyramid schemes, only the particular one they were involved with was a solid 

business opportunity. These claims were especially bolstered if the seller was only interested in 

selling physical products, rather than recruiting or “building a downline team” for MLM 
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distributorship, as they felt that high pressure recruitment tactics are what give MLMs their poor 

reputation. This led some women to feel more attracted to Cute Couture over other MLMs, since 

it presented itself as having high income potential through retail sales income opportunities 

rather than through recruiting others into the business.  April, a married mother of two in her 

mid-twenties, said of Cute Couture and network marketing (a less-stigmatized term for MLMs),  

I’ve absolutely been turned off to network marketing and [Cute Couture] is completely 
different in my opinion… It does not feel like network marketing. I think that’s the 
biggest thing. I don’t have to build a team and make money that way. I can make money 
just selling [clothes]. I don’t need anyone to sign up under me. I would love to help other 
people be successful and achieve their dreams as well. I would love to do that, but it’s not 
necessary to do that for me to help my family. Whereas, in normal network marketing, 
you have to make your sales quota, you have to have other people sign up underneath you 
to even make money. And with Cute Couture, it’s not like that. 

 
Although she took great care to distance her current product-sales-oriented MLM from the 

“normal” network marketing companies that she was completely turned off by, she also 

mentioned that she would “love to” recruit a team someday, showing that she did perhaps have 

ulterior motives than only selling products. On the other hand, Maya, of DermaDynamix, said 

she wished that her social network understood she had no interest in recruitment whatsoever: 

One thing is that, and I don’t understand this, people think that they’re all pyramid 
schemes, even though I’m not recruiting you, I’m trying to sell you a product. It doesn’t 
matter if it’s a pyramid scheme or not. I’m not saying it is, but what do you care, if I’m 
not trying to recruit you?  

 
Barb, also of DermaDynamix, emphasized different ways that she felt her company was different 

from not just other MLMs, 

But it’s not a pyramid in [DermaDynamix], where most of them are [and] you never 
reach the top because only one person can be at the top of the pyramid… DermaDynamix 
is not like that, it’s not a pyramid, everyone can make more that someone else clear at the 
very top if they wanted. It gives you an opportunity to be your own business owner, and 
be an entrepreneur, but the business is already established for you. So, some people think 
of [MLMs] as I’m just working very hard to make money for somebody else. In 
DermaDynamix is not like that, it’s different from other companies that I’ve worked for. 
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That’s how I explain multi-level marketing, which might not be what a businessman 
thinks, but that’s the vision I see for them. 

 
Barb’s comments highlight that DermaDynamix is not only a unique MLM in her mind, as she 

sees the compensation plan as less pyramid-like than “most of them” out there, but also a unique 

entrepreneurial opportunity with better chances for success because “the business is already 

established for you.” 

Third, some women explained away others’ MLM fears by arguing that this work was 

part and parcel to broader changes in the nature of work, like the rise of contingent or gig 

economy work. Camille, of BeautifOil, explained, 

I know there have been and are network marketing schemes that people have lost money, 
or they just felt trapped in. But I definitely don’t feel like BeautifOil’s like that at all, but 
I think a lot of people, as soon as they hear about the company, they just assume a lot of 
things. I feel like the business world is changing and things like network marketing are a 
lot more relevant now, and actually [are] legit ways of making money, but I don’t think 
lot of people don’t see it that way, they just see, “Oh someone’s trying to scam me or take 
my money” kind of thing. 

 
Zella, of DermaDynamix, also saw her work as part of a broader trend, not just in work, but also 

in combatting stagnant wages and rising costs of living: 

Everybody’s got a side hustle. You’ve got to do what you’ve got to do… I know a lot of 
people whose side hustle is they drive for Uber after work. I won’t make fun of you for 
driving for that. I get it. Got to make a little extra cash. The cost of living and income 
have not grown proportionally, especially not [where I live] these days. But some people 
don’t have the luxury of free time to drive for Uber or whatever, so they’ve got to find 
things they can do from the house. 

 
For her, MLM work was her only available option for a “side hustle” that could be done with 

greater flexibility of pace and place than other gig economy work options, like Uber.  

Fourth, women also defended themselves against disapproval and justified their 

participation in MLMs by drawing parallels to more widely accepted business practices. Debbie 
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of BeautifOil emphasized that her work should not be viewed any differently than other forms of 

product sales: 

The misconceptions people have are, number one, that every single MLM is a scam, 
therefore every person that’s in an MLM is getting ready to hit you with a big one. 
[laughs] All of that craziness that goes around, that’s old information. So I wish people 
would understand more that the MLM structure is not that far off from any other 
business’ structure, it looks different but it’s not… MLM is just another way for a 
company to get their product out there… When people ask, and not a whole lot of people 
ask too much anymore, but when they do, my response is usually like, “Well an MLM is 
a company that is selling a product or a service.” Period. “If you’re worried about if 
someone makes money, and then someone else makes money on that, it’s the same 
structure as a corporation. It has an owner or president who makes money off the people 
that he puts below him, they make money of the efforts of people below, it’s not really 
any different.” And usually when I put it that way, most people think, “Well I hadn’t 
thought of that before” But every company has someone at the top, everybody has worker 
bees. Most of the time people tend to comprehend it on that level. 

 
Similarly, Esme, of DermaDynamix, felt she needed to better dispel rumors in order to 

communicate her firm belief that her company was as valuable as other more recognizable and 

acceptable organizations, and that the opportunity would serve her well: 

When it comes to business, that’s when they totally clam up about the network marketing 
because everyone calls it a pyramid scheme, and nobody can make any money. I have yet 
to figure out how, [but]… I have to figure out how to explain how DermaDynamix pays 
their distributors. Because they are the best paying company out there, and people are so 
soured by all the other network [marketing companies]… they just don’t pay their 
distributors and people have been turned off by that. And I need to find the one line that 
says, “No, we’re different, we use a networking format, but where you get paid when you 
work hard… I’ve been trying to think of ways to explain it to people and the best thing 
that I could come up with was to say, “Say you’ve been given the opportunity to buy a 
McDonald’s restaurant, you jump in. If it was handed to you, you take it, because you 
know that you’re going to make millions of dollars running a McDonalds because people 
love McDonalds. So if you buy into DermaDynamix and you’ve got an amazing product, 
you don’t have to carry stock, you don’t have any overhead, all you have to do is connect 
with people and sell your product, and you can be ridiculously successful, what’s the 
difference?  
 

For Esme, not only was her company’s reputation unfairly tarnished by being within MLM 

industry, but this was a legitimate opportunity with potential akin to a successful company 

outside of the MLM industry. 
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Though the critiques (and the responses) centered on the MLM industry or the 

organization, many women felt that damage at an individual level in their personal ability to 

parlay this opportunity into earned income for themselves and their family. Maya, of 

DermaDynamix, added,  

I think people [are upset because they] get annoyed that they’re seeing all these sales 
posts in their feed. But you see ads in your feed all the time that you purchase from… So 
this is just a way to reach out to how ever many hundred people, or thousand people you 
have on your friends list, and try to get them a product that you really believe in and you 
think other people will like, and meanwhile make an income to support your family. 
 

Similarly, Lacey of DermaDynamix expressed frustration that critics not only doubt her 

judgement in choosing MLM work, but also doubt her ability to succeed in this venture: 

The hardest part with a network marketing company is getting off the ground with it, and 
really establishing yourself and establishing that trust with people, and telling them, “This 
isn’t some fad that I’m doing to make $50 or whatever, it’s a real thing, it’s a real 
business, and I signed up to have the rights to sell these products and make money with it 
as well.” People are like, “Why’d you join a pyramid scheme?” It’s not really a pyramid 
scheme at all, it’s more like a tree. I have different branches growing all which ways up. 
It’s the one tree that money does grow on. 

 
In all, women’s ability to hail their new work as a viable opportunity for flexibility and economic 

growth depended on their ability to confront skeptics that brought up deleterious aspects of the 

highly-stigmatized MLM industry.  

Economic Expectations and Realities 

 Despite their beliefs in—and defense of—the once-in-a-lifetime financial opportunity, 

few women were able to earn more than minimum wage in selling MLM products. Using 

women’s self-reported average time spent in MLM work per week, as well as their earnings for 

the past month, I estimated each seller’s per hour earnings.6 For women who had joined recently, 

 
6	For sellers that gave a range of hours (e.g., 20-25 hours per week), I calculated their average 
weekly hours by using the average or midpoint within the range (e.g., 22.5 hours). I then 
multiplied this weekly figure by 4.33 (52 weeks per year divided by 12 months = 4.33 weeks per 
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the average estimated hourly earnings were $1.33 per hour pre-tax for BeautifOil and $2.11 per 

hour pre-tax for DermaDynamix. These companies with lower enrollment barriers represent a 

$1.72 pre-tax average hourly compensation for individuals who are new in the business, all while 

working an average of around 14 hours per week. And yet, individuals expected that within the 

next nine months, they would earn between $3,600-$5,600 per month, a more than 4,000% 

increase on their currently monthly earnings.  

 Women in Cute Couture earned slightly better than women in other MLMs studied, with 

an estimated $10.36 per hour earnings pre-tax. However, like my own experience, Cute Couture 

sellers had put in a significant up-front investment to gain access to those hourly “earnings.” The 

ten interviewees reported an average of $6,898 invested in their initial “onboarding” clothing 

order, plus necessary supplies, like clothing racks to hold the merchandise in their homes. 

Similar to my expected earnings of $5,000 per month, Cute Couture sellers also expected to 

make a profit of $5,027.78 per month on average as they neared their one-year anniversary of 

joining the MLM.  

In short, women in the two focal MLMs with a less burdensome investment ($1,500 or 

less) earned $1.71 per hour, while women with much greater investment requirements of nearly 

$7,000 earned $10.36 per hour. The high upfront cost in one and the low earnings in the other 

left all women struggling for any realized earnings beyond their initial investment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
month) to generate monthly hours. I divided the last month’s compensation by these estimated 
monthly hours to create an estimated per hour compensation.   
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Table 3: Women's earnings within four months of MLM enrollment 

 Mean 
Weekly 
Hours 

Mean 
Monthly 
Income 

Mean 
Hourly 

Earnings 

Mean 
Initial 

Investment 

Mean 
Expected 
Monthly 
Earnings 

 
(Percent 
change) 

BeautifOil 14.89 $85.78 $1.32 $1,300.00 $3,672.22 (+4,181%) 
Cute Couture 27.22 $1,226.33 $10.36 $6,898.50 $5,027.78 (+310%) 
DermaDynamix 13.58 $124.08 $2.11 $1,168.13 $5,636.36 (+4,444%) 
TOTAL 18.56 $478.73 $4.59 $3,122.21 $4,738.28 (+890%) 

 

Between the first and second wave of panel study interviews, several women left their 

MLM work, largely because of unfulfilled income and flexibility expectations. Leaving 

decisions were made by 44.44 percent (n=4) of second-wave interviewees (n=9) in 

DermaDynamix; 62.5 percent (n=5) of second-wave participants (n=8) from BeautifOil; and 20 

percent (n = 2) of second-wave interviewees (n=10) from Cute Couture. Total attrition from the 

MLM was 40.74 percent (n=11) at one year after joining. As described in Chapter 3, I recruited 

my respondent sample with a keen eye to representation across all three focal MLMs, but also 

across income categories, with roughly five respondents in a higher income category and five in 

a lower income category per focal MLM, as I expected that income would impact women’s 

interest in remaining involved if their earnings did not meet expectations. However, household 

income did not predict sellers’ decisions regarding remaining or leaving the MLM over time. 

The groups were remarkably similar, with 61.5% (n=8) of the 13 higher-income women 

remaining involved in the MLM by the second interview and 57.1% (n=8) of the 14 lower-

income women remaining involved by the second interview.  

Those who remained did report improved financial success relative to the first interview 

data, with DermaDynamix now earning $6.01 per hour, BeautifOil earning $6.18 and Cute 

Couture earning $20.13, all pre-taxes, which most distributors estimated would be between 18-  
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Table 4: Women's earnings in after one year of MLM enrollment 

 Average 
Weekly 
Hours 

Average Monthly 
Income 

Average 
Hourly 

Earnings 
BeautifOil 14.38 $513.13 $6.18 

Cute Couture 32.44 $2,827.38 $20.13 
DermaDynamix 20.17 $525.00 $6.01 

TOTAL 24.33 $1,545.64 $12.23 
 
20 percent. However, 87.5% (n=7) of the remaining Cute Couture consultants had not finished 

repaying their initial investment loans, so these did not represent profits after paying all 

expenses. 

Again, those with lesser investments made less than minimum wage, at an average of $6.10 per 

hour before taxes. It is important to note that BeautifOil required a monthly product purchase of 

$125 in order to receive any compensation and DermaDynamix expected $200 in monthly 

orders, which significantly ate into sellers’ profits. Sellers who had assumed more debt—and still 

largely had not paid those debts off—earned $20.13 per hour before taxes. Arguably, many 

women were even more economically and socially vulnerable than they were when they started, 

because they had alienated themselves against detractors and spent their time and money on a 

stigmatized venture that either earned them less than minimum wage or left them with persistent 

debt.  

 Some women struggled to reconcile that their expenses were often more than their 

earnings, feeling anger and disappointment that their efforts to earn money resulted in a loss. 

Carrie, a BeautifOil consultant and the only income earner in her home, left the MLM shortly 

before the second wave interview. She explained, 

I spent $1,000 on a[n oil] kit. That sounds like hardly anything, but to me, right now, it’s 
like a million dollars…I just did my taxes, my total expenses were $2,247.00 and my 
earnings were $660.00. And maybe other companies are this complex, but this is 
frustrating: They promote you earning points for your [monthly] orders, and that’s one 
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reason why you sign up for Loyalty Rewards, and then you go to cash in those points and 
they charge you $3 every time you use your points and they charge a fee every time they 
issue you a check.  It’s not a lot, but it’s, “Really, you’re going to take something out of 
my check for that, and you’re going to charge me every time you issue me a check?”… 
You have to have always in your [online shopping] cart, $100, it’s not always dollars, 
sometimes it’s more than $100, it has to equal 100 product points in your cart all the 
time… So I’m googling, when I first started, “If you’re not getting paid by BeautifOil, 
this is the reason, your cart has to always have product in it.” Oh my heck! And there’s so 
many little catches like that. I’ve been making sure my basket has 100 [point value of 
product] in it so I get paid… like someone in my downline ordered a big order. I got paid 
$40! [But] I just spent $125 to get $40 and after that, I’m making hardly anything. I think 
I get a check for $13 a month, maybe. 

 
Carrie pointed out several business fallacies that she felt justified her decision to leave the MLM 

without meeting her intended goals. First, she spent $340.00 more on her initial $1,000 kit 

investment than she ever made in months of work and earnings (only $660.00). It was not only 

the monthly expenses that hurt her profitability, but just the initial “business opportunity” joining 

kit that put her into a debt that she was unable to earn out of, despite working 20 hours per week 

for about six months.  

Second, the MLM’s “catches” of onerous and seemingly capricious rules and fees also 

eroded her earnings, with $3 charged to use one’s own loyalty points and $4.95 to receive paper 

checks (or $.50 for direct deposit). With 2017 revenue of $1.65 billion, it certainly appears that 

BeautifOil could afford to reward and cut checks to the salespeople that generate this revenue, 

but instead place obstacles in sellers’ way that inhibit them from earning regular renumeration.  

Third, checks were not paid at all if an individual was not an “active distributor,” which 

BeautifOil defined as one that orders $125 in product monthly. For her $13.00 check, Carrie paid 

$125.00 plus a check cutting fee of $4.95, for a total of $129.95, or a loss of $116.95 to receive 

compensation owed to her through her efforts in downline training, sales, and recruitment.  

Fourth, because of this monthly order minimum, Carrie mentioned that her cart “always 

had product” and that she was ordering far more than she ever needed, especially on no income, 
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and stockpiling it in her home. She also remarked, “I don’t go through enough oils to buy every 

month…It’s a lot to go through.” DermaDynamix also entailed a monthly order minimum, and of 

this Esme said,  

It seems like such a buy, buy, buy environment... I struggle with the ADR 
[DermaDynamix Automatic Delivery Rewards] program. Every month you should be 
getting another package in the mail. Why don’t you make it every 3 months? One so I 
don’t have so many containers to get rid of, and all the packaging and waste. I look at it 
from an environmental standpoint. And two, maybe I wouldn’t feel like I was constantly 
buying all the time if I was only buying every 3 months. I really like it, it’s just a lot of 
money… I’m now going into my 3rd week of unemployment and it seems rather silly [to 
keep] spending $250 on ADR… and I’ve never had one commission check. 
 

The MLM profits on selling their products, whether to a seller-recruited end customer or to the 

seller themselves. While sellers joined the MLM business to net significant income, in practice, 

the MLM blurs the distinction between seller and customer. For these women, it is clear that part 

of what they “joined” was an agreement to be a regular, corporate-profit-generating consumer 

that spends money rather than earns it. 

 In my own experience, I averaged 10 hours of work per week in Cute Couture from 

September 2016 (after concluding my first wave interviews) through March 2017 (before 

beginning my second wave interviews). My work hours in September were all in reading 

material, signing and uploading contracts, setting up my Facebook selling page, designing 

business cards, ordering supplies, and otherwise preparing for my initial clothing order, which 

did not arrive until October 2016. After clothing boxes made it to my home, I still had to open 

and photograph each piece on a mannequin, while propping up a sign in the photo describing the 

style name and size, then upload all of those photos into organized Facebook photo albums. I had 

already spent over 100 hours on the business before earning my first sale. Over the next several 

months, I never had a day where I sold 12 items in one day as per my goal, although I hosted 

online parties with dozens of invited virtual guests, did occasional promotional efforts (such as 
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free shipping) , and sold items both online and in-person. Despite these efforts, I only sold 

$6.028.31 in merchandise and some nominal shipping charges, and in doing so, incurred an 

additional $424.92 in shipping expenses, for a total cost of business of $11,729.14. In April 

2017, I fortunately benefitted from a controversial “buy back” resignation program, where Cute 

Couture offered to buy all unsold inventory from resigning sellers for 100% of the purchase 

price, plus paying return shipping. This program was presented as the new company policy for 

resigning sellers, making it a “zero risk” proposition to join Cute Couture, but the program only 

lasted until September 2017, only a few months after my resignation, at which point Cute 

Couture lowered the buy-back to only 90% of original purchase price with no shipping charges 

covered. Thanks to this short-lived program, I was able to return my unsold items for a refund of 

$4,240.00, off-setting my losses to only $1,460.83 and about 300 hours expended in this work 

over six months.  

Unmet Earnings and Shifting Expectations 

Because most women emphasized flexibility and income potential motivations in their 

first interview, in their second interview, they struggled to make sense of their unmet earnings 

expectations. Some women, like Lacey of DermaDynamix, maintained that the expected income 

was still forthcoming and would represent a dramatic increase from her current income, saying, 

“[My last check was] like $50, but [next month]… since I’m going for about 4-5 different 

promotions, different levels, it’s going to be closer, I’m hoping, to about $5000-$6000 per month 

just in commission.”  

Most sellers, however, altered their stated motivations in their second interview, arguably 

as a response to these unmet expectations. Cognitive dissonance theory suggests that individuals 

cannot hold two opposing thoughts simultaneously without incurring mental discomfort, such as 
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the thought that one is an active seller to earn a significant income by a target date and the reality 

that they have not achieved that income. This leads individuals to alter one of the inconsistent 

beliefs or behaviors to ameliorate their mental strain and restore balance. For MLM-selling 

women, this process contributed to a new motivation voiced in the second interview: MLM work 

as access to others-focused satisfaction. This altruistic outward emphasis focused on the ability 

to form relationships with customers and/or other sellers, and sharing presumably empowering 

information with the community. Of the 16 sellers interviewed that remained involved MLM 

sellers, 81.3% (n = 13) offered an others-centered motivation when I asked questions such as, 

“What do you enjoy most about the business these days?” or “What has been your most 

rewarding experience?” 

Some women invoked their past financial motivations to show that they had evolved past 

self-interest to a more enlightened, altruistic state of being. April, of Cute Couture, said her 

motivation “definitely evolved from just buying a car. It’s to bless my family and others’ 

families by sharing Cute Couture [business opportunity]. I’ve seen it change my life so 

dramatically already, for anyone who feels stuck. It’s not about the money for us anymore.”   

Others articulating this motivational shift expressed a feeling of misguidedness by 

initially having monetary motivations. Melody, a BeautifOil seller, Ruby, a Cute Couture seller, 

explained that her motivation now is to: 

Serve others. At first I was, “You can make really good money with Cute Couture,” and I 
think that was my focus. I was trying to make good money and provide for my family, 
which was obviously good, but at the same reason, I wasn’t really driven by it. Making 
good money wasn’t the reason why I was doing Cute Couture. I figured out that I wanted 
to serve others through Cute Couture, I was more excited to work, and wanted to get out 
there more and help other ladies and other people. 
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But other women struggled to reconcile this other-centered motivation and financial need. 

Melody, a lower-income BeautifOil seller, vacillated back-and-forth in articulating what 

motivates her these days: 

I think at first I was really excited to do the business, and I was really motivated to get all 
these people under me to just be able to make some money at home, and now it’s 
changing. I always wanted to help people. I think that was my number one goal. I think 
now I’m just to the point that my business is not as great as I had hoped, but I think I’ve 
just let that go and just keep telling myself it will happen, it’s out of my hands, 
everything happens the way it’s supposed to for a reason. I just keep thinking, “I’ll just 
keep helping people and it will go from there. 
 
At the time of our interview, Natalie of BeautifOil was coming off of a difficult 

interaction where she was hoping to enroll a seller in her downline, but after weeks of sharing 

product information and business training, this potential seller decided to enroll with a 

competitor essential oils company. In talking about this lost income source, she said, 

It was hard, I would say for several weeks, it knocked me off my feet. I was very 
frustrated. I honestly considered quitting. Honestly considered if this is where I was 
supposed to be, if it was what I was supposed to be doing. But then you help somebody 
else. It refuels you, it gave me my motivation back. 
 

Many women joined MLM work with the expectations of earning a satisfactory income while at 

home, often with dependent children, but these income assumptions went largely unfulfilled. As 

a result, many women not only shifted to an others-centered motivation, but even chided 

themselves for expecting to earn an income in the first place.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 Women who joined multi-level marketing companies did so in a context where several 

cultural and structural elements shaped their perception that this was not just a desirable course 

of action, but for many, their only possible course of action. In the ideology of intensive 

motherhood and family devotion schema, a work devotion schema—and the inflexibility in 

many workplaces—is set up in opposition to mothers’ expected child rearing work. Many 
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women, especially young mothers or those anticipating being mothers in the future, felt they 

must work, but outside the trappings of the 9-to-5, away from home workplace to secure the 

family life that they desired. Therefore, cultural inputs influenced their MLM work selection as 

evidenced by two notable justifications.  

First, many women in their initial interview staunchly defended the MLM as a 

worthwhile and legitimate company to join, even against critics in their own social circles. 

Women volleyed a variety of explanations as to why their MLM work ought not be subject to the 

same disparagement as other MLMs. Recognizing that MLMs lack cultural clout, women 

strategically acknowledged the pyramid scheme bias, but set their company apart as distinct and 

above this critique, to justify selecting MLM work, despite its stigmas. These women used 

cultural resources to make sense of their lines of action and hopefully convince others of the 

sensibility of their actions, as well.   

Second, most MLM sellers were resolute in their belief that they would significantly 

contribute to their household income. In their first interview, some women even expressly 

rejected altruistic motivations, which is consistent with a system of structural and cultural inputs 

where stay-at-home mothers in particular felt edged out of the away-from-home, full-time wage-

earning economy, but still valued economic advancement and wanted to participate in the only 

way they saw they could.  

Most MLM sellers forecasted that their income in only a short time would far outpace 

their current earnings, even in some second interviews, despite a year of evidence to the contrary. 

In other second interviews, women berated themselves for ever expecting to earn an income, 

instead settling on more moral other-centered motivations as the “true” reason to join and remain 

in the MLM enterprise. However, these alternate motivations were a product of poor financial 
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performance, and ought to be seen as part of a cognitive dissonance process where women 

distanced themselves from one incongruent idea—the disappointment of their joining an MLM 

with earnings expectations in mind—in order to justify their sustained involvement. These 

cognitive gymnastics underscore that women did initially, and for some, continually, perceive 

this as a viable economic opportunity, even to the frequent use of the phrase “business 

opportunity” to describe their undertaking. These fluctuating justifications essentially string 

together a chain of actions (Abramson 2012), where first women join an MLM for income and 

flexibility, and later stay as a platform to for morality-oriented helping behaviors, supposedly 

disconnected from financial motivation. As gig economy work is on the rise and become loosely 

coupled employer/employee relationships become more of the norm, it seems that “business 

opportunities” in general will be less and less secure with more uncertainty and irregular 

remuneration, requiring workers to deploy these more sophisticated strategic justifications for 

their involvement.  

However, not all women made justifications to remain involved. Some deployed MLM-

blaming justifications to explain to offer logical explanations for leaving the MLM. Like me, 

many MLM sellers struggled with expenses that were greater than their actual earnings. Not only 

was the initial expense difficult to ever overcome, as it was for me, but monthly expense 

minimums and fees added to the tally of business losses. This was especially difficult as women 

qualified for a compensation check through their selling efforts, which involved hosting classes, 

holding one-on-one meetings with prospective customers, offering product and business training, 

and recruiting new customers or sellers. Sellers generate revenue for the MLM, but then were not 

be able to receive their fair compensation without generating even more revenue for the MLM, 

required through hefty monthly order minimums. This led many women to feel they had ordered 
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far more product than they comfortably needed or could even physically consume in only one 

month’s time. Carrie offers an example of a seller that mentioned several onerous and previously 

unknown business practices that motivated her leaving decision, thus using strategic 

justifications to explain her line of action.      

 In all, this study calls for increased attention, especially by scholars researching the gig 

economy, to explore how women in multi-level marketing companies, stigmatized as pyramid 

schemes, have been marginalized in the home-party past and the digital-platform present. 

Because of the high percentage of women enrollees, particularly mothers of young children, this 

inquiry is a foray into a largely neglected site of gender inequality, exacerbated by structural and 

cultural inputs such as an intensive mothering ideological mandate that leave stay-at-home 

mothers little choice but to navigate the risks and unmet expectations of this uncertain form of 

work.   
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Chapter 5: “I Work While They Sleep”: MLMs and the Elusive Work-Family Balance 

As I discussed in the last chapter, women often join multi-level marketing (MLM) both 

because of how much they expect to earn and because of how they expected to earn it: while 

working flexible hours from home.  MLMs claim to offer elusive flexibility in how direct sellers 

perform their work, allowing them to choose how many hours to work, what times of day to put 

in those work hours, and where to perform their labor. These options are incredibly attractive to 

many parents, particularly mothers, who want to combine paid work and unpaid family care 

work under their home roof, without using paid childcare (Blithe 2015).   

MLMs sell not only products, but also time and place flexibility to their prospective and 

current product salespeople—in other words, the potential to find the elusive balance between 

paid work and unpaid care, often called the “second” shift (Hochschild 1989).  MLMs aim to 

capitalize on a reserve labor force of women who are committed to treating family work as their 

“first shift.” Even still, this form of paid work still has daunting demands, including selling 

goods, answering product use questions, providing customer service and order fulfillment, 

arranging home or virtual sales parties or classes, and more. I find that, consistent with Blair-Loy 

(2001), the demands of a work devotion schema for those operating a work-from-home business 

come into direct conflict with a family devotion schema, especially for those mothers with 

children under five years old who are not yet in school. What decisions and justifications do 

MLM workers who identify primarily as stay-at-home mothers or homemakers offer to reconcile 

these competing devotions and demands on their time (Blair-Loy 2005)? Do they combine their 

MLM and mothering work, or attempt to separate them? In this chapter, I explore how women 

who are primary caregivers arrange their MLM and unpaid family work. First, I examine the 

cultural wars and assumptions around stay-at-home mothering, including mothers who use this 
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label despite working in the public sphere. Next, I examine select theories of boundary work to 

understand how mothers in prior scholarship create boundaries and separations between their 

worlds of work. Then, I examine MLM-working mothers’ strategies for combining, and 

separating, family work and MLM work, including greater reliance on a spouse or partner to 

fulfill unpaid care work responsibilities. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Stay-at-Home Mothering 

According to 2012 Current Population Survey data, 29% of mothers with children under 

age 18 identify as stay-at-home mothers (Cohn, Livingston, and Wang 2014). While 6% of these 

mothers were in the home because they struggled to find employment, 85% of married mothers 

indicated that they were home voluntarily to provide for family care. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

family devotion schema and intensive motherhood ideologies pose a impossible standard of 

mothers’ perpetual active presence in their child[ren]’s lives, responsible for shaping their 

holistic emotional, social, academic, and physical well-being. Though 72% of mothers with 

children under 18 are engaged in the labor market to provide for their families, being a stay-at-

home mother is a contentious issue (Pew Research 2019). The long-standing cultural “mommy 

wars” widely and erroneously frame staying at home as a choice for women, with associated 

morality and valor for only those privileged enough to have access to that choice. Twenty-one 

percent of employed mothers still believed that the ideal situation for mothers of young children 

is for them to not work for pay at all (Pew Research 2019).   

Given the cultural valorization of staying in the home to provide continual household 

labor and child-care, it’s unsurprising that even part-time employed mothers often choose to 

utilize the “stay-at-home mother” moniker, suppressing their worker identity (Ranson 2004; 
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Johnson and Swanson 2007). Mothers of school-age children on nighttime hospital shifts also 

actively presented themselves as stay-at-home mothers, as they were home during the day, albeit 

sleeping, “if something comes up” for their school-age children (Garey 1995: 417). They 

emphasized the importance of working nights and sacrificing their daytime sleep to pick up their 

children after school, transport children to extracurricular activities, occasionally volunteer at 

their children’s school or field trips, and other activities that signaled themselves as involved and 

available mothers. Such women emphasized that despite being pulled in divergent directions 

through employment and mothering, their mere presence in the home—and the fact that they 

avoided “putting my child in a daycare”—satisfied the “stay-at-home” mother requirement and 

made up for any attention concentrated elsewhere (Ranson 2004: 63). 

How do women negotiate a stay-at-home identity with paid work efforts that necessitate 

diverting their attention away from their children? Prior research suggests that some teleworking 

women work a “simultaneous shift” of both paid and unpaid work (Blithe 2005), but I find 

limited support for this among MLM work-from-home mothers. Most often, MLM and unpaid 

family care work does not occur concurrently. Instead, despite their concerted efforts to work-

from-home to merge the site of paid work and family, I find that mothers endeavor to create 

boundaries between their MLM and unpaid child-care work. 

Boundary Work 

Scholarship on symbolic boundaries in cultural sociology emphasizes conceptually 

meaningful classifications of people, objects, and practices, wherein individuals draw groupings 

together (“lumping”) or emphasize their distinctiveness (“splitting”) to serve their purposes 

(Zerubavel 1996, Isaacson 1996). Scholars widely use the term “boundary-work” to discuss the 

strategic practical action that individuals do to draw symbolic boundaries. This can arguably be 
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traced back to early social theorists such as Durkheim (1912), who offered an early discussion of 

boundary work when he describes religion as those practices that separate and protect the 

integrity of the sacred, or the embodiment of group interests, and separate it from the profane, or 

mundane daily tasks. Some boundaries are temporal, such as with “holy days” set aside to 

perform only certain sacred tasks and exclude mundane ones. Especially given that paid labor 

and unpaid care work both involve group interests and mundane daily tasks, strategic action that 

establishes temporal boundaries between these realms is an important part of how women 

separate their worlds of work. 

Other boundaries are spatial, including structuring physical spaces or organization 

schemes within the home. Zerubavel (1996), in discussing the function of a different rooms 

within a home (e.g., a family room and a home office) or of different calendars on display (e.g., a 

home calendar and a work calendar) “reinforce the mental separation of the ‘public’ from the 

‘private’… and substantiate the mental contrast between…the sacred and the profane” (429-430). 

Other studies of work-from-home practitioners include discussion of such separations. Osnowitz 

(2005) found that home-based contractors openly discuss their attempts at creating boundaries to 

separate family and employment and avoid spillover:  

Patrick, a programmer and systems analyst, explained, ‘I installed a couple of French 
doors and trained everybody: when Daddy’s working, Daddy’s working’. So I don’t get 
distracted that way as much. But I do… I have a struggle. 
 

Here, boundary work is communicated as a tense endeavor and source of struggle, but worth 

preventing spillover that results in “distraction.” It is important to note that family is excluded 

from work, and work is excluded from family, with both realms seen as benefitting. 

 However, many studies on mothers’ efforts to balance family and employment focus on 

women with much more overt separations. Blair-Loy (2005), in her essential work on the 
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dichotomy between work devotion schemas and family devotion schemas, studied female 

executives who, challenges notwithstanding, have more clear separations between their worlds of 

work. Johnson and Swanson (2007), in their study of tensions between mother-identity and 

worker-identity, find that women invoke numerous strategic narratives, including selection 

(choosing one identity over another) and separation (emphasizing distance between the two 

identities) to reconcile the all-encompassing requirements of these two spheres. But their study, 

like Blair-Loy’s (2005), did not include any mothers that worked from home, neglecting a 

segment of mothers who engage directly with both spheres in the same physical space.  

Johnson and Swanson (2007) also argued that mothers select one identity over another, in 

that they prioritize paid work and describe how the family might suffer if they were their child’s 

primary caregiver, or they emphasize motherhood, and affirm that paid work is best left behind 

in service of the family. They also specifically use a narrative of separation, measuring how 

“separation is maintained physically and temporally by working away from home” (451). How 

might women use boundaries to alternatively select and prioritize both their worker-identity and 

mother-identity? How might a separation strategy still be utilized by women who are engaging in 

both mothering work and MLM work from the same physical location? I find that despite the 

MLMs’ work-from-home appeal, many women engage in emotional, physical, and temporal 

boundary work to separate MLM work and family work.    

RESULTS 

Emotional Boundaries 

Interview participants spoke of the importance of “finding balance” between their MLM 

work from other aspects of their life; here, “finding balance” is an emotional-support coping 

mechanism that operates as a boundary work strategy. Sydney, a mother of two young children 
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and a DermaDynamix seller, explained how this “balance” is particularly needed when working 

from home, because being physically present during her MLM work required certain effort that 

she did not have to undertake when she worked outside of the home full-time: 

[It is] stressful to find the balance in working at home and the home life, because it is a 
little bit harder. At least when you’re working outside the home, it’s a little bit easier to 
balance almost, I feel like. Not necessarily, but the fact that they’re separate, you’re not 
worried about, “Oh I have to make sure the kids have lunch” when you’re at work 
because someone else is taking care of that…. Whereas, if you’re at home, you have to 
make sure you’re feeding them and doing your business, so it’s a little bit harder, it’s not 
as clear of a defined line when you’re working in the home. 
 

Although Sydney chose work that allows her to be home with her children, she also expressed 

regret that there are not more physical boundaries between MLM work and family work when 

both are performed in the home—and that it is up to her to negotiate the sides within that 

contested space, which causes her stress and emotional strain. This highlights an important point: 

Women do not necessarily choose MLM work because they want a combination of paid and 

unpaid work under the same roof. Instead, some women feel they have no other choice but to be 

at home with their child[ren], and must find a form of income-earning that can be done within 

the walls of their home. Sydney also said,  

Child-care… it’s so expensive down here. I would have had to get a job making $20-$30 
per hour to make money, and so for us, it made more sense, why wouldn’t I stay home 
and raise him if it makes financially more sense to do that? I’m counting down the days 
until he starts kindergarten so I can go back to working! [Laughs] I definitely know I’m 
not cut out to be a stay-at-home mom full time. I never wanted to do that, it is just the 
situation that we’re in now, 
 

In this manner, the boundary work of devising separations is not a contradiction by women who 

chose their work-from-home and care work hybrid. Instead, emotional boundary work is a 

logical extension for women who have aspirations to be out of the home, but due to various 

constraints of motherhood, such as the high cost of day care, feel unable to live that life.  
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However, later Sydney, thinking about the benefits of being home versus physically 

absent, reasoned, 

It is so hard, but at least I look at it as I’m still home. I’m not out of here, so if you still 
absolutely need me, I’m still here, I can put my phone down. It’s just easier to get [the 
DermaDynamix work] done then try it to do it and go back and forth. It’s easier to sit 
there for a block time... than “Ok, just a second, just a second,” put my phone down, do 
something, grab my phone, put my phone down, do something. 
 

This liminal, permeable intermingling of MLM and unpaid family work requires vigilance to 

fulfill her responsibilities to both spheres. Katie, also mother of two and a Cute Couture seller, 

also specifically used the word “balance” to describe her struggle between work and family: 

“I try to have a good balance. I try to do fun stuff [with them]. Because I totally get mom 
guilt, “I’m not paying enough attention to my kids,” I feel like all I do is talk about work 
and Cute Couture and I forget them, which of course I know isn’t the case. I’m pretty 
self-conscious sometimes if I’m spending enough time with them. 
 

Not only did Katie struggle with the temporal balance of time and attention, she also reported 

feeling plagued by guilt and anxious or self-conscious thoughts—some she recognizes as 

unsubstantiated..For some women, like Erica, a mother of four and Cute Couture seller, the 

emotional strain from a breakdown in boundaries became her motivation to leave MLM sales:  

Even if I wasn’t really working, I was still thinking about it. I felt like I couldn’t get away 
from it. It had to be 100 percent of my time. I felt like I had to discipline myself to check 
out. I definitely need better time management skills. 

 
Because, as a seller, Erica felt like she could not escape the MLM pressure and anxiety when 

doing other tasks, she did the only thing that allowed her to escape the pressure and anxiety 

completely: quit.  

Spatial Boundaries 

 In addition to the mental gymnastics of emotional boundaries, women also literally 

constructed or arranged physical boundaries as part of a calculated strategy to offer their best 

work in each sphere, and to protect each sphere from intrusion from the other sphere. Even 
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though what often attracted women to MLMs was the opportunity to work from home, they often 

went to great lengths to create as much separation as possible within that shared home space by 

creating a distinct home office.  

One method of devising a physical boundary was to establish work on a separate floor of 

the home, away from family living spaces. Maddie, a Cute Couture seller and mother of one, set 

up her workspace on the upper floor of her home. She emphasized how her separated space was 

used when her husband comes home from his paid employment, saying: 

I work mostly when [my husband] is home… When I say “work from home” I mean 
taking pictures of inventory, sending invoices, responding to customers, [all] from my 
office upstairs. I set hours so that I can be in my office and get everything done and then 
when I have everything done, then I’ll come downstairs and be with the family. 
 

 The physical separation she created with her home office—even establishing it on a different 

level of the house from the rest of the family activities—seemed to accentuate the separation of 

MLM work and family work in her mind, even though all were occurring under the same roof.  

Another method of the designated physical space was to make the location accessible to 

the front door so as to establish a public presence without customers having to walk through the 

private spaces of the family home. This “in-home store,” which sellers intended to have 

perpetually ready to host shoppers, occurred most among Cute Couture sellers, which is 

attributable to two main reasons. First, unlike the other focal MLMs in this study, Cute Couture 

sellers were required to purchase products upfront, then store and ship their own goods, rather 

than sell from a catalog and use corporate product fulfillment for warehousing and shipping. 

Second, the Cute Couture merchandise was much more space-consuming than the other 

companies studied. While skin care products and essential oils could both be contained in a 

cabinet or a carrying case, clothing required expansive space to allow products to both be 

presented in clear view, and to prevent wrinkling so products remained in sellable condition. In 
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fact, all of the Cute Couture sellers I spoke with had purchased clothing racks to display their 

goods. 80 percent (n=4) of sellers with higher household incomes had a dedicated space in their 

home to permanently display the clothing, while only 20 percent (n=1) of sellers with lower 

household income had such a space. It was not for lack of wanting this set-up: those without 

dedicated clothing areas typically blamed insufficient space in their homes.  

Megan of Cute Couture enjoyed that she could be at home with her children while people 

“come and shop all the time.” I visited Megan’s store, which was just adjacent to her front door 

entry and foyer, so that guests could go straight into her store without walking through any other 

part of her home. The environment was clean, but colorful, with company-produced photographs 

of models wearing the clothing on the walls, and brightly colored signs about beauty and 

positivity. Her clothes were organized into four clothing racks with signage delineating style, and 

then size. A computer and stack of brightly colored disposable plastic bags sat on a podium desk 

near the doorway to facilitate “check out” on the way out the door. This room was a clear 

departure from other rooms in the house that I noticed, which had children’s toys strewn about, 

comfortable furniture, television, and all other items used to provide home leisure and care. 

These bounded and specified display areas or “product stores” gave women a more 

professional identity of being a store owner, with a space that involved, in their minds, creativity 

and interior design as in other professional retail establishments. Katie, a Cute Couture 

consultant, described her space as her “Cute Couture Dungeon” because “I have everything set 

up in my basement, but my basement is unfinished. But it’s kinda cute down here, I have a really 

big cute rug.”   
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While several women enjoyed having a public, creative space to further their professional 

identity and separate it from the private life occurring in the remainder of the home, others, like 

Erica, Cute Couture seller and mother of three, came to resent what the physical space stood for: 

I just felt like I was cluttering up my basement without selling it. A lot of it was sitting. I 
started dreading that time [working in the basement]. And it was in my basement, so I 
had to figure out how to entertain my kids while I did it. And my baby was super needy, 
so I just couldn’t do it anymore. I’d put on a movie, so I could run down take pictures 
really quick. Or I’d try to bring toys down with me and they would just play there, but it 
was always just a matter of minutes before they would start fighting… I don’t know if I 
found a solution that worked, which is why I couldn’t do it anymore. 
 

As Erica decided to transition out of MLM work by the second interview, the Cute Couture-

designated room in her home was a reminder of the space she had allotted and intended in her 

life to operate a successful work-from-home business. It became a burden for her to descend 

down into this delineated space and leave her family behind, especially considering the prevalent 

reminders of unsold inventory and unsuccessful work activities.  

Temporal Boundaries: Sleep Shift 

It has been well-researched that employed mothers often struggle with a work sequence: 

a paid shift typically during the day, followed by a second shift of unpaid care work in the 

evening and night (Hochschild 1989). In a similar vein, I find that MLM-working mothers 

created another boundary form through their use of time, with certain times of the day as 

designated for mothering, and certain times of the day delineated for MLM work. Of the 32 

women that I interviewed, 65.6% (n=21) were mothers with young children, age 5 or under 

(younger than public school age and therefore needing a parent or guardian to provide or arrange 

their care). Of these, 76.2% (n=16) of all mothers of young children reported using a “work 

while they sleep” strategy, expanding their own productive, awake hours into the late hours of 

the night. All (n=7) of the upper income MLM-working mothers of young children used this 
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“sleep shift” strategy, but only 64.3% (n=9) of the fourteen lower income mothers did so. This 

may suggest that pressures to approximate attentive, intensive motherhood and family devotion 

schemas seem to be more keenly felt by the middle-class women, largely consistent with the fact 

that these standards presume a heterosexual, middle-class woman supported by a full-time 

working husband (Blair-Loy 2001). However, the majority of mothers in both income groupings 

reported utilizing this strategy. 

Women like Zella, who sold DermaDynamix primarily on social media, explained the 

utility of this sleep shift structure: 

What can I say is, we’re all addicted to our phones. I’ve been trying to be a little more 
cognizant of that. I don’t want my kids to turn into zombies staring at the TV all day. I 
don’t want them feel like I’m ignoring them to look at my phone, regardless of what I’m 
doing on it. So I’ve tried to tone back my phone when they’re awake. When they’re 
asleep, all bets are off. I try to do [my MLM work] during naptime or after they’ve gone 
to bed at night… [rather than them] just seeing Mommy sitting there with a phone in her 
hands. 
 

This highlights a common theme of mothers of young children who were “cognizant” or 

intentionally practiced boundary work to be better attuned to their children’s needs, shield them 

from the negative effects of electronic devices, and avoid being a negative example of poor self-

regulation.  

What I refer to as a “sleep shift” some women referred to as a “time block,” which is a 

popular scheduling method. They noted that this was a patterned, routine part of their day, like 

Camille, a BeautifOil seller: 

I have a 1.5 year old and a 4 year old. Pretty much when he goes down for a nap, I’ll try 
to block myself out, knowing that during these hours while he’s sleeping, I’m trying to 
study and call people and talk to people. So it’s usually a couple hours a day that I’m 
doing that in the middle of the day. And then if everyone goes to bed at a good time in 
the evening, I’ll do a couple hours, mostly of personal development or studying more 
about the products in the evenings with the extra time that I have. 
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Maya, a DermaDynamix seller and mother of two young children and two teenagers, identified 

this as a block or “chunk” of available time, but did not see its occurrence as part of a routine: 

I just weave it in to whatever time I’m sitting down. If the kids are watching cartoons, 
then I do it. When they’re taking a nap, whatever chunks of time that I have availability, I 
do it. There’s no schedule, really.  

 
For some women, utilizing this “sleep shift” partitioned time was a given, expected part of 

enrolling with the MLM. When Malee, a mother of two young children, was accumulating the 

supplies she needed to begin to photograph and sell her Cute Couture clothing orders, she 

recalled, 

My husband tried to convince me that I didn’t need the [professional] lighting [kit] and 
I’m like, “I’m doing this when the kids are in bed. I need sufficient lighting.” 
 

Carmen did not raise children but recently married a man with grown children. When I asked her 

why Cute Couture appealed to those who will join as a product seller, she answered,  

I think of people that would be consultants, the appeal is really that they can do whatever 
they want with this business. They can stay home with their kids, they can post stuff on 
Facebook after the kids go to sleep, and make this incredible income. 

 
Although Carmen had not raised children herself, she still identified her MLM work as 

particularly appealing to mothers of young child(ren) who were at home, engaged in parental 

care during the day and then switch gears to MLM work from home once children were asleep. 

Because MLM earnings come from both product sales and recruiting additional sellers, which 

Carmen said she was actively trying to do, this statement about the business’ appeal could be 

used to present MLM work as a logical, beneficial opportunity to other women.  

However, some women who utilized a sleep shift did not necessarily see it as positive. 

Erica, who stopped selling Cute Couture between her interviews, said, “I don’t think I was a very 

good mom. I wasn’t sleeping because I was staying up until 1 or 2 am to pack things up.” This 

response highlights that a practice intended to separate family and work resulted in a boundary 
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breakdown, as her physical exhaustion from the MLM work sphere affected her ability to be a 

“good mom” in her family sphere during the day. Similarly, Melody, a BeautifOil seller and 

mother of three, admitted that operating a sleep shift work schedule took a toll on her marriage: 

I try to do a lot of [BeautifOil work] after the kids are in bed or before they woke up. I 
don’t work on it tons each day, a couple hours every night, stay up until midnight. Just as 
soon as the kids are in bed, do my BeautifOil stuff. [My spouse and I] don’t get a lot of 
time together at night. 
  

Her response captured both 1) her sense of strictness in practicing the sleep shift time boundary, 

in that she delayed her MLM work until her children were bed, but assumed it “just as soon” as 

possible once they were asleep, but also 2) a sense of resignation in its effect on her husband 

regardless of her efforts. Erica echoed these same two issues in talking about how her Cute 

Couture work has affected her husband and children, saying,  

[My husband] has a new job and he has to catch up on emails at night, so he needs the 
computer, so that’s been a huge problem in selling off my stuff. We’re both trying to 
share a computer. I’ve been stressed with it, so it’s stressing him out, and my kids have 
been grumpier, it just hasn’t been good. 

 
Like Melody, Erica reserved her work to a “sleep shift” to separate her MLM work from her 

daytime mothering. But this came in conflict with her husband’s expectations for doing work at 

night (in addition to his full-time daytime job) on the same computer, making them both stressed 

from the conflict over their computer resource. Both Melody and Erica used a sleep shift time 

boundary to protect their families from MLM work intrusion, but found that work does in fact 

affect member(s) of their families despite their best efforts to enact boundary work. 

This around-the-clock approach to ostensibly satisfying both MLM- and unpaid care 

work demands creates new tensions, as MLM-working women work a second shift during their 

family’s sleep and often find themselves sleep-deprived and stressed.  Their efforts in combining 

income earning with family care demonstrates MLM-working women’s devotion to both unpaid 
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family work and income-earning work efforts, as well as their willingness to deny their own 

needs to satisfy both demands. 

Reducing Unpaid Care Work 

Although many women endeavored to utilize a sleep shift, MLM work often spilled into 

their children’s waking hours as women performed myriad MLM-related daytime tasks, such as 

taking orders to the post office, providing prompt answers to potential customers, and finalizing 

sales from online shoppers. Many mothers of young children reported reducing their time in 

unpaid care work to accomplish more MLM work. I was able to complete 19 second-wave 

interviews with mothers of young child(ren), accounting for two of the original 21 lost due to 

attrition. At that second interview, only one mother of young child(ren) reported feeling satisfied 

with her balance between unpaid care work and MLM work and remained a participating MLM 

seller by the second interview. 73.7% (n=14) of mothers of young child(ren), however, reported 

in the second interview that the MLM work took time away from caring for their children. The 

remaining 21.1% (n=4) did not specifically mention tensions, but had ceased working for the 

MLM before our interview, so arguably, any tensions that had been present between unpaid care 

work and MLM work were now resolved. 

Lacey, mother of one and DermaDynamix seller, described wanting to use a sleep shift 

strategy, but admitted,  

[My daughter] doesn’t always sleep for as long as I want her to. Sometimes I’ll get 
sucked into the crazy moments of what’s happening online and I’ll neglect housework for 
a little while, things will slow down online and I’ll look up and, “Oh my God, I have 5 
years worth of dishes to do!” Because I want to be there for everything my team, and I 
can’t always do that because I have other responsibilities to do. It can be frustrating when 
I’m on the phone and she wants to go play and stuff, “Just give me like 20 minutes!” 
Online I’m pulled in 5 different directions, with posts, people’s questions, different 
comments going on, messaging all those people as well, it can be overwhelming, 
especially if you have a toddler screaming. I get a little bit frustrated, that’s when I know 
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I need to take a step back, take a breather, go drink some tea or coffee or eat a piece of 
chocolate and carry on.  

 
Jessica, mother of two biological children and one step-child, also a DermaDynamix seller, 

found that it was not only her children that grew impatient of her diverted attention: 

I was on the phone for two days at a time because you have [to be] answering people. My 
husband was like, “You have a family to feed, to take care of, this is great that you’re 
making money, but what about us, what about the kids, what about your duties as a 
wife?” It’s like, “I’ve got to hurry and do this because I want to hurry and get these 
toothpastes sold… You need to give me a minute,” and he says, “But I have given you 
time, you’ve been on your stupid phone or the computer all day long.” 

 
Even when women developed physical barriers of time and space to separate family and 

MLM work, they reported struggling with mentally switching gears away from MLM work and 

to the unpaid care work in the home. Carrie, who left BeautifOil by the second interview, said 

that while she had wanted to keep her MLM work contained in only certain time blocks of the 

day when her daughter was with family caretakers, she found it mentally difficult to not think of 

MLM work during designated non-MLM-work times: 

I set up three times a week, a 4 hours block for my mom or my sister to tend my daughter 
so that I could strictly work on BeautifOil. But I would say I met or exceeded [20 hours a 
week] in my mental state of always thinking about it. And your whole life revolves 
around it, and yet I have a child in the middle of it and feel like my mind’s always 
sidetracked. I couldn’t be present with her because I’m always thinking, “I have to send 
this email and this text,” and even though I wasn’t actively doing it, my mind was always 
doing it. 

 
In these instances, the boundary between family and MLM work was permeated and children 

witnessed their mothers’ work, which was a source of guilt for many mothers. Some mothers, 

like Janie, of BeautifOil, felt the need to engage in more boundary work to reinforce the division 

between MLM work and family: 

For me personally, I have to really work to try to balance. I’ll be on my cell phone all the 
time answering questions and reply to comments and things like that. He’s told me a 
couple times, “Mama, get off the phone,” that will put you in check real fast.  
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However, other mothers responded by justifying less boundary work. Ashley, of Cute Couture, 

decided against maintaining physical boundaries between her MLM work and her children 

during her children’s awake hours: 

I’ve learned that my boys really don’t love it when I lock myself in my room. My 4 year 
is getting to the point that he’s okay, my 18 month old is not, but if I let them into my 
room, I can’t get anything done, that’s why I try to do things late at night, but it’s good 
for my boys to see me working, that we have responsibilities in life, that we can set goals. 
I need to find a good balance. 
 

While she emphasized her desire to use the sleep shift when possible, she also rationalized that 

providing an example of responsibility and goal-setting would be beneficial for them. Vanessa, 

also of Cute Couture, also found boundary permeation beneficial, saying,  

I hear them playing with each other and [one daughter] will be like, “I’m working right 
now, I can’t play with you.” [Pause] But that’s okay, if she’s going to learn a work ethic, 
that’s cool…it can be a good thing. 

 
Rather than be embarrassed or feel guilt that her child was parroting her denial of attention, 

which violates a key tenet of intensive motherhood, she was instead proudly focusing on another 

aspects of this same ideology: that mothers ought to shape children’s future successful outcomes. 

She saw her example contributing to her daughter’s early development of a work ethic, and 

considered that a positive for both her MLM work and her parenting. 

Changes in Partner’s Unpaid Care Work 

To address their reduced unpaid care work, many women requested a spouse or partner to 

increase their household work, which had an unintended consequence of creating a more 

equitable division of labor in the household. Of the 27 women married or living with a partner at 

the time of their first interview, 55.6% (n=15) reported that due to their time expenditures in 

MLM work, their partner had increased their amount of unpaid care work towards parity, 

whereas before, the split of labor had been unequal with the women themselves performing 55% 
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or more of the work. Megan, a Cute Couture seller, attributed her husband’s increased unpaid 

care work to him acknowledging that more of her time was now spent in paid work: 

It’s all kind of new to us and we’re figuring it out. So, we’re still trying to balance. I 
would say before it was like 80/20 [split of household work], but now it’s more like 
50/50. He sees my business as working. Essentially, I’m working, so he’s going to help 
me... He does the floors now, he sweeps, mops, and vacuums.  

 
Five women (18.5%) maintained that their gendered division of labor was already 

equitable before, so the onset of MLM work elicited no change in a shared division of labor. Of 

these, 60% (n=3) were employed in addition to their MLM work. Katie, a Cute Couture seller 

who was also the primary earner in her household due to her career in corporate software sales, 

shared: 

Me and my husband ha[ve] always been very 50/50… that dude cooks way more than I 
do. It’s awesome because I know girls that are like, ‘I can’t get my husband to do 
anything around the house’ and I’m over here… [My husband] wakes up the boys every 
morning and feeds them and gets them ready for daycare, school, wherever they’re going 
and takes care of that. He’s a good Mr. Mom.   

 
The remaining 25.9% (n=7) said that there was an inequitable division of labor in their 

household and they remained responsible for care work along with increased work in MLM 

selling. While four of these women admitted they needed more help, three women explained that 

they preferred the arrangements to be that way, as did Natalie of BeautifOil:  

I wouldn’t want [my MLM work to affect my husband’s household responsibilities], I 
wouldn’t let it. He is our sole [earner], I guess our primary, because I guess I do bring in 
a little money. He is our primary income. He pays all the bills, he provides the money for 
gas and food and I guess I feel that it’s my job to be there to make sure he has dinner and 
make sure he’s up in time for work and make sure he has clean clothes to put on. 
 
Erica, a mother of four and Cute Couture seller whose husband did not increase his 

household labor during her MLM participation, identified her lack of supplemental care work 

help as contributing to feeling distraught while in the MLM: 
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I don’t know how [some women] do it [both MLM work and family work]. I honestly 
think it’s not possible unless you have a nanny. You need someone else, a chef or a maid, 
someone else has to be there to take what you’re dropping because you can’t do it all and 
stay sane. 
 

On the other hand, Vanessa, a mother of two and also a Cute Couture seller, embraced some of 

the freedoms afforded her by stepping away from care work: 

I hate being a stay at home mom. I don’t like it. I don’t like kids. Motherhood does not 
come naturally to me… We do movie day now and I pull the couch up to the TV and I 
pull the [Cute Couture clothing] racks behind the couch so I have all this open space [to 
photograph and organize] and the girls think it’s awesome because the TV is right there. 
So they think it’s really fun… I hired a cleaning lady… When she was done, I cried tears. 
And [my husband] was like, “You paid money? You should be doing that.’” And I’m 
like, “Shut your mouth, I deserved to pay her”… I’ve gotten “working mom food.” I 
spent $130 and stuffed the freezer with junk food, and I was like, “I got working mom 
food, enjoy!” I mean, my kids are healthy. [The Cute Couture founder once said] in 
training, “So your kids had cereal for dinner, it’s fortified with vitamins and minerals!” 
And I was like, “Okay!”  
 

Vanessa enjoyed the opportunity to decrease her unpaid care work and focus instead on selling 

Cute Couture, using monetary resources to pay for areas of care she was no longer providing. 

Reducing MLM Work 

Other than reducing care work, another strategy used to preserve the boundary between 

family and MLM work was to reduce MLM work time, or even leave MLM work entirely. Of 

the 27 women who participated in a follow-up second wave interview, 40.7% (n=11) had ceased 

their MLM work completely by the second interview. Nine of the women (81.8%) were mothers, 

and seven (63.6%) had young children. Among these nine mothers, 71.4% (n=5) reported MLM 

work and family conflict as a major reason for backing out of MLM participation. 

Like those who reported doing more MLM work and less family care, the integrity of 

women’s boundaries between MLM work and family often broke down when children slept less. 

April found that when Cute Couture conflicted with her life with three young children, including 

a newborn and a toddler who were struggling to sleep regularly and independently, she stepped 
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away from MLM work, “Right now, I’m not doing as much Cute Couture as I’d like to. [I need 

to tell my customers] ‘I’m so sorry. My son wanted to take a nap and he’ll only nap when I’m 

next to him.’” Zella, of DermaDynamix, also realized that a sleep shift did not pan out the way 

she intended, not because of her two children sleeping less, but because she began to prioritize 

performing household work tasks during her children’s sleep: 

Well, there’s a lot of things to get done while they’re sleeping, so something always falls 
through the cracks. It tends to be the [DermaDynamix] because you’ve got to have clean 
clothes, got to have the house clean… There’s just stuff I’ve got to have and the stuff I’d 
like to have. While I’d like to spend more time on [DermaDynamix], it’s just not an 
essential priority for the kids, so it takes a back burner a lot.  

 
Taking an inventory of their responsibilities and choosing family care work over MLM 

work was a common theme. Malee, a mother of two and Cute Couture seller, stressed in her first 

interview that she would choose reducing MLM work time if it conflicted with her family, 

saying: 

I’m a stay-at-home mom. Cute Couture for me can’t be something that makes me a 
working mom. It can’t ever, if it ever becomes that, then I’ll have to reassess what I want 
to do… That’s the thing that I hate about what I’m doing right now. I’m on Facebook all 
the time. We always go outside in the morning so that my kids have outside time. You 
can’t be a ghost parent. Yeah, you’re in the same room as your kids, but are you 
parenting? Are you actually being a mom? No. So I try not to do that. Sometimes I fail.  
 

In this, Malee also verbalized her desire to separate MLM work and family so that she was 

engaging in active parenting or “actually being a mom” while her children were in the room. She 

left Cute Couture by the second interview, and reported having an epiphany: 

When it comes down to it, we’re in a financial situation that I don’t need to work… I quit 
so I could be with my kids. After doing Cute Couture, it’s like ‘Ding, ding, ding, 
[Malee]! Let’s go back to your first [objective], what you really want to do, which was 
not work, so you could be with your family.’ 
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Some found that balancing between family work and MLM work meant falling short in their 

MLM work more often and learning to let go of feelings of guilt. Maddie, mother of a toddler, 

and a Cute Couture seller, said:  

It’s been definitely a learning experience and learning how to balance everything, I’ll just 
work for a little bit, and then play with him, and then work for a little bit more, and then 
go outside for awhile. In the beginning, I would get frustrated, “I have to get this done.” 
Now, “I can do this later, no one is going to freak out if I ship their package tomorrow 
instead of today, or if I send their invoice in a few hours.” I’m getting better at just letting 
things happen and focusing on being a mom rather than an employee that has a kid to 
take care of. It’s more something that I get to do now rather than something I have to do. 
 

However, although she reduced her MLM work when needed, she still tried to maintain 

separation between that work and her family, alternating which sphere to participate in so that 

they remained as “balanced” as possible. Janie of BeautifOil, also mother of one, expressed the 

same desire to keep her MLM work, albeit minimal, at the margins of family life and as removed 

as possible: 

I don’t spend as much time on my business as much as I should, especially after the 
[BeautifOil national] convention high of seeing everybody else say they do classes 
weekly and they spend an hour a day working on their business. I squeeze it in where I 
can. If I have 10 minutes in the morning to work while she’s eating breakfast, I get that 
10 minutes. And while she’s eating lunch, I’ll eat lunch and talk to a customer online or 
post on my Facebook page. I work it in around the cracks of where my family needs me 
that day and what I need to be doing.  
 
Other mothers of young child(ren), rather than expressing guilt at not being able to 

perform MLM work tasks as often as they would like, instead appreciated the flexibility to meet 

their family’s needs first and reduce MLM work time whenever needed. BeautifOil seller and 

mother of three, Heather reported that rather than leaving, she periodically stops her MLM work 

for several days at a time. One thing she appreciated about this form of work is that it allowed 

her the flexibility of meeting her family’s needs without having certain job requirements or 

deadlines. She described how she handled situations when MLM work conflicted with her 
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family’s needs: “Families come first. I just do what I have to. If my kids are sick and I can’t do 

any work for 3 days, I can live with that. I don’t have to be working on it every single day.”  

April said that sometimes when her three children were struggling, she went for a midday walk 

with them, knowing that she would put them down for a nap shortly after that and would return 

to her MLM work then: 

I usually take my kids for a walk, and during that time I don’t even look at my phone. I’m 
like, “Nope, this is my time with my kids.” And then after the walk, I put my kids down 
for their nap and that’s when I get my stuff done. 

 
By separating her day into meaningful discrete categories—and verbalizing to others when she 

was actively in the “time with kids” category, which did not allow for MLM work—she felt 

more confident as both a mother and an MLM seller. Ashley also appreciated the flexibility to 

pause her MLM work and do enriching activities with her children. As someone who formerly 

worked in a medical office before her second child was born and joined Cute Couture shortly 

after, she explained that any stress in balancing between family work and MLM work was 

preferable to her prior experiences:  

It’s so awesome now to be home, because daycare was rough, it really never got easier to 
me, every day when I was dropping him off, ‘Oh I just wish I didn’t have to do this!’ 
Even if I’m not completely 100 percent paying attention to them while I’m working, I’m 
just glad I’m here. It’s just so much nicer. Somedays, today is not a Cute Couture day, 
we’re gonna get our swim suits, we’re going to the pool, we’ll stay there all day, and 
maybe if I need to do some Cute Couture, I’ll do it after they go to bed. That’s what I 
think is so awesome because you can do that. I can take a day and go to the pool or to the 
lake or whatever. That’s worth a lot to me. 

 
Other mothers, while they did not always reduce their MLM work, felt like they offered better 

quality mothering when they were engaged with their children. Maddie, Cute Couture seller and 

mother of one, who also worked outside the home for her child’s first year, said, 

I’m grateful I can be at home. It’s just hard, [but] it would be that way with any job... It 
has also helped really helped me work on my patience… If I have to work at the 
computer…  I used to get frustrated so easily, but now when he’s doing something that 
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would normally bother me, I just take a breath or don’t let it get to me as much. When 
I’m changing his diaper and he’s kicking around and trying to get off the table, I just 
tickle him and make him laugh instead of yelling at him. And having these experiences 
with doing Cute Couture and learning how to deal with these stressful situations, I feel 
like has made me a better mom. 

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Mothers engaged in MLM-work demonstrated that they are beholden to unachievable 

ideologies as they endeavored to accomplish both unpaid family care work and income-earning 

work. Within intensive mothering tenets, they subscribed to the belief that mothers should 

engage in as much quality learning time with their children as possible, should set an example of 

self-mastery against screen time to shore up their children as successful adults, and should pay 

attention to their children at all times during their child’s day. But, consistent with a work 

devotion schema, these women believed that to successfully earn income in their MLM work, 

they also had to spend a significant amount of time working and responding to customers 

promptly with exemplary service, or otherwise customers would purchase products from other 

workers who did. Women also reported that MLM work and family work were both inescapable 

in their consciousness, which underscored their need for spatial and temporal boundaries to 

separate these two areas of work that are housed, albeit intentionally, in the same broad physical 

space. 

 Mothers of young children relied on a “sleep shift” to approximate both intensive 

mothering requirements during the day and ideal work commitments after children were asleep. 

This prioritization shows that children came first. MLM work was an ever-present demand, but 

because children placed demands only during their wakeful hours, MLM work was relegated to 

the times when children were asleep. While these mothers’ shifts were not as long as those of 

other night shift workers, working nights enabled these mothers to emphasize a stay-at-home 
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mother daytime identity—but involved sacrificing their own sleep and well-being to do so 

(Garey 1995).   

 When children did not sleep as much as the MLM work required, or when family 

members required greater-than-usual attention, such work crossed the established boundary 

between private and public life or family and MLM work. Sellers’ efforts to enact boundary 

work were arguably most apparent in these instances of suffusion and boundary collapse which 

laid bare women’s anxiety and concern around their MLM work and family boundaries. In such 

situations, women’s repertoire of reactions included asking their partners to do more care work, 

asking permission of their families to engage in more MLM work, and requesting their 

customers to have patience during periods of more family work. Each of these requests for 

“permission” suggest women’s discomfort with not personally fulfilling these conflicting, 

competing demands. They also show guilt, frustration, and futility at the boundary breakdown, 

highlighting how integral and assumedly valid they felt these mental constructs ought to be.  

 In all, this research sheds light on the often-unseen work done within the walls of MLM 

sellers’ homes: family work, MLM work, and boundary work. When performed together, women 

endeavored to strike a delicate balance between the trappings of intensive mothering and the 

assumed responsibilities of flexible work that, while selected to facilitate stay-at-home 

mothering, in many ways added burden without significant benefit.  
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Chapter 6: “If You Believe It, You Can Achieve It”: Neoliberal Positivity Frames as Multi-

level Marketing Organizational Subterfuge  

What might convince individuals to remain involved in highly stigmatized work when 

they do not earn the income that they expected? As the last chapter showed, many women with 

significant care responsibilities joined MLMs because they believed that they offered them a 

flexible, work-from-home solution that would allow them to achieve work-life balance while 

prioritizing intensive mothering. But how do MLM organizations convince their enrolled sellers 

to remain involved and motivated over time, even when they face public stigma and fail to meet 

their earnings expectations? 

As discussed in Chapter 2, since the 1980s, institutions have used neoliberal ideology as 

an impetus to shrug off more robust welfare policies (e.g., justifying less governmental 

regulation, or less organizational provision of once-common employee benefits, such as 

retirement pensions) and turn these burdens over to individual actors, convincing them that they 

are fortunate to have “freedoms” that make them responsible for supporting themselves. As 

individuals are left to act in their own best interest, this ideological environment values savvy 

self-sufficiency skills, nimble personal entrepreneurship, and ability to monetize available time 

and resources for one’s own advantage. Do MLM organizations, also operating in this neoliberal 

environment, similarly convince newly-minted sellers that they alone are responsible for their 

MLM success? MLM sellers, who are most frequently women, often assume this stigmatized 

work to cope with numerous prior vulnerabilities, which for many include being a primary 

caregiver for young children, approximating impossible-to-fulfill intensive motherhood cultural 

ideals, feeling unable to leave the home for work, and seeking solutions for stagnant household 

incomes. But, as mentioned in Chapter 4, MLM work itself has abundant risks to sellers’ 
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financial resources, time, and social standing.  Given these risks and vulnerabilities, any MLM 

organizations’ use of neoliberal ideology, with its concomitant personal responsibility burdens, 

would further sellers’ precarity. 

How do organizations like MLMs communicate ideological messages? Organizations and 

other social actors often use frames to shape their audiences’ perceptions of reality, strategically 

imbuing messages with organization-valued meanings and suggesting actions, choices, and 

responsibilities for their target audience (Goffman 1974, Snow and Benford 1988). In this 

chapter, I use frame analysis to uncover the messages given to sellers by the three focal MLM 

organizations in their various training materials and presentations from 2016-2018. I pay 

particular attention to neoliberal ideology given that it can exasperate vulnerabilities already 

present for the predominant population of flexible income-seeking mothers. I find the MLM 

organizations’ messages incorporated what I term “neoliberal positivity frames,” or messages 

that combine neoliberal self-sufficiency with therapeutic, happiness-seeking positive psychology, 

which are then institutionalized by organizational policies and practices. Especially given 

pervasive MLM “pyramid scheme” stigma and notoriety for widespread mistrust, these 

organizations use neoliberal positivity logics to avoid culpability for sellers’ success or failure. 

Instead, they emphasize sellers’ responsibility, including their duty to believe in the MLM as an 

overwhelmingly positive opportunity, as an essential determinant of personal achievement.   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Positive Psychology, Neoliberalism, and “Neoliberal Positivity” 

The late-twentieth century saw a major shift in the dominant school of thought within 

psychology. In the mid-twentieth century, Freudian psychoanalysis dominated psychology, with 

its view that understanding the unconscious mind and its motivations through deep engagement 
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with past and present relationships was the key to psychological health (Thornton 2020). 

However, in the 1970s and 1980s—also the dawn of neoliberalism—a cognitive turn in 

psychology shifted the focus away from relationships to emphasis on individual responsibility 

for one’s emotional and mental state, including an emphasis on perpetually finding happiness 

and fulfillment through positivity (Sugarman 2015). Individual responsibilities or “moral 

injunctions” in positive psychology fall in four categories (108): 

1. Work on the self to attain greater autonomy 
2. Accept responsibility for one’s choices and circumstances 
3. Strive to realize one’s potential 
4. Increase one’s quality of life 

 
Positive psychology has evolved into a successful multibillion-dollar school of thought and 

therapeutic orientation that effectively brings neoliberalism to bear on individuals (Binkley 2013, 

Sugarman 2015). Therapy patients, self-help book readers, motivational speakers’ audiences, and 

more are told that relief from undesirable circumstances is available through the power of 

positive thinking and accepting full responsibility for what happens in one’s life. This anti-

dependency approach discourages individuals from seeking redress or making demands of 

others, including institutions or government. In other words, the solution to all problems is for 

individuals to adapt and persist in pursuing their own vision of personal satisfaction and self-

fulfillment.  

I argue that a fusion of neoliberal ideology and positive psychology, which I term 

“neoliberal positivity,” is manifest in multi-level marketing organizational messages in two 

primary ways. First, as per neoliberalism, MLMs repurpose business vernacular and, consistent 

with positive psychology, apply this to personal development (e.g., business goal-setting; 

“contacting” or networking; following a process, system, or strategy; entrepreneurism or 

“business building”). Second, MLMs align positive psychology’s emphasis on therapeutic end 
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goals with neoliberal values (e.g., financial success; freedom; independence; self-sufficiency). In 

each step, MLMs use rely on positive psychology’s emphasis on “belief” in transformational 

possibilities (Binkley 2013:109)— including the possibility of business-suffused individual 

development and of phenomenal personal achievement—to suspend negative thoughts or 

disconfirming evidence in favor of an optimistic outlook.  

Frame Analysis 

Organizational directives can take the form of frames, which are emphasized 

communications that command audience attention, define the situation, and strategically direct 

focus the audiences’ attention towards organizationally sanctioned aspects, while sidestepping 

unfavorable or irrelevant aspects of reality (Goffman 1974; Vliegenthart and van Zoonen 2011). 

In a survey of frame analyses, Hallahan (1999) found that scholarship tends to focus on seven 

distinct types of frames: actions, attributes, choices, issues, news, situations, and responsibilities. 

In communications directed to sellers, how do MLM organizations use action, choice, issue, and 

responsibility frames to communicate ideas about selling? While scholars have widely used 

frames as an analytical tool, and others have widely critiqued their  inconsistent 

operationalization, I argue that frames are useful to assess how MLMs “introduce or raise the 

salience or apparent importance of certain ideas, and activate schemas that encourage target 

audiences to think, feel, and decide in a particular way” (Entman 2007: 164). This chapter 

discusses several notable action, choice, issue, and responsibility frames, paving the way for 

Chapter 7 to then discuss how sellers use these frames to think, feel, and make decisions about 

their MLM participation longevity. 

While social movement, political, and mass communication research has a long history of 

utilizing frame analysis (see Bernard and Snow 2000, McCombs 1997), according to Schultz, et 
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al. (2011), few scholars have applied this approach to corporate communication. This is 

surprising, as much of the research on framing looks at crisis management, including “why the 

conflict exists, what actions are important to the conflict, why the parties act as they do, and how 

[one] should act in response” (Kaufman, Elliot, and Shmueli 2013:2; see also Gray 2003). Given 

widespread mistrust and stigma in the MLM industry, I argue that MLMs must constantly deflect 

criticism, shape more favorable opinions among their sellers, and convince interested parties like 

their direct sellers to take action. This makes this an ideal case to apply frame analysis. 

METHODS 

To assess MLM organization framing, I obtained informational packets from all three 

focal organizations on how to build a business within that organization. BeautifOil’s initiation 

guide was within a full-color folder titled “Experience Total Health with BeautifOil.” Inside, 

newly enrolled sellers found a booklet titled “Build BeautifOil;” an instruction booklet on how to 

use oils titled “Healthy Can Be Simple;” a 48-page product catalog; a pamphlet on the BeautifOil 

global headquarters with images of the center and information on how to attend a guided tour; 

and a sample flyer announcing an oil demonstration class. Cute Couture’s packet arrived in a box 

with the first shipment of clothing and included an 18-page guidebook called “Join the 

Movement;” a spiral-bound planner; a card called the  “Fashion Consultant 72 Hour Game Plan” 

with explanations;   instructions on how to register for the annual convention; a postcard flyer 

example with instructions on how to order your own business cards and flyers; and a few loose-

leaf papers, including one with an excerpt from a recommended self-help book. DermaDynamix 

offered new sellers a 12-page booklet called “Getting Started and Roadmap to Success” and a 

full-color 52-page product catalog.      
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I analyzed the frames in these materials, as well as those in the training presentations and 

calls, focusing on 1) which ideas the MLM shared, 2) where in the publication or presentation 

they were shared, and 3) how they were emphasized. First, because I am comparing across three 

focal MLMs, I paid close attention to which frames or ideas the organizations held in common, 

as these suggested important definitions of what it meant to participate in the MLM industry. I 

also noted any differences in how organizations defined or interpreted these ideas. Second, I 

looked at where the printed materials introduced various topics, paying close attention to the first 

page, which sets the tone for the overall message, as well as the last page, a “final word” that 

leaves readers with a particular idea or feeling, and summarizes and solidifies the messages that 

are throughout the document. Finally, I also looked at how the MLMs presented ideas on the 

page, including emphasis (capitalization, bold, or other stylistic devices). To add further validity 

to my print material findings, I also cross-referenced training presentations to determine whether 

they expressed similar frames in-person. 

Building on Sugarman’s (2015) four-category typology, I coded MLM training materials’ 

organizational frames. I found that MLMs appropriated and incorporated elements of neoliberal 

positivity through four corresponding frames, which I identify as the “Personal Development 

Frame”, “Personal Responsibility Frame,” “Business Opportunity Frame,” and “Business 

Success Frame,” respectively. Table 5 describes these frames and their correspondence with 

Sugarman’s (2015) typology. To determine if these aspects of positive psychology were present 

in the MLMs’ communications, I completed an in-depth reading of each of the organizations’ 

materials in my dataset, looking for key words relevant to each frame. I also gauged whether the 

MLM took the discussion beyond key terms and developed institutionalized policies, practices, 

and directives around those terms, which I call “Frame Implementation Strategies.” 
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Table 5: "Neoliberal Positivity" organizational frames 

Multi-level 
Marketing 

Frame Label 

Positive Psychology 
Emphases 

(Sugarman 2015) 

Key-word 
Emphasis 

Frame 
Implementation 

Strategies 
“Personal 
Development 
Frame” 

“Work on the self to 
attain greater 
autonomy” 
 

Personal 
development, 
growth, 
motivation, 
mindset 

Determine your 
personal “why” as 
motivation for 
MLM participation; 
believe in your why  

“Personal 
Responsibility 
Frame” 

“Accept responsibility 
for one’s choices and 
circumstances” 
 

Responsibility, 
consistency, 
choose, habits 

Fulfill specific 
personal 
development-
centric tasks at 
prescribed intervals 

“Business 
Opportunity 
Frame” 

“Strive to realize one’s 
potential” 
 

Opportunity, 
showing up 

Build belief in the 
MLM business 
opportunity by 
“sharing” 
opportunity 

“Business 
Success Frame” 

“Increase one’s quality 
of life” 
 

Success, wealth, 
recognition, 
lifestyle 

Qualify for 
incentive trips 

 
RESULTS 

Personal Development Frame: “Work on Self to Attain Greater Autonomy” 

MLMs spent considerable time focusing on the individual sellers’ personal development. 

Each of the three focal MLMs stressed “self-improvement” as an essential part of the MLM 

business, although it is arguably not an income-earning activity for sellers. For example, 

BeautifOil instructed sellers to engage in “30 minutes of personal learning” daily. 

DermaDynamix offered a training break-out session called, “Getting Started,” where a leader 

said, “How do you get started?... How do you create belief in yourself?... Through self-help 

books, personal growth, confidence, and your mindset. …Why do we do this? Freedom!” This 

message clearly links work on the self to gaining freedom and autonomy, though not exactly 

income earnings. 
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MLMs institutionalized their personal development emphasis through the phenomenon of 

asking sellers to determine and develop their “why,” or a statement of motivation and belief, 

which is short for, “Why are you in this business?” Determining one’s “why” as a noun, rather 

than an interrogative adverb, is the essence of working on the self, as it 1) entails questioning 

oneself in a state of self-reflection, using internal goals as a means to derive personal motivation, 

2) is expected to result in a unique, deeply personal response that affirms the self as a special and 

exceptional individual, and 3) is intended to have lasting consequences that yield belief in 

oneself and motivation to achieve in the MLM. All three focal MLMs referenced having a “why” 

and all interviewees readily understood what I meant when I asked them, “What is your why?” 

BeautifOil, in their brief eight-page business building guidebook, offered directions and 

rationale for uncovering one’s “why” on the first page, which is a critical page for establishing a 

foundational orientation to the business: 

Knowing your why will empower you to action, pull you through moments of difficulty, 
and inspire personal growth. Ask yourself for what reason, for what purpose, or to what 
end am I doing what I do? Determine what cause or belief inspires you to move forward. 
Don’t stop at the first answer you come to. Continue to ask yourself why until you find 
what really drives you.  

 
By framing participation as a journey of self-reflection and self-discovery, BeautifOil  

demonstrated that the business began not through sales but through work on the self. This 

personal therapeutic project was then supposed to supply the requisite belief in oneself or 

motivation needed to “move forward” in later selling activities. 

DermaDynamix similarly emphasized self-reflection and introspection at the beginning 

of their short 14-page business building guide, prescribing the process as an essential launching 

point: 

Successful distributors have a WHY that is bigger than any obstacle. This section is 
designed to help you recognize why you are in this business and what steps are necessary 
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to make your dreams a reality. Are you looking for supplemental income to pay bills or 
are you looking to set money aside for holidays, education, or retirement? Do you see this 
as a full-time business opportunity? Is becoming debt-free and financially secure 
important? Do you want more freedom and time to spend with your family and friends? 
What kind of a person do you want to become when you reach your goals? THIS IS 
YOUR WHY (emphasis in original). 

 
This section not only invoked the neoliberal positivity process of self-reflection, but also 

connected that therapeutic self-questioning process to success. It also notably excluded sales 

practices from the conversation. MLMs presented having a “why” as a reservoir of resiliency 

that would enable sellers to overcome business obstacles—important for an industry that 

experiences high attrition. This aligns with neoliberal positivity as MLMs framed independent 

work on the self, rather than successful selling techniques, as the means to life satisfaction. Also, 

by insisting that this process entails “more freedom and time to spend with your family and 

friends,” it connected personal development with greater autonomy. 

Clear messages about developing a “why” also came in a Cute Couture training meeting 

that I attended with the company founders. The founders told attendees to turn to their neighbor 

to ask them their “why” and to continue to probe “why” until we uncovered a deep motivation. 

But first they said to the attendees: 

What’s your story, your why, your reason, purpose, or belief? You need a strong 
foundation to lift off from, to have what it truly requires, to have a purpose in life… We 
work to help you be and do and have what you want. Your why is what gets you out of 
bed, your driving force… A why inspires change… What is my purpose, cause, or belief? 
It will come out of you screaming! You are not selling product; you are selling your why.   

 
I then spoke with Maddie, whom I later interviewed. When I asked her about her why, she told 

her story of feeling comfortable in Cute Couture clothes as a plus size woman who typically 

hates to shop. As I probed “why”, she answered, “To help women with low self-esteem.” Why? 

“Because I was there.” Why? “Because once they gain [confidence], they’ll be unstoppable.” 
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Like DermaDynamix, Cute Couture framed the why as a “driving force” behind success, 

which they emphasized would come not from MLM distributors selling products, but from 

selling themselves. Their business would expand as individuals sold self-fulfillment, rather than 

products. This acts as the ultimate in neoliberal positivity messages, with personal triumph as the 

means for business triumph and vice versa. In essence, personal development was the ultimate 

product for sale, institutionalized by an organizational mandate to complete the “why” process 

before initiating selling activities. 

Personal Responsibility Frame: “Accept Responsibility for One’s Choices and Circumstances” 

Secondly, neoliberal positivity emphasizes that the individual is solely responsible for 

their life outcomes, and cannot attribute it to structural constraints, governmental policies, 

organizational directives, or interpersonal relationships. Traditionally, individuals learn about 

personal responsibility through proverbs, fables, and other stories where multi-step lessons evoke 

emotional reactions and situate the recipient in the story by sharing the protagonists’ emotions 

and behaviors (see Allain and Lemieux 2006, Mehta 2007). MLMs used similar devices to frame 

sellers as responsible for their own development and success. A BeautifOil training meeting 

played a video featuring a parable with Biblical overtones, borrowing the phrase “Law of the 

Harvest” from the New Testament book of Matthew. A top income-earner in BeautifOil said:  

I want to share with you today what I call the Law of the Harvest… [and] the phrase, 
“The harvest cannot be prevented.” I don’t know about you, but as we’re working 
through life, I really love the concept of a garden. There’s a certain law of the universe 
that what we plant and nourish must bring forward its fruit. And when we think about 
ourselves, it’s really easy to be discouraged. I’ve been there myself. Where you’re putting 
in the effort, you’re out there nourishing that garden, you’re out there watering it and 
weeding it, and maybe you’re not seeing the results as quickly as you would like. But 
there are these amazing laws at play in the universe: If you stick with something, you will 
meet with success (emphasis added). There’s this phrase I love to teach that says, 
“Persistence trumps talent.” There will always be a harvest that comes, every year, every 
fall, without fail, if we are faithful and consistent to do our part to nourish that garden. 
Now for some of you, you might be in the July of your life right now. You may have 
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started in May, so to speak, symbolically. [You] started planting that garden and you 
were all excited about new overalls, new gardening tools, got out there and planted those 
seeds. And it was fun, right? Right out of the gate. But now a few weeks go by or a 
month goes by, two months go by. And maybe there’s some sprouts coming through… 
but there isn’t this full crop of results that you’re watching and it seems everyone else has 
[results] but you. That’s your July. You’re now hot, you’re sweaty and you’re tired. 
Maybe your partner who joined in in that garden with you in the beginning is nowhere to 
be found any longer, and it’s up to you. I promise you if you push through that July, that 
adversity and that struggle and that challenge, you will meet with success because your 
harvest cannot be prevented. Be more concerned with being true to your dreams than 
your dreams coming true… The harvest can never be prevented. A universal law is in 
place for all of us. So, I invite you to choose to be persistent, choose to continue to 
nourish your dreams, and you also will meet with success.  

 
Along with this personal responsibility narrative, the BeautifOil business building guide 

also institutionalized personal responsibility processes. The booklet included a page titled 

“Leader Activities” specifying responsibilities that a seller ought to assume, such as “Daily: 

Contact 2-3 people; engage in 30 minutes of personal learning; use BeautifOil products”; 

“Weekly: Host 1-2 classes; participate in 1 mentor call; share 3-5 samples” and “Monthly: 

Attend a training seminar, participate in [recurring monthly oil subscription ordering program], 

evaluate your goals.” Here, “success” and becoming a leader were results of consistently 

fulfilling prescribed responsibilities, but they did not mention sales. Instead the MLMs focused 

on contacting, networking, and on self-enhancing activities of personal study, mentorship 

(presumably by one’s upline), attending training, evaluating one’s goals, and regular product use 

(via purchase). This guide framed a successful MLM seller as one who checked off each task 

that the MLM delineated. Interestingly, sellers could complete all of these tasks without ever 

earning an income. This emphasizes satisfaction as achievable regardless of sales—a neoliberal 

positivity message that happiness comes through goal-achievement (even if such goal-

achievement does not actually improve one’s circumstances). 
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Like BeautifOil, Cute Couture corporate messages also invoked religious language in a 

one-page insert within their business builder starter kit, which communicates the idea that 

positive thoughts yield positive outcomes:  

Say to yourself, ‘I am successful, I am happy, I am prosperous’… Put everything you 
want to be in the form of the present and start making statements to yourself in that 
attitude of humility and prayer. That is the way the subconscious will receive it and will 
bring it to pass in due seasons when you do not lose your faith. 
 

In training, Cute Couture founders referred to this insert as describing “The Law of Attraction,” 

telling attendees that, if they focus on these statements, what they put out into the universe, 

Will be attracted right back to you. Change your whole thought process to already be 
what you want to be. Fake it ‘til you make it! Say it 500 times a day. Manage your 
subconscious brain, manage your mind, pretend and assume that [the success] is there… 
You are a saleswoman. Sell yourself on your own success!” 

 
Success was not only the sellers’ own prerogative, but it arose through consistently 

“manifesting” the belief that you are already successful and actively choosing to harness the 

“power of positive thinking.” MLMs do not discuss success as something that comes first from 

booked events, sales, customer satisfaction, referrals, or the like, but from an emphasis on 

personal “positive” attitude development and faith that success will come in the absence of 

supporting evidence.  

Like BeautifOil, Cute Couture codified personal responsibility through a five-step 

“Fashion Consultant 72 Hour Game Plan” process. Cute Couture training meetings and their 

“Getting Started” business building kit directed sellers to: 

1. Commit to “Treat your Business like a Business” (emphasis in original) 
2. Write a list of 50 names 
3. Book your first 3-5 Pop-up boutiques 
4. Promote your boutiques through calls, texts, Facebook, Instagram, Evites, and flyers 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 yourself and with your team 
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The ambiguous nature of the introductory step, “Treat your business like a business,” relied on a 

neoliberal assumption that everyone understands what it is to approach an endeavor with a 

serious, business-like mental attitude. The instruction to “commit” furthers the notion that 

individuals can and should assume personal responsibility for the success or failure of the 

business.  

DermaDynamix, in their business builder guide, concluded with a similar framing of 

success as stemming from consistent fulfilment of prescribed activities. Like others, these actions 

notably lack an emphasis on selling in favor of emphasizing personal belief: 

Remember to follow-through on the commitments you’ve made in this booklet to be 
successful; and as you work closely with your sponsor and those you introduce to the 
business you will find this opportunity to be extremely rewarding. Dream it and Believe 
it! Reaffirm your belief every day. Increase your value. Learn something new every day. 
Use the products every day. Talk to new people every day. Do one selfless act every day. 
ENJOY YOUR JOURNEY TOWARDS THE PATH TO SUCCESS (emphasis in 
original). 

 
This message emphasized certain personal development habits, like dreaming, believing, 

and reaffirming the self, and invoked business language by connecting these ideas to 

“increas[ing] one’s value.” Also, like BeautifOil, although there was no explicit mention of 

selling products, there were specific instructions to consume the products daily, yielding sales for 

the MLM organization even if the individual seller had no other sales. 

All of these organizational frames hinged on the seller’s willingness to do several 

ostensibly benign tasks, often at the exclusion of profit-maximizing endeavors, as directly 

leading to success. Individuals were then responsible for their willingness to complete these 

“success-inducing” activities, which focused primarily on positivity messages including 

believing in oneself, cultivating a positive attitude despite circumstances,  and assuming or 

expecting a level of success that will materialize in one’s life to the degree that one believes in it. 
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As I will discuss in Chapter 7, this neoliberal positivity message has important ramifications for 

sellers’ self-concepts as they reconcile their earnings expectations with the realities presented in 

Chapter 4.  

Business Opportunity Frame: “Strive to Realize One’s Potential”  

A third aspect of neoliberal positivity is an emphasis on embracing and accepting one’s 

destiny or potential. MLMs framed this somewhat in contradiction to personal responsibility for 

success or failure: they repeatedly told them that the “business opportunity” itself had limitless 

potential for success. They emphasized that sellers must believe in the company itself and the 

near-inevitability of the business opportunity to deliver an idealized future. 

The three focal MLMs communicated this idea of by stressing that the business was 

uncomplicated, requiring a seller to simply “show up.” In training, a DermaDynamix leader said, 

“90% of success is showing up!” and a Cute Couture leader said, “Show up in your life. Show 

up, continue to focus on others. Your customers are watching you and how you show up.” Both 

of these trainings framed achievement as natural and inevitable if only individuals are present to 

realize that success. These were strategic frames in that, as is consistent with neoliberal ideology, 

they deflected responsibility for failure from the organization, framing achievement as so basic 

that unsuccessful sellers were entirely to blame for not “showing up” to receive it. 

Further, MLMs tell sellers that they themselves could tamper with the “natural” success 

process by “getting in their own way.” In a Cute Couture national training call, company 

founders told sellers, “You chose this business because you knew you could do it. Don’t 

overcomplicate it.” In Cute Couture in-person training, the founder also said, “Be committed to 

your business. Get an Excedrin and Diet Coke and don’t complain… You have no excuse to not 

be successful—there are so many opportunities.” Again, showing up, albeit caffeinated, is what 
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they needed to do to achieve success given a potential opportunity so powerful that one has “no 

excuse” but to be successful.  

BeautifOil too emphasized the inevitability of success by stressing in a training meeting, 

“Give oils away. Let the oils do the heavy lifting,” suggesting that the readily-experienced 

benefits of essential oils will work on their own to convince people to purchase products. In 

other words, sellers should purchase and give away inventory with the expectation of later 

earnings. This MLM also stressed the importance of believing in the company as the conduit to 

success: 

Belief in the oils makes you a [low rank seller] but belief in the company makes you a 
[high rank seller]. As you build belief, you go up through the ranks. What happens if you 
build slowly? You lose purpose, you lose belief in the financial opportunity, lose belief in 
your ability to help people to see results quickly, and lose momentum to work quickly. 

 
Especially given a context of high attrition, the need for replacement recruitment, and 

rampant stigma, and MLMs have a vested interest in selecting and emphasizing frames about 1) 

the strength of the company’s inherent opportunity (especially in light of other employment 

ventures with more reliable compensation) and 2) the ease in which sellers can enjoy the 

“simple” act of “showing up” and believing as the explicit process to earn monumental success. 

As encapsulated in a training call, Cute Couture founders said, 

You do not have the opportunity to get the return on your time, energy, and investment 
that exists right here at Cute Couture. Take advantage of it! Make hay while the sun 
shines, or as [the founder] likes to say, “Make good while the getting is great!” The 
opportunity is here, right here in front of you. What are you going to do about it? You can 
look around and there’s a list of reasons for you to fail, and you can start naming things 
off that list if you want, and go ahead and fail and use those things as an excuse and tell 
the rest of the world how you’re justified in your failure. OR you could look at the 
opportunity in front of you and say, “I am worthy, I am smart, I am talented, I’m 
energetic, I’m passionate, I’m a hard worker, and I am going to take the opportunity in 
front of me and use it to bless my family. I’m going to make a difference in my family’s 
life because I have this opportunity.” 
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MLMs institutionalized this aspect of neoliberal positivity through practices that stressed 

“selling the business opportunity,” instead of solely their physical products, as evidence that they 

believe in the business opportunity for themselves and others. In the previously mentioned 

BeautifOil training seminar, leaders ended the hours-long MLM-sponsored event with the 

following affirmations, instructing new sellers to repeat these to themselves in a mirror: “When I 

believe, I share. When I share, I enroll. I make someone’s life better, I see my own success, and 

my paycheck helps to build belief.” They termed this the “ever beneficial cycle… a proven 

system, because it works.” This highlighted the codified, institutionalized neoliberal positivity 

ethic of realizing potential opportunity by sharing the opportunity with others. Also, the use of 

the word “cycle” denoted a natural flow and inevitability of business builder enrollments if 

sellers simply “shared” the oils, especially given the earlier discussion within this training that 

the oils themselves would “do the heavy lifting.” 

 Cute Couture founders chastised those who were only selling clothing, but not building a 

team, for not sufficiently showing their devotion to the business:  

If you have been in this business for one and two months and are not building a team, 
why are you not asking? You are not out there telling people how much you love your 
business.  You’re not posting every week why you love Cute Couture. In this business, 
the average person in direct selling, they long to make an extra $500 a month. The beauty 
about Cute Couture is you can make so much more than that! The average consultant 
makes about $1000-$10,000 a month. If you’re working your business every single day 
and you’re concentrating on giving out 10 business cards, having conversations with 10 
people, your business is going to grow… It’s that easy. 

 
Additional income is “easy” to earn as long as people “love” –or, in other words, have belief and 

devotion in—the business enough to have conversations about it. As in the personal 

responsibility category, this statement included quantified processes and practices, such as 10 

business cards and 10 conversations, to institutionalize the neoliberal positivity frames on 

realizing opportunity.  
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Business Success Frame: “Increase One’s Quality of Life”  

Lastly, as is consistent with neoliberal positivity, organizations built on the notion of 

opportunity and personal growth to connect the MLM opportunity with a vastly enhanced quality 

of life: great wealth, lavish lifestyles, recognition, passive income (or perpetual earnings without 

sustained effort), and other “larger than life” experiences. In the training meeting, the Cute 

Couture founder, told attendees: 

In this room are dreamers. You might think you have it all, but you don’t own an island! I 
want an island!... If God didn’t want us to have it all, why is it here on this Earth? I’m 
here to tell you, you are entitled to it.... You know life can get better because you see 
people driving amazing cars! 

 
This type of neoliberal positivity message offered an extreme increase in one’s quality of life—

that by simply dreaming and believing in oneself one can aspire to own anything on Earth. 

Limitations in acquisitions were because of one’s limited imagination, not due to structural 

inequities. The Cute Couture business building guidebook also included this sense of 

limitlessness in lifestyle, where the booklet ends with this encapsulating thought on the final 

page titled “BELIEVE IN YOU” (emphasis in original): 

“BELIEVE IN YOU. You can design your life. You can decide the type of person you 
want to be… You can have a beautiful home, car, clothes, or anything you desire… You 
can be anything you want to be and can have anything you want to have.” 
 

Here again, this MLM connects neoliberal positivity mental constructs of personal belief and 

positive thinking to extravagant success. These ideas were also echoed in a training video 

conference where the same founder said,  

We don’t have to limit ourselves! I know that many of you have never been on a cruise in 
your entire life. Well, guess what? I am giving you a cruise! I’m giving it to you! It’s 
free! All you have to do is get out there and build your business and you pocket the 
money. And the benefit is that you get to go on a cruise. So why do it? Because you are 
going to eliminate the stress, you were going to pay the bills, you are going to take a 
make life easier for your significant other, for yourself. It’s really amazing to think about. 
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I want you to think about going to a better hairdresser! Whatever you can do, whatever 
your dreams are…I am watching you buy new cars, get bigger homes… 
 

This corporate message emphasizes improving one’s quality of life, but also connects this to an 

annual “success” or incentive trip. In 2016, the Cute Couture trip qualification required $12,000 

per month in sales for four consecutive months. Then the company unexpectedly and 

controversially raised the requirements in 2017 to $12,000 per month in sales for six consecutive 

months. To defend that decision, the company founders said in a training call in February 2017,  

We’re not making it harder to go on the cruise. What we’re doing is we’re keeping the 
same commitment and stretching it out a little longer because I want you to be in the 
habit of building your business… This is your opportunity to commit to being on the 
cruise, commit to growing your business, and watch the blessings that flow into your 
family and your life because of your commitment. As you make that commitment, it pays 
back exponentially. 

 
Making qualification more difficult reduces company costs while increasing sales, as individuals 

attempt to sell a lot of clothing for two additional months. Consistent with neoliberalism, Cute 

Couture’s frames deflected organizational criticism about this corporate profit-maximizing 

decision and instead emphasized sellers’ personal responsibility to continue to qualify, despite 

more stringent standards that place a stressful burden on sellers to achieve month after month for 

six months without any margin for error. If sellers come close but ultimately fail to quality, Cute 

Couture benefits from the higher sales without having to pay for the incentive cruise vacation. 

But, consistent with framing, the organization ignores these undesirable aspects of the new 

reality, offering a message the emphasizes quality of life improvement and sellers’ personal 

responsibilities. Cute Couture founders frame this qualification policy change as a “blessing” 

that will “pay back exponentially” if only sellers will commit to a receiving the new 

organizational mandate with a positive mental attitude.  
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DermaDynamix also held an annual incentive trip, described as an “all-expenses-paid trip 

[that] will allow us to celebrate your success… Held in June, you will be recognized for your 

achievements, enjoy amazing team building activities, take time to relax, spend time with 

corporate leadership and learn from others who are enjoying the DermaDynamix journey.” To 

qualify, sellers needed to recruit three individuals into their downline, then guide those three 

individuals to each recruit three individuals. Each downline member needed to maintain a certain 

personal volume, either for their personal use or for selling to an alternate end-consumer, for 

three months. Like Cute Couture, DermaDynamix dangled the trip like a carrot, neglecting any 

discussion of how onerous the requirements are, how few people actually qualify, and how minor 

missteps (such as downline recruits ordering below the personal volume minimum threshold, or 

recruits bringing in only two new sellers instead of three) void sellers’ trip qualification. In this 

all-or-nothing qualification environment, the stringent standards shield the MLM from paying for 

incentive trips, while still reaping profits from sellers’ motivated efforts. 

Like Cute Couture, DermaDynamix’s discussions about quality of life enhancement 

merged with notions of personal responsibility. A leader said during a company training meeting: 

As a [low rank seller], you make nothing. As a [medium rank seller] you can make 
something, but it’s still nothing. But a license to print money is on the backend of this 
marketing plan if you’ll be a leader of leaders, going six generations deep!... We’re doing 
something that can pay us exponentially, but the hardest thing about this business is there 
are those that say one thing and do another. They say they’ll make it to the success trip 
but they won’t do the work to make it happen. There’s a big chance they’re not going to 
make it in this business. But you are committed to make it work, willing to do everything 
in your power to make it happen. 

 
This message encapsulated several of the neoliberal positivity themes, both that one could 

increase their quality of life through an unlimited fortune or “license to print money,” but that 

sellers must “commit to make it work.” When MLM sales does not yield the expected success, 

sellers were told to accept the responsibility for “not mak[ing] it work in this business.”  
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BeautifOil also offered a quality of life improvement message that embodied several 

neoliberal positivity themes. Both their booklet and in-person training offered the following story 

which they referred to as “Hauling Buckets versus Buiding Pipelines”:  

There was a man who hauled buckets of water for a living. Every day he hauled water 
from the nearest water source to his village mile away. Because everyone needed water, 
he always sold out. If he wanted to make more money, he would simply work more hours 
hauling buckets. After many years, he grew weary of hauling buckets. Then inspiration 
came. If he used his spare time to build a pipeline, eventually he would be free from 
hauling buckets. So, he labored diligently for a few years to build his pipeline. The day 
he turned on his spigot, everything changed. He had created an unlimited supply of water 
for his village, and a financial pipeline that continued to provide him abundance for years 
to come. Are you hauling buckets or building a pipeline? You can create a different story 
for yourself and many others. With BeautifOil, you can achieve financial freedom as you 
share simple, safe, empowering natural solutions with those you care about. 

 
This powerful narrative demonstrated how quality of life could drastically improve, not just 

financially, but also temporally, with an individual evolving from laboring daily to no longer 

needing to expend the time and energy to work because the pipeline “provide[d] him abundance” 

of passive income. This coincided with the latter two aspects of neoliberal positivity, in that the 

MLM offered self-perpetuating and significant financial rewards. Later, the booklet reaffirmed 

these ideas of recurring income on a chart explaining three types of hourly work commitments: 

working a few hours a week, part-time commitment, and full-time commitment. Those willing to 

make a full-time investment were told that with this level of commitment, they would, “Replace 

and multiply your income (emphasis in original). Earn $8,750 - $106,833 per month (Platinum-

Presidential Diamond Average Income); Become a powerful leader… [and] make a global 

impact.” The brochure offered no asterisks or disclaimers to qualify these outlandish statements 

of fame and fortune, nor did it provide the likelihood of these income-earning results. 

Notably, the BeautifOil narrative emphasized that the protagonist was determined to “use 

his spare time to build a pipeline, [so] eventually he would be free…” This broaches the 
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neoliberal notion that, because all individuals have entrepreneurial potential, downtime is 

misused time that could be used for monetary gain, possibly through a “side hustle,” and to 

capitalize on the values of freedom and independence.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In summary, MLM organizations utilized neoliberal positivity frames to infuse belief and 

self-determined success into their training materials. As was consistent with frames, MLMs 

included the organizationally desirable aspects of positive mental attitudes leading to personal 

achievement, while sidestepping selling and business-operation activities. The three focal 

MLMs’ business training booklets, seminars and events, and regularly scheduled training calls 

invoked each of Sugarman’s (2015) four pinnacles of positive psychology, merged with 

neoliberalism ideology, creating neoliberal positivity: 

1. Personal Responsibility Frame: I found messages to “work on the self to gain greater 

autonomy” through instructions to participate in personal development. MLMs 

institutionalized this through the routinized practice of reflecting on and regularly 

recalling your “why.”  

2. Personal Responsibility Frame: Ideas concerning “accepting responsibility for one’s 

success or failure” came via metaphorical fables like the “Law of the Harvest” and 

other biblical-infused maxims. MLMs institutionalized this through seller checklists; 

yet, these tasks focused on personal development rather than how to close a sale, 

calculate time and expenses, or regularly determine if one is operating a profitable 

business. 

3. Business Opportunity Frame: Calls to recognize the business opportunity aligned 

with the neoliberal positivity message of “strive to realize one’s potential.” MLMs 
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routinely framed this “potential” as the business’ own ability to naturally and 

inevitably yield success, so that a seller simply needed to “step into” company 

participation to realize this destiny. MLMs codified this through procedures that 

encouraged sellers to widely sell the business opportunity, not just its products, 

regardless of individuals’ initial motivations to join the MLM. 

4. Business Success Frame: Finally, the MLMs employed a frame connected to 

“increas[ing] one’s quality of life” through tantalizing mentions of larger-than-life 

wealth, recognition, and (even global) influence. MLMs institutionalized this with 

regularly scheduled, exotic, all-expenses-paid incentive trips for only the highest rank 

sellers. 

All in all, MLMs drew on neoliberal positivity frames in a way that masked sellers’ 

assumption of risk, the industry’s historically high attrition and failure rates, complex 

organizational compensation and reward qualification structures designed to enrich corporate and 

upline leaders interests, and the ongoing difficulty of selling high-priced products. The “feel 

good” messages work as subterfuge, ostensibly inviting sellers on a “journey” to improve 

themselves, despite the fact that most sellers join not for self-help, but to earn a significant 

income that enables them to work from home and meet family care obligations. MLMs utilize 

framing devices in their seller-directed communications that work to convince a seller that 

sustained belief—in themselves, in the company, and in the possibility for wealth and 

recognition—will yield eventual success. The more sellers believe the promise of success, even 

without confirming evidence, the greater the likelihood that the MLM can retain this seller in the 

high-attrition environment. In the meantime, sellers act as chief consumers of the MLMs’ 

products, boosting corporate profits (along with their occasional sales). This is especially clear as 
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several of the focal MLMs did not explicitly instruct sellers to sell products daily, but rather told 

them to use products daily. The more MLMs could increasing sellers’ satisfaction and self-

esteem by cultivating “business building” as a growth-enhancing, personally-enriching, 

enjoyable process, arguably the greater their likelihood of retaining a product-purchasing, 

company-promoting customer within their sales network. 
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Chapter 7: Like a Moth to the Frame: MLM-selling Women’s Positivity Frame Alignment 

Across Income Levels 

As discussed in Chapter 6, MLM organizations co-opted and offered positive psychology 

frames as part of efforts to “build belief” in sellers, sharing these frames in training materials, 

company events, and more. Frames “introduce or raise the salience or apparent importance of 

certain ideas, [but also] activate schemas that encourage target audiences to think, feel, and 

decide in a particular way” (Entman 2007: 164, emphasis added). MLM organizations deploy 

frames from positive psychology, but what about their target–the sellers? This chapter asks how 

MLM sellers’ thoughts, feelings, and decisions (particularly regarding their decision to leave or 

to remain involved in the MLM) draw on key words and phrases from the alluring, positivity-

infused, MLM organization-disseminated frames.  

In stark contrast to the claims that underlie MLMs’ use of positivity frames, a report filed 

with the Federal Trade Commission found that more than 99 percent of MLM sellers lose money 

(Taylor 2011). Given this reality, how do sellers integrate and react to MLMs’ positive 

psychology frames, that emphasize, among other things, personal responsibility for one’s failure? 

Like a moth to the flame, how might the very messages that appear, on their face, empowering 

and positive, contribute to sellers’ vulnerability? Further, how does frame reception and 

vulnerability differ across the interviewee population? In a process known as “frame alignment,” 

individuals vary to the degree with which they adhere to and draw on organizationally-produced 

frames (Snow and Benford 2005). Social positions influence when and how individuals draw on 

these frames (Swidler 2001, Abramson 2012). If social position mediates the reception of 

particular frames, how do characteristics like household income level influence sellers’ frame 

alignment?  
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As discussed in Chapter 4, household income alone did not predict sellers’ decisions 

regarding remaining or leaving the MLM over time. The groups were remarkably similar, with 

61.5% (8) of the 13 higher-income women remaining involved in the MLM by the second 

interview and 57.1% (8) of the 14 lower-income women remaining involved at this same point in 

time. Although these groups behaved similarly, did they do so for different reasons? How might 

qualitative analyses uncover how these groups differed in their response to MLM frames, 

influencing their MLM participation decisions? 

To address these questions, I first examine the literature on frame reception as a coda to 

the prior chapter’s (Chapter 6) discussion of frame production. I then explore the scholarship and 

controversy surrounding Lamont’s (2000) study of American and French men’s work-related 

moral distinctions and broader conversations about frame alignment. Finally, I use my interview 

data to compare frame reception among the MLM sellers with middle-class household income 

versus working-class household incomes). Because of my interest in understanding how frames 

influence their decisions to either leave the MLM or remain involved, I focus on my 27 second-

wave interviews from my panel study, particularly questions reflecting on the results of their past 

selling behavior and their plans for the future. I find that women in the middle-class group who 

have more household financial resources tended to describe MLM sales as a learning experience, 

albeit from an imperfect organization, that often led them to fulfilling self-discoveries. However, 

women in the lower-income group tended to be more critical of their sales failures, and more 

convinced of their personal responsibility to find success in selling if they were choosing to stay 

involved, suggesting less opportunity for self-exploration in their comparatively resource-scant 

and vulnerable circumstances. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Frame Alignment and Transformation 

As I discussed in the last chapter, frames are communications that present a dominant 

message to a targeted audience, with the aim of defining the situation and strategically focusing 

the audience’s attention in specific directions and away from alternatives (Goffman 1974; 

Vliegenthart and van Zoonen 2011). Studies in sociology, mass communication, and 

organizational behavior show the interplay between organization-produced frames and the 

“frame-effects” or sensemaking consequences of these frames (see Snow and Benford 1988; 

Hallahan 1999; Giola and Chittipeddi 1991; Carroll 2011; McDonnell, Bail, and Tavory 2017 for 

treatments across these disciplines). Reactions to frames vary across individuals and groups, 

because fundamentally, “the concept of frame is based on the premise that different individuals 

perceive the same events differently based on their prior experiences and understandings” 

(Small, Harding and Lamont 2010:15).  

While the framing concept stems largely from Goffman (1974), much of our 

contemporary usage and understanding on frames and their reception is derived from social 

movements research. Snow and Benford (1988) built their theory on the notion of “frame 

alignment” and posited that frames resonate and lead to action to the degree that they are 

diagnostic (naming a problem, assigning blame), prognostic (offering problem-solving 

solutions), and/or motivational (a call to action) (Snow, et al. 1986). MLMs, also interested in 

resonating with and mobilizing activity among their sellers, undergo framing efforts that 

similarly characterize problems, offer strategies, and motivate selling activity, as discussed in 

Chapter 6. But when sellers fail to realize the so-called advantages of the MLM business 

opportunity, how do they receive these positivity- and belief-emphasizing frames?  
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When frames are effective, they are relevant to the realities and lived experiences of the 

target audience. To align with the audience’s belief system, frames must be salient to them and 

linked to their core beliefs (Bedford and Snow 1988). Even applicable frames are not universally 

appealing; they offer strategies of action to some recipients, but not others (McDonnell et al. 

2007). Also, frames do not have to be believed or aligned with one’s views for individuals to 

know of and use them to justify or make sense of their behavior (Abramson 2012). This is 

particularly true for “people in similar circumstances,…contend[ing] with similar problems and 

consequently develop[ing] shared tools for managing them” (Abramson 2012:164). For the 

MLM case, the positive psychology frames are highly relevant to sellers, as they define the 

common problems, available strategies, and possible motivations sellers often have in selling 

both the MLM products and the “business opportunity.” But because social position affects 

beliefs that mediate frame alignment, how might frames resonate differently across income 

groups, and with what effects on sellers’ thoughts, feelings, and decisions?  

Also, what occurs when frames are not aligned or resonant with beliefs? A fruitful line of 

research, developed by Snow et al. (1986), describes the “frame transformation” process where 

organizations strategically alter frames to promote recruitment and participation among those 

whose beliefs stand in opposition to dominant frames. Most scholars analyze this from the 

organization and frame production perspective. What happens when organizations do not 

succeed in frame transformation? How might individuals reject or distance themselves from 

these frames in their thinking, feeling, and decision-making processes? Particularly in the MLM 

case, which emphasizes opportunity, earnings potential, and effort, and generates emotionally-

charged income expectations, how do sellers reckon with discordant positivity frames? 
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Frames as Culture 

Building on the frame concept and distinguishing it from other cultural materials, Lamont 

et al. (2010) emphasized that frames link culture and behavior, not in a causal relationship, but 

by offering constraints and possibilities, especially when taken together with other frames (Small 

2002, Small 2004). This conversation arises as part of a broader research agenda that uses 

cultural concepts, including frames—but also values, narratives, repertoires, cultural capital, 

symbolic boundaries, and institutions—to deepen understanding of poverty and inequality.  

There are numerous reasons for arguing that cultural elements, rather than only structural 

conditions, influence the life experiences and possibilities for action in lower-income 

populations. Cultural approaches are useful for understanding how individuals experiencing 

financial hardship consume or engage with cultural materials, and even—more controversially—

how culture influences behavior in low-income populations. Lamont et al. (2010) maintain that 

research on culture in low-income groups does not advance conservative “blame the victim” 

approaches, but rather asks “whether, when, and how cultural tools and cultural constraints 

matter” (8) to populations and individuals, with a keen eye on those in particularly stressful 

financial circumstances. For example, Harding (2007, 2010) identifies culture as useful for 

understanding how low-income adolescents draw on a variety of frames to make decisions about 

romantic relationships and teenage pregnancy. Recent studies in sociology of culture show that 

cultural frames offer clusters of possibilities rather than uniform cause-and-effect, arguing that 

subpopulations are heterogeneous and therefore frames will lead to varied decisions. 

On the other hand, Lamont’s (2000) earlier work studying the moral distinctions of 

working-class and upper-middle class men points to belief convergence in these populations. She 

found sharp boundaries across social strata in work-related moral beliefs: working-class 
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individuals held to notions of responsibility and perseverance despite adversity, valuing the 

“self-made man”; meanwhile, upper-middle-class individuals emphasized growth, flexibility, 

novel experiences, and employment that affirmed and developed the self. This begs the question: 

can scholarship show belief convergence while also emphasizing subpopulation diversity? 

MLM sellers offer a useful case to test these research questions. In this study, each 

participating woman sought out one of three specific flexible, work-from-home income-earning 

opportunities and, as Chapters 4 and 5 show, generally share similarities in strong earnings 

expectations and intensive motherhood orientations. One key distinction is total household 

income: approximately half the participants were part of a household earning less than the U.S. 

2016 median income of $57,617 annually, while the other half were in household that earned 

more. The lower-income group had an average household income of $42,283, while the upper-

income group had average household incomes that were more than double this sum: $94,738 

annually. Each of these women were exposed to frequent MLM-directed positive psychology 

frames relevant to financial success, which ran the gamut across work-related moral beliefs: for 

example, the “personal responsibility frame” emphasized consistent persistence in tasks, taking 

charge of one’s success, and admitting fault for any failure—frames that, according to Lamont 

(2000), would align with common working-class moral traits. On the other hand, the “personal 

development frame” emphasized self-fulfillment and growth, moral criteria that Lamont found 

were common among upper-middle class individuals. Given these differences, how do the four 

positive psychology frames (Chapter 6) differentially align with these two income groups, and 

with what effects? Because the MLM-bolstered frames often misrepresented sales realities, who 

is most vulnerable to these messages—overly positive at best, deceptive at worst—based on 

frame-alignment patterns?  
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METHODS 

I used an iterative inductive and deductive process to assess how interviewees utilized the 

MLM organization-disseminated positivity frames to explain their thoughts, feelings, and 

decisions about sustained participation the MLM during the 27 second interviews. First, using 

NVivo, I coded all the interviews for themes, and discovered convergences organically through 

this open coding process. Next, because frames rely heavily on vocabularies of meaning, I coded 

the interviews again after determining the positive psychology frames that I discussed in Chapter 

6. I honed-in on key words and phrases from the frames or ideas related to the frames to ensure 

that I captured relevant frame discussions. For the “personal development frame,” I focused on 

discussions about “growth.” For failure that invoked the “personal responsibility frame,” I 

analyzed phrases that involved personal ownership plus a negative construction: “I couldn’t,” “I 

didn’t,” “I wasn’t,” and the like. For the “business opportunity frame,” I identified discussions 

about being “positive” as they related to believing in the opportunity provided by the company. 

Finally, for the “business success frame,” I looked at how the women used MLM key words for 

achievement (e.g., “rank,” “money,” “trip,” “cruise”).  

I then separated out the responses by whether the frame reference had a positive or 

negative valence—that is, if sellers referenced the frame only to dismiss it or discuss their 

frustration, skepticism, confusion, or other negative emotions surrounding the frame. I termed 

sellers’ positive valence in a frame usage “frame acceptance,” and labeled negative valence 

“frame rejection.” Finally, I divided these groupings into higher- and lower-income groups after 

finishing the coding to facilitate assessing patterns of commonalities and differences within and 

across groups to make sense of the MLM selling experience. 
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Table 6: Frame usage across income categories 

  “Personal 
Development” 

Frame 

“Personal 
Responsibility” 

Frame 

“Business 
Opportunity” 

Frame 

“Business 
Success” 

Frame 

Frame 
acceptance 

Upper-       
income 4 (57.1%) 2 (22.2%) 4 (36.4%) 5 (38.5%) 

Lower-
income 3 (42.9%) 7 (77.8%) 7 (63.6%) 8 (61.5%) 

TOTAL 7 9 11 13 

Frame 
rejection 

Upper-
income 

0 (0%) 8 (72.7%) 7 (70%) 5 (62.5%) 

Lower-
income 

3 (100%) 3 (27.3%) 3 (30%) 3 (37.5%) 

TOTAL 3 11 10 8 
Total sellers 
using frame 
(n = 27) 

 10 (37.1%) 20 (74.1%) 21 (77.8%) 21 (77.8%) 

 
RESULTS 

Personal Development Frame 

In reviewing what they had learned from the business in the past year, 37.1% (10 women) 

honed-in on personal growth-related changes that drew on the neoliberal positivity language 

from within the personal development frame. However, these women differed in how they 

invoked this frame: some lauded their growth, but other identified that they felt frustrated or 

discouraged by the emphasis on positive mental attitudes.   

Among the women that accepted the personal development frame, many emphasized that 

their growth was an acceptable trade-off given their less-than-expected MLM earnings. For 

example, Barb, of DermaDynamix, explained that even though her business had not had the 

success she expected over the past year, 

I still would do it one hundred times over, and I still would recommend it to everybody, 
because of the emotional growth, the spiritual growth, the physical growth that takes 
place with it alone is so worth it, even if you decide that this isn’t what you want to do 
your whole life. There’s so much growth that can happen, that I see in people, that’s 
incredible. And DermaDynamix encourages that… DermaDynamix empowers people, 
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they empower me as a distributor or someone who wants to be a leader, they empower 
people who want to change their lives… You have to have personal growth. 
DermaDynamix tells you [that] you should [read self-help books], that you should be 
spending at least 15-30 min doing that, because they realize you’re only going to succeed 
if you believe in yourself, I think that’s a huge factor in being successful in the company. 
 

In this clear instance of frame reception and alignment, Barb showed how responsive she had 

been to DermaDynamix’s emphasis on personal growth as a measure of success, independent of 

sales. This frame, co-opted from positive psychology, gave Barb something productive to latch 

onto when asked if the business experience had been worth it despite missing her earnings 

expectations. Similarly, Esme, also an upper-income DermaDynamix seller who left the 

company by the second interview, said that her experience was overall “mostly positive in self-

growth. I wouldn’t say it’s positive in what I got out of it financially.” Both of these women, 

who did not experience the success they anticipated, altered their definition of achievement from 

financial gains to emotional and mental health gains, which made the experience a positive one 

and “worth it alone.”  

While some sellers discussed personal growth as a substitute for financial success, other 

sellers who also accepted the personal development frame emphasize how growth would 

eventually lead to financial success. Kim, also in the upper-income group, struggled with staving 

off negativity when she thought about her lackluster sales. She drew on the DermaDynamix 

frames that continued personal growth would lead her to fulfill her goals: 

Changing the way you look at stuff helps a lot. I just feel like it helps me a ton. Someone 
who doesn’t have that [mindset]…I’ve watched them not succeed because the negativity 
creeps up and they give up way sooner. In DermaDynamix, you have to have to have a 
lot of personal growth in the beginning to succeed, to keep moving forward… Wanting to 
improve who you are as a person, wanting to improve having more confidence in 
yourself, having ability to increase your self-esteem, which only I can do that, no one can 
do that for you. Learning to love yourself, there’s got to be self-love there, you have to 
want this bad enough, love yourself enough to want to succeed in it. Feeling confidence 
and self-esteem, those things are done through studying and reading motivational books, 
listening to motivational tapes, which I have a ton of, getting to some of these programs 
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and on all the calls they offer. 8 am calls, they motivate you and inspire you. You have to 
have personal growth. DermaDynamix tells you [that] you should do that, that you should 
be spending at least 15-30 min [per day] doing that, because they realize you’re only 
going to succeed if you believe in yourself, I think that’s a huge factor in being successful 
in the company. 
 

Just as DermaDynamix framed personal growth as leading to sales success (see Chapter 6), Kim 

incorporated this frame into her own thinking about her behaviors. Rather than discussing 

evidence of sales success, Kim, like the MLMs, stressed that personal growth would in time be a 

“huge factor in being successful in the company.” Kim, Esme, and Barb, all upper-income 

sellers, all drew on personal growth frames to find meaning and self-actualization in the MLM 

experience, even though they did not find the financial success they had hoped for.  

Comparatively, slightly more upper-income sellers accepted personal development 

frames; though Melody, a lower-income BeautifOil seller, also drew on and affirmed personal 

growth in her experience, sharing, 

[My upline mentor] will post tons of things on the team [Facebook] page that are self-
love type things. It’s really helped me grow huge in just loving myself and confidence, 
and just accepting me for who I am. I think it’s been really great. It doesn’t have anything 
to do with BeautifOil really, but I think it’s just been so amazing, watching me grow 
through doing this business, if that makes sense. So, I love that. 
 

Melody felt that personal growth did not clearly relate to either the oil products or the process of 

selling them to others, but nonetheless felt that it was a beneficial aspect of being part of the 

MLM. 

Three lower-income sellers invoked the personal development frame to express their 

frustration and distance from their concept. Camille described that personal growth narratives 

were used to motivate attendees at the large BeautifOil worldwide conventions; however, these 

personal accounts had an opposite effect on her:  

At convention, there’s often… people that share their experiences and they’ll talk about 
all the stuff they went through… A lot of them do, I feel like, either start or end up 
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growing after they go through trials during their [BeautifOil] building process. I feel like 
that has helped a lot of people. But I think that was also why I started really 
thinking…“I’m done.” I’ve seen so many people who dug in their heels and went for it 
even though things were hard... But that’s why I was like “I don’t know, do I actually 
really want that?” because I don’t know if I really do, that’s where I’ve been at. I think 
obviously I want more money and I want to be able to be home with my kids and make 
more money, so I’m like “Well it is a great thing, but do I want to be stressed about it? 
Do I want to do that?” 
 
Interestingly, it was in the moment as the organization deployed personal development 

frames, during a highly orchestrated convention event with keynote speakers, that Camille 

reconciled her own difficult experiences juggling selling BeautifOil and family demands and felt 

the costs were too overwhelming and stress-inducing to continue towards a promise of personal 

growth. 

 Carrie, also of BeautifOil, similarly rejected the personal development frame and shared 

that she felt detached from selling when she was immersed in the organization’s prescribed 

methods. When asked about her selling process, she replied, 

I would try to get over some of my barriers that I know were holding me back mentally. I 
was discouraged every time I held a class, especially initially. I would hold them the way 
they wanted them held, the way BeautifOil trained you. They have all these training 
video, and I would watch them all, over and over again, I would do the class according to 
their pamphlets and their way of doing it, and it just felt so contrived and not natural for 
me… Everything is so unstable, and I’d rather do something that fills me than drains me, 
and that was draining me. 
 

Notably, Carrie was in the lower-income grouping because, after decades as a stay-at-home-

mom, her husband had an accident and subsequently abused prescription drugs and bankrupted 

the family. This necessitated her immediate entrance into the labor force. She was very hesitant 

to engage in MLM work, as she had negative experiences in the industry in the past but felt that 

MLM work was her only option for serious income potential while staying home as much as 

possible with her youngest child, age two at the time. Given her personal history, it is 

unsurprising that Carrie’s response included elements typical of both income groupings. Like 
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upper-income sellers, a social class she had belonged to up until recently, she prioritized personal 

enrichment and mentioned her preference of finding work that was less draining and more 

fulfilling. But like Camille, she felt personal growth did not compensate—literally or 

figurately—for her lack of sales and, like Melody, questioned how this connected naturally to the 

MLM sales process.  

Overall, it seems that women from lower-income households put more stock in processes 

to drive their sales and boost income and had less buy-in on frames that emphasized personal 

growth. Meanwhile, women from the higher income group were slightly more likely to redefine 

success as personal growth when they did not realize the financial success they expected from 

joining the MLM. 

Personal Responsibility Frame 

As discussed in Chapter 4, none of the women interviewed met their one-year-post-

enrolling income expectations. Unsurprisingly, 74.1% (n=20) used MLM organization-driven 

personal responsibility frames in the second interview, in an effort to understand why they had 

fallen short in meeting these professional goals. Failure as a personal responsibility or choice 

came through in the women’s use of ownership-taking “I” statements, usually coupled with a 

negative construction (e.g., could not or couldn’t, did not or didn’t, would not or wouldn’t, etc.). 

Though an equal number of women from the upper- and lower-income groups (50%, 10 women) 

drew on personal responsibility frames to explain their failures, there were noteworthy 

differences across the income groups: of the 9 sellers accepting these frames, 77.8% (n=7) were 

lower-income women; of the 11 sellers that invoked the frame as a means to express disapproval 

or dissatisfaction with these ideas, 72.7% (n = 8) were upper-income sellers. 
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Within the personal responsibility frame acceptance group, primarily working-class or 

lower-income women expressed shame and guilt at their personal failures, with some women 

bowing out with disappointment and others drawing on the personal responsibility frames to 

motivate continued persistent effort. For example, Lacey, a DermaDynamix seller, took 

responsibility for a unique and personally upsetting experience: She recruited and enrolled a 

friend as a downline seller and mentored her on the ins and outs of the business. But then, due to 

family and other obligations, Lacey stepped away from the business for a short period and her 

downline recruit outpaced her in sales. Despite training and recruiting her, DermaDynamix rules 

stated that if a downline recruit outperformed their mentor in sales, the mentor lost access to their 

recruit’s commissions. This was designed to prevent that notorious, nefarious kingpin at the top 

of a pyramid scheme that does no work and receives hefty earnings. However, for Lacey’s far 

more innocent situation, the effects were devastating as her mentoring efforts went unpaid. Yet, 

she placed no blame on the compensation structure or organizational policies, saying, 

I place the blame entirely 100% on me. I knew how it was structured and worked before 
[this happened] and I just let it slide. I didn’t put in the work like I was supposed to, and 
as a result, I didn’t advance to where I needed to and when I wanted to… It’s because I 
wasn’t doing what I was supposed to be doing, I wasn’t following the system that I 
should have been following, and I wasn’t following up with people. I wasn’t putting a 
whole lot of time into it that I should have. Your paycheck reflects how much work you 
put into it, so if you treat it like a hobby you get paid like a hobby... That really hurt my 
business, but thankfully, with this kind of business, you can lose everything in 1 day and 
then build it back up and have it back in 6 months because of the way it’s structured. It 
was a wake-up call, you really need to get your butt in gear if you’re going to [the 
success trip] for free. 
 

Lacey emphasized her personal responsibility, repeating “I didn’t” and “I wasn’t” throughout her 

explanation. Unlike Megan from the middle-class group, she did not see value in her choice to 

step away from the business for a time, and instead expressed regret for not doing what “I should 

have.” Her concluding thoughts seemed to highlight the business as benevolent for offering her a 
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way to build her operation back up and eventually qualify for a “free” incentive trip, rather than 

criticizing how their policies absorbed and redirected commissions from her downline trainee 

and recruit.  

Camille, a BeautifOil seller who left prior to the second interview, also struggled with the 

business model but, like Lacey, ultimately blamed herself for not making it work: 

I think the most frustrating part was that I’d have a class or I’d host a class at my house, 
and I wouldn’t have anyone show up. But it wasn’t that I was more frustrated with other 
people, but I was more frustrated with myself because I knew that I didn’t put in as much 
work as I could have to get people there. I just did it, “Oh you should come” but I didn’t 
really remind people or reach out to enough people... So that was frustrating for me. I 
kind of tried, but I didn’t really try, so I didn’t get the results I wanted. But it wasn’t 
necessarily because of other people, it was because of myself. 
 

Camille was hosting classes and putting in time and effort, but not seeing the income earnings 

she expected. She brought up blaming others for not attending, but ultimately blamed herself for 

not promoting the class more, using personal responsibility key phrases of “I didn’t” and “I 

wasn’t.” She has no criticism of the organization, their products, their training or class promotion 

materials, or their emphasis on hosting classes as a means to sell merchandise—not to mention 

the industry stigma or other aspects that may pose barriers to individuals attending an MLM 

event. 

Ruby, of Cute Couture, also identified that she was failing to reach out to people and that 

hurt her business, sharing: 

 I didn’t realize that I was the reason why [sales were] dying down. I wasn’t putting 
myself out there as much. I wasn’t getting to know my customers as well as I should 
have, just reaching out to people. I didn’t know how to do that, I didn’t know that was 
what made people successful in Cute Couture (emphasis added)… I was always thinking 
“why me, why me?” and it was so negative and toxic to my business. I was always 
playing the victim and I never thought to be a creator. I never thought to get out of my 
own box and my comfort zone to grow my business. Because I thought it was just going 
to be easy, but it isn’t what this business is, it’s simple but it’s hard work. You have to 
work for what you want.” 
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She recognized that she spent time questioning why she was not having the success she expected, 

and she had reached a juncture where she did not know how or what to do to be successful. But 

instead of blaming the organization for insufficient sales training or for leading her to believe “it 

was just going to be easy,” also part of the business opportunity frame, she criticized herself for 

“playing the victim” and reaffirmed her commitment to stay in Cute Couture and put in greater 

effort. Ashley, also of Cute Couture, similarly blamed herself for not trying hard enough, saying 

“I will be the first to admit, I’m happy where my sales are, but I know they could be higher, and 

that is completely on me. I’m not pushing as hard as I can.” 

However, working-class women also blamed themselves for pushing too hard or pushing 

in a way that drove people away. For example, Leilani, from BeautifOil, who attributed her 

lackluster success to being overeager: 

I was focused more on the sales rather than the people. That wore me out, I think other 
people can sense that, too… I think it’s just me, and my willingness to try or not. I don’t 
really think that it’s anyone else. I could keep going if I wanted to, but I just need to 
focus my energy on other things. 
 

This highlights another burden placed on sellers: to carefully self-monitor so as to not seem 

desperate for the sale. Arguably, lower-income sellers keener on making the sale would feel this 

vulnerability even more acutely. Interestingly, Leilani was one of the only working-class sellers 

that explained that while she was to blame, she also made the choice to leave for more self-

affirming work. Though she had a working-class background and was for many years a single 

mother, she was now upwardly mobile and working on a Master’s degree in counseling. Her 

response includes both elements of personal blame, more common in the lower-income group, 

and personal choice, seen more often in the higher-income group rejecting personal 

responsibility. 
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This idea of personal choice appeared often in sellers, particularly in the upper-income 

grouping, who rejected personal responsibility frames. Commonly, such women used these “I + 

negative construction” statements, but supplanted by explanations that the less-than-expected 

sales were as a result of self-affirming decisions that they do not regret. Megan, of Cute Couture, 

stated in the first interview that her goal was to sell $12,000 per month in inventory to qualify for 

the success cruise. She fell short of that goal, which she said made her more stressed, impatient 

with her family, and driven to  work every minute that she could. While she took responsibility 

for her less-than-expected sales, she brought in personal development frames to focus on how 

personal growth helped her ultimately decide how much work she wanted to put into the 

business: 

My business, I’m able to focus on it and do the sales I want to do. And honestly, if next 
month I wanted to make $12,000, I could probably do it. It’s just a lot of work. I feel like 
I’ve just grown and matured, it wasn’t worth it to me. The financial part of it, also along 
with the incentives, it just isn’t enough for me to give up what I was sacrificing. 
 

Similar to the “I + negative construction,” Megan said “I could,… [but] it wasn’t worth it to me” 

as she prioritized work/life balance and self-reflection rather than self-sacrifice to achieve a 

certain MLM-valued level of sales. 

Some women used “I + negative construction” to describe their choice—another aspect 

of the personal responsibility frame—to leave the MLM in pursuit of more self-fulfilling 

opportunities. Debbie, who left BeautifOil prior to the second interview, also took ownership 

over an experience that did not lead to expected income, but rather a personal discovery: 

What I’ve learned is that I’m such a social creature, that I can’t do online, I can’t do stay 
at home and build, I have to be out in front of people and having that personal interaction. 
With the job that I have, I’m in front of people every day. I got offered a position recently 
that was decent amount more money, but phone sales. I said, “Oh no, absolutely not. I 
need to be in front of people’s faces, that’s where I excel.” I am excelling in my job now. 
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Though Debbie framed her failure as her responsibility, saying “I can’t” to describe both online 

and self-directed work, she also emphasized how her new employment was better aligned with 

her strengths. Rather than blame herself, she stressed that it was the features of the MLM that did 

not align with her personality. Her ability to pivot from one employment to another, cut her 

losses and move on to a better fit, was a point of pride. Similarly, Esme, who left 

DermaDynamix by the second interview, used “I + negative constructions” to take responsibility, 

but also emphasize how she was different from financially disadvantaged MLM sellers: 

My massage business was so successful, that it wasn’t a necessity [to make money in the 
MLM]. A lot of people that are successful in that kind of work, I feel, it is a do-or-die 
situation, so they put it all on the line. They make it work. I didn’t have that need, so I 
didn’t put it all on the line and just didn’t really get into it. 
 

Her explanation set up a major differentiation in how sellers could approach MLM sales 

differently based on their financial resources, enabling an easier exit for more self-fulfilling work 

if women are not dependent on the MLMs and their promise of financial success. 

 Ultimately, it seems that upper-income women, with a more secure financial safety net 

from higher household income, were able to adjust their earnings expectations in light of 

challenging circumstances in a way that sidestepped blame and other aspects of the personal 

responsibility frame, thus rejecting this organization-driven framing device. On the other hand, 

lower-income women accepted the personal responsibility frame, falling on their swords to 

emphasize their shame and blame. Such women used “I + negative construction” phrases to 

explain that they “should” be better—seldom mentioning, much less finding fault with, 

challenging organizational policies, hurdles in selling to disinterested people, and formidable life 

experiences. This is particularly problematic as these working-class women, already vulnerable 

due to a comparative lack of resources, repeatedly blamed themselves for these circumstances 

and did not critique the MLMs to the degree of their upper-income counterparts. This is 
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neoliberal ideology at work, as the organization is insulated from blame, and the only ones 

expected to make adjustments to their behaviors are the workers themselves—especially the 

more economically vulnerable ones. The more that these women internalize the personal 

responsibility frames from the MLMs, the longer they will stay involved with the organization in 

the hopes that greater success will eventually come through their efforts. And the longer the 

sellers’ involvement with the MLM, the more the MLM gains both from sellers’ own purchases 

and through their sales, with upline leaders gaining a percentage of each.  As sellers draw on 

personal responsibility frames and commit to the delicate, emotionally-laborious dance of 

working harder but in a self-monitoring manner (so as to not seem too overeager for a sale), their 

efforts ultimately benefit the organization and upline sellers throughout the upper pyramid 

structure with greater profits. 

Business Opportunity Frame 

In somewhat of a contrast to the personal responsibility frame, the business opportunity 

frame emphasized that the potential for MLM success was so powerful that a seller need only 

“show up” and not “get in their own way” to realize this success. Sellers show their commitment 

to the business through “belief building” actions, like sharing the business and remaining 

positive about it even during negative situations. This frame was tied with business success for 

most prevalent of the four, with 77.8 % of sellers (n=21) invoking the frame in some capacity. 

Some sellers seemed to align and internalize this frame by defending the business opportunity 

with optimism. On the other hand, those that became more cynical of the business took issue 

against this unfettered faith and positivity. As in other frame alignments, middle-class women’s 

greater material advantages seemed to inoculate them from having to be optimistic about the 

business if it was not working for them: of the 10 sellers who rejected this frame, 70% (n=7) 
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were upper-income women. Working-class women, on the other hand, constituted 63.6% of the 

sellers with business opportunity frame acceptance, showing more willingness than the upper-

income women to continue to endorse the business and its income potential, even if they were 

not realizing that success themselves. 

First, more sellers accepted, rather than rejected, the business opportunity frame. One of 

the few upper-income sellers to do so was Katie, a middle-class seller from Cute Couture, who 

expressed her trust in the company and its ability to move her goals forward, even when she 

encountered “grievances”: 

I heard a leader say this, “I’ll give you the keys to the BMW for 5 minutes.” That means 
you can “Bitch, Moan, and Whine” for 5 minutes. I will listen to you and I will validate 
you, but after that, then it’s time to get out of that mindset and think of how we can be 
creators. What are we going to do to move forward, because that can’t hold us back! We 
can still air our grievances, but don’t hold onto that. It’s not doing anything for you, you 
just have to move and trust that while Cute Couture can’t fix your problem right that 
second, they will. And for me I find that true. Anytime I’ve had a problem, they get it 
fixed. Sometimes it takes them a minute to get it fixed, but it’s been fixed, and they have 
our back. 
 

Her discussion of “trusting” Cute Couture is highly consistent with believing in the opportunity 

and the eventuality that it will all work out as long as you do not hold yourself back, essential 

logics underlying the business opportunity frame.  

Yet, most of the frame-accepting sellers were from the lower household income category. 

Despite their lower-than-expected earnings, these women were more apt to trust in the 

organization and, like Katie, showed a low tolerance for negativity about their MLM. Vanessa, a 

working-class Cute Couture seller, admitted, 

Negative Nancies drive me crazy. Complainers, from both ends. Teammates as well as 
customers. Negativity, negative head space, no one’s got time for that….  
Nothing at all that Cute Couture ever does do I doubt. I love the people, I love the 
company…I love that they pray for us every day, they don’t start a day in the office 
without praying for us. I feel like everything they do, they do it with God’s grace. 
Everything. So, when people are like, “Oh they’re just screwing us over, they’re just 
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doing this to make our lives miserable.” I’m like, “You stuff it, they are the best business 
people.” And I’ve looked into a lot of businesses because I love direct sales. This is the 
best business model, and six months later I’ll say the exact same thing. It’s the best 
business model, it’s run by loving, caring, wise people. They have a divine influence in 
their decisions. It’s a huge difference from everything else out there. I trust them 100%. 
 

Her discussion of how Cute Couture stands out from the rest was the epitome of a business 

opportunity frame statement, as she saw it as unique from all other opportunities and a superior 

business model that was best situated to help her realize her potential. Further, unlike other 

sellers that criticized Cute Couture’s business practices, Vanessa felt that their religiosity made 

them beyond reproach.  

When asked what corporate focuses on, Maddie, also of Cute Couture, described 

elements of the business opportunity frame, as well as other dominant frames: 

They have the 5 main goals of Cute Couture, I don’t even know what they are, but they 
focus on bless others, financial freedom, and things like that. They just care a lot about 
morals, and making yourself a better person, and changing your life, and blessing others. 
I feel like they think that motivating us and helping us feel good about ourselves will help 
us be successful, and the rest we’ll figure out on our own sometimes. I don’t know why 
they focus on that so much. They focus on the culture a lot, more than anything else.  
 

Maddie, who remained involved in Cute Couture by the second interview, highlighted that 

corporate used frames to focus their conversations on meanings that were most important to the 

organization: not business plans, sales tactics, or even basic bookkeeping and accounting, but 

positive psychology through a convergence of personal development (“better person”), personal 

growth (“making yourself”) and also business opportunity frames. She touched on being positive 

about the business and “figuring [things] out on our own” which coincided with optimistically 

believing in the inevitable success from the business opportunity. 

However, though most lower-income sellers avoided negative talk about the organization, 

Maya, of DermaDynamix, was a lower-income seller that rejected the business opportunity 

frame, frustrated by discussion that focused on the business’ inevitable success:  
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I think they want people to continue to buy in and not realize that this is hard. It’s not as 
easy as, “Oh it’s just easy, you just do these things and you’ll be able to be a stay-at-
home mom.” If you believe that, then maybe it’s achievable. But I just don’t think that’s 
realistic for everybody. As long as you’re selling a product, they’re making money, so 
they don’t want to present any negativity that can affect their commission too, whatever 
pennies they make off my sale… I just feel like I’m a realist, maybe slightly skeptical, so 
it feels cultish when people act like that. They’d see these huge glaring problems and 
walk around with a smile on their face. It seems like a movie, or Stepford Wives, 
something so bizarre…I was interested in the business opportunity, but some of that part, 
the company part, it all seems, I was never sure what was true or what was real. 
 
But most of this frame rejection occurred among upper-income sellers, such as Debbie, 

the middle-class BeautifOil seller who left by the second interview and found another promising 

career. She reconciled how her upline recruiters, as well as corporate generally, had sold the 

business’ financial potential sold to her with her own selling reality: 

I would say in general, when it’s explained to you, the potential for income, it’s put in the 
terms that “all you have to do is this.” And none of them say it’s going to be easy. You 
have to put in time and effort. But…not seeing that materialize in the amount of effort 
and the amount of hours that you put in in the beginning is disheartening. They told me to 
put X amount of hours in, more if you wanted to see more results, and it just didn’t 
[work]. 
 

Similarly, Jessica, a DermaDynamix seller also in a middle-class household, said of her upline 

mentor, 

I felt like she would say, “Oh you’re just scared.” Just try to talk me out of my decisions 
[when I wanted to quit]. I mean, obviously, you bring somebody on your team, you want 
to push them to be the best they can be and do what they want because obviously, it gives 
you money underneath in your team, and you want them to succeed just as you’ve 
succeeded. But I feel like sometimes, there’s a lot of—and what I say to you is going to 
stay between you and I—some of the things that were said from some of the people—and 
it wasn’t my direct upline, my direct upline is an amazing person, it was other uplines—
things were said that weren’t necessarily true, it was just a pitch to get people to believe. 
 

The business opportunity frame emphasizes that the business has unlimited potential if only a 

seller will work with it, instead of against—often couched in simple terms, as Debbie recalled. 

When Jessica expressed fears, these were dismissed as interfering or limiting thoughts 
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preventing her from having a successful business, which she saw as enriching her upline and the 

organizational bottom line. 

Erica, a middle-class Cute Couture seller who left MLM sales by the second interview, 

confronted aspects of the business opportunity frame when talking about the corporate-led claims 

that the clothing sells itself: 

I feel like you have to think that if something’s going wrong, it’s your fault and you have 
to figure out why. The company won’t take any blame, like the lack of [certain clothing] 
prints not selling. They emphasize that “everything sells” but I don’t think everything 
sells. At least, it’s really hard to find the one person that would buy it. And so, definitely, 
I feel like it’s taboo to mention anything negative… I think if it was too negative, my 
sponsor would have deleted it. And I totally understand, she wanted to encourage other 
people and have them stay hopeful, because it is bad, if you hear so many negative 
things, you start questioning everything, but at the same time, it’s really important and 
healthy to explain frustrations and help each other get through it. I definitely felt like I 
didn’t have anyone to go to. Except for everyone that was quitting. (Laughs) 
 

Along this vein of focusing on positive aspects only, and ignoring negative aspects of the 

business, Carmen, of Cute Couture, talked about her horror at watching Cute Couture be sued in 

early 2017 for poor accounting practices in incorrectly assigning sales tax (based on where the 

seller lived instead of where the customer lived, a class action lawsuit resulting in Cute Couture 

refunding $8.4 million in sales tax to customers across the U.S.). When Carmen’s customers 

asked about the sales tax issues, she felt pressure from corporate to protect the company image 

over her own honest reputation: 

I want Cute Couture to stand up and say, “We were wrong.” I would have so much more 
respect for them as a company if they would do that…It really bothers me. Here I’ve 
been telling my customers forever, “Oh no, Cute Couture is doing it correctly because of 
how things are set up …” I have been defending this for so long, and they just make me 
feel stupid… I had somebody message me with the article [about the lawsuit], “Hey, have 
you seen this?” I’m just supposed to play dumb. [Laughs] I just like being upfront and 
honest, but with Cute Couture, I have to play a bit of a game, and I don’t like that. But if I 
don’t, I’m accused of not following the culture or whatever… You’re not allowed to say 
anything negative, and if you do you’re not living the culture. [Corporate leaders] say, 
“Oh, think like a retailer. Think like a retailer.” But you know, when there’s problems, if 
I was really a retailer, I’d fire them. So, that bothers me…They know [their positivity] 
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affects how we perform, and however we perform directly affects what we buy from 
them. 
 

Although she had remained in the business by the second interview, Carmen felt more jaded as 

she saw how the “business opportunity” demanded positivity only to encourage sellers to remain 

in the business and keep buying products from corporate. MLMs benefit by telling sellers they 

are entrepreneurs running their own retail businesses, but on the other hand, silence and shame 

sellers from taking problem-solving measures to protect their business interests if that problem 

solving might put the organization in a negative light. She identified herself as part of a system 

where the MLM positive psychology frames lead sellers to internalize the positivity and increase 

their sales performance, which leads them to buy more inventory, resulting in higher MLM 

profits. 

Similarly, Malee, also a middle-income Cute Couture seller who struggled after an order 

took two months to be fulfilled, took issue with the business opportunity frames that she felt 

focused solely on the positive aspects of the business opportunity and silenced negativity, 

stringing sellers along and perpetuating corporate profits:  

Is it positivity or is it being business savvy and keeping someone in [the business] so they 
keep making money?… I get that sense even from corporate, “Okay ladies, let’s be 
creators instead of complainers!” So, they shame people. I am a very positive person 
despite all the negative things I’ve said [laughs]... I don’t think there’s anything wrong 
with saying, “Hey, this did not work, I gave you money for a service you did not 
provide.” I was in my rights to say, “Hey, you screwed up, how are you going to 
compensate me? Give me back my money. Don’t make me wait two months to get 
freaking inventory that I bought two months ago, that I paid you for! How come the 
aspect of Cute Couture where you take money from my bank account, that never goes to 
heck? It’s like [they say] “Put a smile on!” I’m already a positive person. I don’t need 
someone to tell me to be positive, you need to do your part. 
 

Malee left Cute Couture in part because of this disjuncture between corporate’s protective, 

promotional business opportunity frames and the reality of a difficult business where she 

struggled to succeed. Here, MLMs particularly exploited sellers, as their cost-cutting measures 
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(e.g., unsatisfactory product design and quality, poor legal compliance and accounting, 

insufficient order fulfillment and customer service staff) made it more difficult for sellers to be 

successful; yet, they deployed the business opportunity frame to insulate themselves from any 

criticism about these profit-maximizing tactics. Instead, this frame silenced sellers and made 

them feel like the only acceptable response to corporate failures was personal resilience, positive 

attitudes, and gratitude for the business opportunity, flaws and all. 

In all, it seems that in this aspect of frame alignment, as with others, lower-income 

women were more apt to defend the business opportunity, stay the course, and maintain 

sustained belief in its virtues. This is consistent with Lamont’s (2000) claim that working-class 

individuals emphasized the morality of being hardworking and persisting through challenges. 

Meanwhile, Lamont found that upper middle-class individuals drew moral distinctions around 

flexibility, but also conflict avoidance, which connects to upper-income MLM sellers’ greater 

flexibility in thinking about the legitimacy of the business opportunity, evaluating it with greater 

skepticism, and being willing to leave—like Erica did, without being inordinately negative 

towards sellers who remained. 

Business Success Frame 

Business success frames were the final positive psychology frame analyzed in this paper, 

used by the MLM organizations and incorporated into sellers’ thoughts, feelings, and decisions. 

This frame was characterized by an emphasis on monetary rewards, recognition, and lavish life 

experiences, such as success trips, and was mentioned by two-thirds of all sellers (n=18). Upper-

income sellers were 62.5% (n=5) of those rejecting the business success frame and minimizing 

the true worth of MLM achievement. Lower-income sellers were slightly more likely to accept 

this frame, with 61.5% (n=8) of such sellers expressing their support. 
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First, several sellers seemed to make efforts to align their behaviors to satisfying the 

wealth- and recognition-laden business success frame, even when they felt frustrated by their 

lack of success. Melody, a continuing seller in BeautifOil, lamented, 

Sometimes there are people who have only been this for a year, and they’re already at the 
top... I’m only at director, I’m the lowest rank still…I know 2 people that I follow on 
Instagram, “I only did this for a year and I’m already up to a Blue Diamond.” I keep 
thinking, “How do you do that?!” Sometimes it is frustrating. [My upline mentor], she 
worked her way up really quickly. She’ll give me the run-down, “This is exactly what I 
did,” I’ll go duplicate that, and I get nothing from it. How come it’s not working for me? 
It is kind of frustrating. In my mind, I’m doing every single thing that they tell me to do, 
and more, and I’m still not up there, at all. It has been frustrating because I did expect to 
have a lot more. Last year, when I first started, I was thinking in a year from then, I 
would be way more than I am now. Which is okay, I’m okay with it because I do know I 
can only do what I can do right now. It’s not all in my hands. I just have to find those 
people and know that people will come and that I will have success, I just have to keep 
working at it and not give up. But it is hard, when you see other people too, because some 
people signed up a couple months ago, “Oh my gosh, I’m already hitting silver.” Oh my 
gosh, I’m still forever away from silver! But then I just tell myself, “People can show up 
anytime.” I can have three people show up tomorrow and they can be awesome business 
builders and they can bump me clear up, you just never know. 
  

Melody’s frustration is highly connected to her frame alignment or acceptance of the business 

success frame logics. It is clear that she does think that she can enhance her quality of life 

through rank ascension, recognition, and BeautifOil success. However, even when she, by her 

own account, duplicated the company-led processes, she was not able to achieve the success that 

corporate and upline leaders claimed was possible. 

 Looking at Cute Couture, company decisions in 2016 arguably undermined the viability 

of the business success frame. During my research period, potential sellers flocked to this 

business opportunity because of reports of much stronger earnings by MLM sellers relative to 

other MLMs. Rather than limit the number of sellers to protect existing sellers’ business success, 

the company continually enrolled or “onboarded” new recruits, causing the number of sellers to 

rocket from 2,000 in September 2015 to 60,000 by the end of 2016. Women selling primarily on 
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social media were essentially forced to compete with tens of thousands of other women to sell 

essentially the same clothes—not identical inventory because each shipment is essentially a 

mystery box of varied prints.  

Ruby, a lower-income Cute Couture seller, struggled with meeting her own sales goals, 

but still accepted the value of those organization-driven success benchmarks. She had hoped to 

sell $12,000—the minimum amount needed monthly to cruise qualify—in the December bustling 

holiday retail environment, but only sold $2,000 that month (for about $1,000 profit), working 40 

hours per week, for earnings of about $5.77 per hour. When I asked how the influx of new 

consultants that year affected her holiday sales, she said that, “Even though there are a lot more 

consultants now, your success is based on you. I’ve seen consultants who just joined a few 

months ago, and they’re making $100,000 in sales. It doesn’t matter when you join, or who’s on 

your team, or who you know. It’s totally up to you.” 

In discussing this situation with other Cute Couture interviewees, one common strategy 

women mentioned that some sellers used to differentiate themselves was to have an extensive 

clothing selection, making their virtual or in-person store a “one-stop shop” for any pattern or 

color leggings, shirt, or dress. This tactic required massive investment in the Cute Couture 

inventory, more than the typical initial “starter kit” order of 300 pieces of clothing for around 

$5,000. But with the high-volume investment came the type of high volume sales Ruby referred 

to in her rationalization that some sellers did make sizable monthly sales early on in their MLM 

participation. Of this, Maddie, also of Cute Couture, said, 

Every consultant that I know of that sells a ton and cruise qualifies? They have at least 
2,000 pieces in their inventory. And most of them didn’t get there by selling and doing it 
the natural way. They did it by having a lot of money and investing it all in the beginning 
or putting it all on credit cards. And people like me couldn’t do that. I don’t want to 
spend on credit cards, I don’t have extra money, so I’ve been trying to grow my inventory 
naturally, which takes forever. But I do think that’s the number one thing that makes 
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people successful, and I’ve talked to different consultants at convention: there was one 
girl that sold $18,000 her first 3 months in a row, and she’s sold at least that much ever 
since then, and did it 100% on Facebook. She said she tripled the initial inventory in the 
beginning, so when she opened, she had tons of variety for people to choose from. If you 
only have 300 pieces and someone comes to your group, “Oh you don’t have anything in 
my size that I like, so I’m not going to shop with you.” You definitely have to have tons 
and tons of inventory. 
 
Maddie, like Melody, struggled against the realization that she was following the MLM’s 

prescribed procedures, as sellers are shipped 300 pieces of clothing to start with and expected to 

build their business from that initial order, but was not experiencing success (which she defined 

as “cruise qualifying” and high monthly earnings of $18,000 in a month) despite her best efforts. 

She also showed her personal alignment with the business success frame, as she aspired for 

higher earnings and cruise qualification, but felt that those achievements were out of reach 

because of her limited financial resources. She had already taken out a loan from her father to 

start her business and was unwilling to stretch those resources and assume further debt. In her 

mind, business success was certainly possible, but would “take forever.” Thus, lower income 

sellers were at a significant disadvantage relative to higher income sellers, because they were 

less able to access these advantageous selling techniques. Cute Couture’s standard business 

opportunity of 300 pieces, made available to all who join, simply did not have the same potential 

for success as those who could afford to risk and invest more. 

Meanwhile, more upper-income sellers dismissed the feasibility of the organization-

driven business success frame and its associated criterions and recognition qualification levels. 

Megan, of Cute Couture, as mentioned earlier, said in the first interview that her goal was to 

cruise qualify by reaching $12,000 a month in sales for four consecutive months. She reported 

that this had not happened, but explained, 

I was feeling defeated, because I feel like [Cute Couture corporate leaders] really push 
cruise qualification. “You should be cruise qualifying,” “You need to be cruise 
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qualifying,” “It’s really fun, you need to be there,” “You need to be with likeminded 
people,” “You’re going to love it, your success will build, you’re going to succeed more, 
blah blah blah.” And I just kept getting so frustrated because I felt like, “Why am I 
sacrificing my emotional health and wellbeing and my time with my family to go on this 
cruise with other people from Cute Couture?” Yes, it would be so much fun and I bet it’s 
a blast, and it’s such a great opportunity for your business to grow, but I don’t think 
they’re fair when they are talking about it…For a few months, I did hit the $12,000, but I 
was so burnt out one night I just started crying. I looked at my husband and said, “This is 
so stupid, let’s just save money and go on a cruise ourselves.” And he’s like “I think 
that’s a better idea” and that’s when I dropped my sales to $6k… and I’m working about 
30 hours a week. [The founder of Cute Couture] always says this, and I hate this, “It’s 
part time work for a full-time income” and… I don’t think it’s right, but they can say 
what they want.” 
 

Even though Megan was still involved in selling Cute Couture, she dismissed Cute Couture’s 

business success frame and emphasis on wealth and cruise qualification as “blah, blah, blah” and 

“I don’t think it’s right, but they can say what they want.” This showed her willingness to set 

aside this frame and prioritize self-actualization: emotional health, better balance, and family 

time that connects with her “why.”  

Some women not only rejected the frame at the time of the interview, but expressed 

frustration for ever believing in what was the business success frame. Esme of DermaDynamix 

regretted that she was not more cautious and self-protective when she heard them emphasize 

wealth at a training meeting she attended: 

I would tell myself, “Okay, quit looking at the glitter and sparkle of making $1M, just 
start using a few products, order them here and there, really assess what you do like and 
don’t like, and if your comfort level has changed with talking to people about these 
products, after you’ve used them for a while and you want to rave about them to people, 
then you can think about going into the business, rather than thinking, “Holy crap, I could 
make a million dollars?! I have to sign up!” For me, it was the excitement. I needed the 
24-hour rule, you know when you get all flared up and they say, “You need 24 hours to 
think this over.” I needed probably 48 hours to go, “okay that was fun and exciting, and 
yeah, they all have amazing stories. What are you willing to do?” I wasn’t willing to put 
myself out there. I didn’t have to, I didn’t want to… Money doesn’t really bring you 
happiness… I knew what I wasn’t willing to sacrifice and give up and so that really 
limited my success…I didn’t want to be that person that people avoided my calls, that 
people avoided me in the streets, or people not coming to me for a massage, because 
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they’re worried that I’m going to have DermaDynamix talks. I wasn’t willing to sell 
myself out for that. 
 

Like Megan, not only was she critical of the organization, but she prioritized her own reputation 

and being true to her sense of self over the company’s interpretation of success. She was not 

comfortable talking with people about the products and the business opportunity, and this 

ultimately held more sway than the organization-led business success frame. 

Sellers also struggled when the business success frame came in conflict with their 

identity as individuals motivated by altruism and generosity, rather than by money. Malee, who 

had left Cute Couture by the second interview, explained,  

If I had wanted to be successful, I would have had to put the time in to be successful! I 
failed at Cute Couture. I did not want to do what it took to be successful at it. I take full 
responsibility for it. It should depress me, and it does a little, but I also don’t give a shit. I 
really don’t. What I do miss? A bunch of people are destashing [or getting rid of] 
inventory on Facebook [to other sellers] and I could get a bunch of stuff at wholesale, and 
I want to buy things for my friends’ kids and just send it to them, but I have to pay taxes 
so I can’t do that. I want to do stuff to that, giving stuff away, it was kind of a double-
edged sword. When I gave free stuff away to people, it didn’t drive my business, people 
never even really even thanked me, honestly…But I like giving, that’s my problem, that’s 
the real reason why my business sucked! [Laughs] I didn't want to make money, I just 
wanted people to be happy. 
 
Jessica, in speaking about DermaDynamix’s emphasis on money as the most meaningful 

motivator, said 

My problem is that of course I like to make money, but I’m also a helper, I want to help 
people. If I’m going to sell something to someone, I’d rather be like, “Here, let me just 
give you this to try,” and I knew that I wouldn’t be successful doing that. 
 

Jessica, who also left her MLM by the second interview, similarly responded in a way that 

showed the business success frame did not align with her beliefs about her core personality trait 

as a generous person and “helper.” 

These represent consistent criticisms of the business success frame—with several sellers 

specifically countering the frame by saying “money is not everything”—in favor of self-
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affirming behavior. This suggests that the higher income participants had sufficient material 

resources to pursue personal fulfillment as a dimension of morality over “selling out” for money 

or prizes. This is not to downplay the emotional process of weighing and considering the key 

messages in that frame—these sellers mention emotional affects ranging from frustration, tears, 

depression, “not giving a shit” and painful realizations coming down off of a self-proclaimed 

unsubstantiated excitement high. Even if these frames were “rejected,” they still held a powerful 

sway—even as a foil—on sellers’ perceptions of who they ought to be, what they ought to do as 

sellers, and how to move forward. 

 Overall, lower-income sellers seemed to merge the business success and personal 

responsibility frames, perceiving success as dependent on work ethic. Even Maddie felt like her 

success would come “naturally,” it would just “take forever” in consistent efforts towards her 

goals.  On the other hand, upper-income sellers more often merged the business success and 

personal development frames, in that success is only worth the effort if it was personally 

fulfilling, contributing to growth and self-actualization, and did not damage one’s hard-fought 

reputation. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter uses MLM sellers’ reception of MLM organization-sponsored frames as a 

case to better understand frame alignment and how it varies by household income. The MLM 

industry deploys positivity frames to prop up the opportunity for self-made financial success 

despite 99% of sellers losing money from their participation (Taylor 2011). Sellers’ differential 

household financial resources mean that while all sellers are made vulnerable by deceptive and 

overly positive frames, some are further entrenched in their vulnerability. Scholars vary in their 

critiques as to the utility, ethics, and prudence of comparing frame alignment by income group 
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(Young 2010, Small, Harding, and Lamont 2010). In this case, it is important to understand and 

compare relative economic vulnerability to understand sellers’ entrenchment or distance from 

problematic frames and how these deepen their economic woes. 

MLM organizations offered four key frames, which they co-opted from widely 

popularized positive psychology frames. These frames, personal development, personal 

responsibility, business opportunity, and business success, assert that the MLM experience leads 

to success and fulfillment for those that believe. However, every MLM seller in my study 

reported less-than-expected sales success by their second interview. Given their failure to meet 

their expectations, these frames play an essential role in shaping MLM sellers’ thoughts, 

feelings, and decisions regarding their activity level as MLM sellers. Whether they embraced the 

frames or distanced themselves from them, MLM-selling women invoked all four of the frames 

in some manner. This signals the frames’ salience and successful transmission from MLM 

organizations to MLM sellers, adding to research on successful organizational frame 

dissemination.  

However, upper- and lower-income participants invoked the frames in different ways. 

Sellers with higher combined household incomes showed frame alignment with the personal 

development frame, qualified alignment in the personal responsibility frame, but more often 

signaled frame departure from business opportunity and business success frames. Upper-income 

sellers were more likely to see MLM participation as a learning experience and opportunities for 

personal growth, but they eschewed significant personal sacrifice (e.g., in family time, 

reputation, social standing) in favor of choosing personal fulfillment. This is consistent with 

Lamont’s (2000) findings that upper middle-class workers emphasized the morality of self-

actualization. Also, though both groups drew on the personal responsibility frame, they did so in 
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different ways, with upper-income women focusing on the “choice” aspect of the frame, 

choosing to work fewer hours to prioritize work-life balance or to focus on work opportunities 

that they saw as a better fit for their personality or goals.  

On the other hand, sellers with lower household incomes showed alignment with all four 

frames. Most notably, they used these frames to offer more resolute defenses of the MLM and 

blaming themselves for failing to meet earnings expectations. These sellers showed continued 

belief in the business opportunity and in business success for those that were able to take 

responsibility and put in the effort—even though they acknowledged that circumstances made it 

less possible for them to put in the effort they otherwise would. Even though their explanations 

made it clear that effort alone was not a clear path to success, and many women felt they lacked 

the training needed for consistent sales, they ultimately reserved judgement for themselves 

instead of the organization. These strategic frames convinced sellers who were already 

economically vulnerable of their blameworthiness, which only added to their vulnerability. 

Because frames shape thoughts, feelings, and decisions, we ought to seriously consider the 

mental health implications of frames that blame individuals, especially in poor financial 

circumstances, for their own financial conditions. 

A first key takeaway, in assessing frame transmission, is that sellers were attracted to and 

frequently invoked MLM-generated frames from the positive psychology movement that 

emphasized empowerment, control over your success, worthiness of pursuing opportunity, and 

forthcoming achievement. However, like a moth to the flame, the more that women closely 

aligned themselves to the alluring positive psychology frames, the more they keenly felt the 

opposite: blame, frustration, disappointment, and confusion over expended effort and unmet 

expectations.  
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Relatedly, a second noteworthy contribution is the utility of qualitative analysis to reveal 

patterns in quantitative data. As reported in Chapter 4, upper- and lower-income sellers left the 

organization at a similar rate, with 39.5% of upper-income sellers and 42.9% of lower-income 

sellers leaving their MLM organization by their one-year anniversary of enrolling as a product 

salesperson. However, the qualitative analyses in this chapter show that though the attrition rate 

is remarkably similar, sellers’ frame alignment reflect structural constraint-related differential 

investment in the MLM experience. The 61.5% of upper-income sellers who remained involved 

were less concerned about being financially successful, as they had other material resources to 

draw on. Greater financial resources acted as a buffer against reliance on the MLMs and their 

frames, enabling upper-income women to select which aspects of the MLM worked for them 

(often the personal development frames) and set aside what was unfulfilling or disconfirming. 

On the other hand, lower-income women’s frame alignment showed greater dependence on the 

MLM to improve their situation by making good on those positivity frames. Unlike their upper-

income counterparts, the 57.1% of remaining lower-income sellers’ frame alignment reflects 

their belief that despite disconfirming evidence, the MLM “financial vehicle” remained their best 

chance for access to flexible, middle-class income earning. 

Finally, women across the study said that MLMs focused far more on these positivity and 

belief-promoting frames than in training on bona fide business practices. To the MLM, sellers 

are the valuable chief consumers of their products. As such, frame transmission and assimilation 

are less about sales-directed training and more about improving “seller-as-customer” satisfaction.  

For example, this is why the MLMs emphasized the importance of daily product use regimes as 

part of their deployed personal responsibility frames (Chapter 6). MLMs are primarily concerned 

with sales that move products out of their production facilities and into sellers’ possession. 
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Whether or not sellers then are able to sell that product to an end consumer is not the MLMs’ 

concern. What the MLM is concerned with is keeping sellers feeling empowered and motivated 

to sustain their MLM participation, with or without sales. They accomplish this by using 

thought- and feeling-enhancing frames, which sellers in both income groupings clearly picked up 

on, emphasizing personal growth, the positive aspects of the business opportunity, and life 

enhancements sellers could potentially enjoy. But given that women joined the MLM to earn an 

attractive, flexible income, not participate in a therapeutic self-discovery program, MLM 

participation fails to deliver on its most basic premise for many enrolled women. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

In this study, I ask why upwards of 13 million women in the United States sell products 

in the dubious, yet $36 billion per year multi-level marketing industry. I examine the constraints 

in U.S. family policy, organizational practices, and cultural understandings that lead women, 

especially mothers of young children determined to both provide family care and support their 

family finances, to MLM sales, part of the rising gig economy. No women in my study achieved 

the financial success they anticipated, but not for lack of trying. Rather, they negotiated 

boundaries in their homes, families, and lives to follow a prescribed model for business success, 

with some continuing to believe that success was an eventuality evidence to the contrary. Other 

women recognized that the organizational directives they endeavored to follow primarily led 

them to buy MLM goods rather than sell MLM goods, influencing them to not only earn less 

than they thought, but spend more than they thought, too. The same MLM organizations whose 

messages of income potential led women to feel empowered and personally capable of success 

from home, then caused many women to feel guilt and failure when they were unable to reach 

their earnings goals. In just one year, over 40% of women left their MLM selling experience, one 

that arguably made these already constrained women even more vulnerable by the time and 

money expenditures that did not yield the exuberant success that both the women and the 

organizational messages communicated were not just possible, but probable. 

This dissertation contributes to ongoing conversations in sociology, public policy, and 

organizational change. In this chapter, I will first discuss the contributions that this research 

makes to sociological understandings of work and occupations, gender and family, and cultural 

frames. Then I discuss why and how public policy should offer more support to families with 

young children and regulate the exploitative multi-level marketing tactics that prey on U.S. 
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consumers and especially family-devoted women. Finally, I discuss how analyzing women’s 

work-from-home efforts offers implications for global organizational change, particularly in light 

of current work-from-home mandates as a response to COVID-19. I maintain throughout this 

discussion that among the most important contributions of my dissertation is the recognition that 

despite the stigmatized nature of multi-level marketing, women engaged in this form of work 

earnestly endeavor to work, sacrifice often, and place high expectations on themselves for their 

own success.   

CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIOLOGY 

Sociology of Work and Occupations 

Scholars have recently focused on the rise of the “gig economy” (Friedman 2014:171, see 

also DeStafano 2016, Kuhn 2016, Lobel 2017). The U.S. labor market increasingly involves 

precarious, contingent work with inconsistent income and without employment benefits. Some of 

this work takes the form of what some call a “side hustle”: a flexible job that workers can do in 

addition to their main jobs, to earn extra money and often to fulfill a personal interest or passion. 

The proportion of jobs with loose ties to employer organizations and no employment benefits has 

increased over time, but precarious contingent work is not the novel form of work that newfound 

scholarly attention may lead some to believe. In fact, the $36 billion multi-level marketing 

industry is largely composed of the same “work at your own pace and place” and “be your own 

boss” logics in the gig economy, creating a ripe environment to consider MLM work as an 

established form of part-time, independent contractor, “side hustle” work (Ma, et al. 2018). Yet 

MLM work has received comparatively scant scholarly attention since its development in the 

1940s. This is perhaps due to its marginalization as a female-dominated and highly stigmatized 

form of work. Nevertheless, women continue to join MLMs in an effort to provide a secondary 
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income to their families, and their significant financial and time losses via multi-level marketing 

companies qualifies this arena as a consumer plight that disproportionately places women at risk.	

In contrast, the app-based gig economy, characterized by sudden household names such 

as Uber, Fivrr, Task Rabbit, and Lyft, is arguably too new to reliably form forecasts about the 

future of contingent work. From assessing the 70-year history of multi-level marketing and its 

participants, the Sociology of Work world might draw conclusions about the trajectory of more 

novel, tech-driven contingent work forms. For example, we can foresee that similarly situated 

workers who take on a side hustle may struggle with lack of autonomy in “owning their own 

business.” They might make hefty time expenditures and then fail to realize their income 

expectations. They may find themselves incurring unanticipated expenses in order to maintain 

their participation in work that provides very low or nonexistent earnings. They might find that 

the work is less flexible or accommodating than they originally believed. They could also get 

caught up in a pursuit of bonuses and other rewards, and/or feel frustrated and demoralized by 

arbitrary standards. In fact, early conference presentation work by Ma et al. (2018) already found 

support for several of these concerns among Uber drivers. All of these factors can lead to 

burnout and attrition, and are important considerations in broader conversations about the 

precarity of contingent work across time. 

Sociology of Gender and Family 

Women’s experiences as multi-level marketing product distributors underscore the 

pressures that women inordinately face to combine income earning and family caregiving, 

especially when they are committed to time-intensive mothering. In the sociology of gender and 

family, this research highlights how ideals of intensive motherhood and the need or desire to 

contribute income make family-devoted women particularly vulnerable to MLMs’ promises of a 
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lucrative, work-from-home side-hustle. Most of the women that I interviewed disapproved of 

daycare for varied reasons, including perceived or imagined financial, emotional (e.g., guilt at 

missing out on shared experiences), and safety costs. Although these women seek out a work-

from-home arrangement, their goal is not to perform a “simultaneous shift,” as is suggested in 

prior literature (Blithe 2005). Rather, the majority of women that I interviewed strategically 

created spatial and temporal boundaries to insulate their families from their MLM business tasks 

and to better approximate intensive mothering ideals. This included sequestering MLM work to a 

different part of the home and reserving certain times of the day for family, and other times—

such as a “sleep shift” while children are asleep—for MLM work. When women did need to 

work during the day, setting up care substitutes like screen time while they accomplished MLM 

tasks, they often justified these actions by detailing the intensive family time that occurs at other 

times. In this way, they signaled their commitment to the ideology of intensive mothering and 

placed primacy on quality mothering time. Even women who were not in a relationship and not-

yet mothers communicated that they chose MLM work because they perceived it to be more 

compatible with balancing family and motherhood in their (admittedly distant) future and 

wanting to lay a foundation for balance early in adulthood.  

These findings add to seemingly never-ending discussions about middle class women’s 

struggles to “have it all,” which often focus on privileged women’s choices and sidestep women 

who are unable to choose to remain in the home. However, this research finds that MLM-

affiliated women act in somewhat of a contradictory space—both wanting to have daytime 

access to their families as “stay-at-home-mothers,” and also contributing income for their family 

to make ends meet. This adds nuance to these discussions of how women navigate pressures 
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from family and the MLM work to have it all, all while under one roof, and protecting or 

bounding each sphere from contamination from the other.  

Cultural Sociology 

 Cultural sociologists are embroiled in a degree of controversy over using cultural 

elements to understand poverty, as a suggested implication is that cultural approaches generate a 

“blame the victim” fallacy by ignoring the structural conditions that shape cultural responses 

(Young 2010). However, my study of frames, an important cultural material, showed that frame 

alignment varied by household income because of respondents’ differential access to other 

opportunities and financial resources. Women with lower household incomes were more 

susceptible to personal responsibility frames and most likely to blame themselves for their 

failures to earn high incomes from MLM sales. Women with higher household incomes were 

less dependent on MLM earnings and tended to focus more on how MLMs offered enjoyment, 

fulfillment and served their self-actualization—or not. Because these women did not strongly 

need to earn money through MLM work, they were also more apt to voice organizational 

criticism and seek out alternative work arrangements that were more personally fulfilling. This 

builds on Lamont’s (2000) work, which found that ideals about work and its meaning differed 

based on class, and these differences are apparent even for workers in the same organization and 

occupation who receive the same targeted organizational messages. This study shows that low-

income populations may internalize blame-directed frames, which lead to discouraging thoughts, 

feelings, and decisions regarding their MLM failures. This has important negative implications 

for their mental health. In this way, using cultural elements to understand poverty may actually 

do the opposite of “blaming the victim”: it generates more understanding of their circumstances 

and the reasons that certain frames resonate more strongly for some groups. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PUBLIC POLICY 

Data from this dissertation offer strong support for two major public policy changes in 

support of the family: paid parental leave and high quality, affordable preschool care. It also 

offers compelling rationale to widen the currently accepted Federal Trade Commission definition 

of an illegal multi-level marketing business, termed a “pyramid scheme,” to provide greater 

protection for exploited MLM worker-consumers. 

Family Policy Recommendations 

For the women who were mothers of young children or were considering motherhood, 

paid parental leave would offer them an opportunity to be at home with their children during 

critical early childhood years without the strain of needing to contribute to household income 

while in the home. In my interviews, 61.9% (n=13) of the 21 mothers with children who were 

five years old or younger, and two women who were not yet mothers, reported that they joined 

MLMs because of a desire to be at home with their children. At the same time, mothers struggled 

with reserving and preserving the time that they felt they needed to dedicate to be a successful 

MLM participant. 71.4% (n=15) of these 21 mothers with young children had a child under age 

two. As discussed in Chapter 2, the U.S. Family and Medical Leave Act offers paltry support to 

mothers of newly born or adopted children, guaranteeing an unpaid leave with job protections, 

but only for women who work for larger businesses (employing 50 or more employees in a 75-

mile radius) and who meet the minimum hours worked threshold (1,250 hours or approximately 

24 hours per week for the 12 months prior to the start of leave).  With a federal system of paid 

parental leave, mothers of these very young children would be allowed to earn a portion of their 

previous income, likely far greater than the incomes earned by MLM-working women, without 

the added strain of operating a work-from-home business. This societal good acknowledges the 
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benefits to the family when a mother can bond with her child without paid work stressors. 

Twenty out of 36 countries listed in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) 2019 Parental Leave Database offered more than 50 weeks of paid leave 

to mothers, for an average of 53.9 weeks of leave across these industrialized nations (OECD 

2019). Having a year of paid leave would help mothers to have better economic stability and set 

their sights on returning to work outside the home rather than resorting to MLMs with lofty 

financial promises and low actual returns.  

Another sensible policy solution would be a state-paid or state-subsidized quality child-

care system. For the 21 mothers of preschool children in my sample, a federal system of 

expanded public schooling to include high quality and free or affordable preschool care would 

provide numerous benefits for the family and more expansive employment options for women. 

In Sweden, a Minister of Gender Equality oversees a nationwide free preschool program with an 

understanding that supporting primary caregivers, who are disproportionately women, is a 

critical area for gender justice (Nordfors 2013). Swedish children over age three are eligible for 

525 hours of state-paid preschool per year (roughly 10 hours per week), which can be used at 

municipal or qualified in-home preschools. The vast majority of Swedish preschool children 

(94%) participated in this Educare program, which Swedish leaders see as a “cornerstone in our 

struggle for gender equality. Without preschools, we would not have among the highest female 

and maternal employment rates in the European Union” (Nordfors 2013:1). Consistent with this 

point, there are only about 120,000 MLM sellers in Sweden (85,000 women) or about 1% of 

their population of 10.12 million (Enblad and Ohlander 2019). In contrast, there are 18 million 

U.S. MLM sellers (about 13.5 million women) or about 4% of the U.S. population, suggesting 
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that MLMs have a much stronger prevalence in a U.S. context that lacks the family-friendly 

policy safety nets Sweden enjoys.    

Consider how a government-sponsored preschool program could impact women in 

MLMs. First, primary caregivers would have the freedom to work for pay during daytime hours 

while their children are in a no-cost preschool, preventing the stress-inducing and sleep-

compromising sleep shift work I noted in this study. Second, primary caregivers would be able to 

arrange their paid work at a non-home location if needed, which would open more alternatives to 

MLM work. I found that women with diverse past work experiences (dental and medical office 

work, etc.) parlayed their experience to an MLM because of inability to find work-from-home 

options within their skillset. Third, families who are uncomfortable with current expensive 

daycare options could use expanded public free preschool which is likely to carry less stigma 

than current American child-care options. It is clear that these policy inputs would promote 

gender equity and give women more access to expansive and legitimate career options, as 

Sweden well understands. 

Consumer Rights Policy Recommendation 

This research also suggests a clear need to regulate MLMs to better protect consumers from 

their deceptive and promissory statements on income, bonuses and other rewards, business 

longevity, and overall success. Currently, the U.S. government seems content to emphasize the 

need for consumer education rather that state-sponsored punitive action against MLMs that 

defraud the American public, and disproportionately prey on women. For example, the U.S. 

Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the government entity which prohibits “unfair or deceptive 

acts or practices in commerce” (Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914), operates webpages as 

part of a Consumer Information series. One such entry in this series is the informative guide, 
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“Multi-Level Marketing Businesses and Pyramid Schemes,” posted in October 2019. The page 

begins by pointing out that a “business opportunity” that involves selling to family friends, and 

recruiting others to do likewise, is an MLM, and “some MLMs are illegal pyramid schemes” 

(FTC 2019). The bureau recommends that consumers protect themselves from predatory MLMs 

by keeping a wary eye for “some warning signs of a pyramid scheme” offered in a bulleted list 

(emphasis in original): 

• Promoters make extravagant promises about your earning potential. Stop. Such promises 
are false.  

• The promoters of a pyramid scheme may try to recruit you with pitches about what you’ll 
earn. They may say you can change your life – quit your job and even get rich – by 
selling the company’s products. That’s a lie. 

• Distributors buy more products than they want to use or can resell, just to stay active in 
the company or to qualify for bonuses or other rewards. If you see this happening, keep 
your money. 

• Promoters emphasize recruiting new distributors for your sales network as the real way 
to make money. Walk away. In a legitimate MLM program, you should be able to make 
money just by selling the product. 

• …The company may say you can earn lavish rewards, like prizes, bonuses, exotic 
vacations, and luxury cars. However, it often turns out that you have to meet certain 
product purchase, recruitment, training, or other goals to qualify for the rewards, and only 
a handful of distributors ever qualify. 
 

The FTC labeled the “warning sign” behaviors as hallmarks of illegal pyramid schemes, yet I 

experienced each of these specific actions by the three focal MLMs in this study, and I am aware 

of no ongoing FTC investigation or restrictions on their recruitment practices. In fact, these 

companies and sellers bemoaned the notoriety and stigma of pyramid schemes, eschewed this 

label, and presented themselves as upstanding corporations and global citizens that uniquely 

empower sellers and communities. Rather than adjust their definition of illegal MLMs or 

pyramid schemes to more accurately identify potential financial scams, the FTC maintains that 

their definition is simply those organizations that focus on recruitment without a legitimate 

product to sell.  
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The FTC webpage concludes by urging consumers who consider joining an MLM to first 

“ask yourself questions” such as, “What are your income goals? Most people who join MLMs 

and work hard make little or no money, and some of them lose money. Can you afford to risk the 

money and time?” Consumers should also “do [their] homework” by checking state Attorney 

General complaints against the MLM, asking a lawyer or accountant to review the MLM 

business or compensation plan, talking with present and former sellers about their experience, 

and ensuring that they fully understand all the costs to participate. It is notable that there is no 

information on this page on how to file a grievance if you have been financially swindled. 

Rather, the information is replete with excoriations for individuals to take action themselves. 

Perhaps there is no better indication that the U.S. government is aware of the dangers MLMs 

pose to workers’ finances and productivity than this warning on the FTC site: 

Eventually, most distributors find that no matter how hard they work, they can’t sell 
enough inventory or recruit enough people to make money. They also can’t keep up with 
required fees or the inventory purchases they need to make to qualify for rewards, and 
they can’t earn enough money to cover their expenses. In the end, most people run out of 
money, have to quit, and lose everything they invested. 
 
Patently consistent with pervasive neoliberal approaches to governance and market 

economies, the FTC as a U.S. government bureau over consumer protection has full reckoning of 

the dangers MLMs pose to American consumers. Yet, rather than take strict action and increase 

regulatory standards for MLMs, the FTC places the onus of responsibility on individuals to use 

their “freedom” towards wise choices. It is up to consumers to evade a variety of known high-

pressure sales tactics, dubious compensation promises, and pressures to recruit that skirt legality. 

All the while, the FTC understands, quite literally, that individuals will very likely “work hard 

for no money.” In this neoliberal ideological and institutional climate, consumers have the 

“freedom” to pursue dubious business opportunities at will, while MLM organizations enjoy 
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largely unfettered profit-taking and the neoliberal government frees itself from the demands of 

good governance, citizen-protecting oversight, and responsibility.  

The U.S. government could take several actions to better protect consumers. First, as 

suggested by consumer advocate Jon M. Taylor, Ph.D., who serves as an expert witness on MLM 

cases, defines MLMs as “product-based pyramid schemes.” He argues that the FTC could 

expand the definition of illegal pyramid schemes to include both “no-product pyramid schemes 

and “product-based pyramid schemes.” He has said: 

The degree of unfairness and deceit of MLM as an industry, as well as harm to 
participants, strongly suggests that MLM is as bad as or worse than any classic, 
no-product pyramid scheme. At least, if MLMs were classified as pyramid 
schemes, they would be illegal per se, according to FTC guidelines (Taylor 
2011:1).  
 

As it currently stands, however, the very conservative definition of pyramid scheme frees 

product-based MLMs from consumer-protection regulations and oversight, simply because they 

have a product for sale.  

Second, because MLMs typically require investments or upfront purchases of (often 

grossly overpriced) products with the intent to sell, the FTC could prohibit MLMs and their 

recruiting sellers from making promissory investment earnings statements, similarly to their 

policing of financial advisors or broker-dealers. For example, the Uniform Securities Act of 

1956, and the Securities and Exchange Commission that oversees this law, prohibit those selling 

securities investments from (1) “employ[ing] any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud, (2) 

“mak[ing] any untrue statement of a material fact” and (3) “engag[ing] in any act… which 

operates as a fraud or deceit upon any person” (Uniform Securities Act 1956:1). Pursuant to this 

law, financial advisors are required to make disclaimers when using prior investment yields to 

forecast future earnings, such as, “Past performance is no guarantee of future results.” Rather 
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than a “buyer beware” approach, the financial industry is upheld to higher standards, prohibiting 

certain forward-looking statements that promise investors a guaranteed return. Violators can be 

reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission for punitive action. There seems to be little 

justification for why some financial investment vehicles are subjected to this oversight, while 

MLMs as “business opportunities” for wealth and “financial freedom” are not held to the same 

standards. In these FTC statements, the clear message is “buyer beware.” In all, this dissertation 

underscores MLM-selling women’s exposure and elucidates that the “laws and regulatory 

actions and rules… [are] inadequate to meet the needs of vulnerable consumers” (Taylor 2011:1) 

and therefore must be improved.  

CONTRIBUTIONS TO ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 

Multi-level marketing appealed to many women attempting to combine paid work with 

primary caregiving. Their desires are not unique: FlexJobs, in a survey of 3,000 respondents, 

found that 65 percent of women that identified as stay-at-home mothers desired paid work, both 

as a financial need and to meet their own interests (FlexJobs 2018). For mothers who work 

outside the home, their “greatest pain point,” according to a recent Gallup survey, was the 

inability to work remotely from home when necessary (Gallup 2016). Currently, only seven 

percent of United States employers offer employees the opportunity to work from home; yet two-

thirds of managers in organizations offering such flexibility offered positive reports that 

telecommuting workers are more productive overall (Shepherd 2020). In an experiment where 

workers from a large firm (16,000 employees) were randomly assigned for nine months to work 

from home four days per week (with one day in an office) versus a control group that worked in 

an office setting five days per week, performance among the experimental work-from-home 

group was 13 percent higher than the control group and job attrition was 50 percent lower 
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(Bloom, Liang, Roberts, and Ying 2014). Working from home has clear job satisfaction benefits 

for the employee, not to mention the profitability business case for the firm due to lower 

turnover, higher productivity, and even less physical space required to maintain business 

operations (Shepherd 2020).  

VIPKid is one such organization offering income earners a flexible, work-from-home 

solution. Founded in 2013 in Beijing, VIPKid hires American English-speaking virtual teachers 

to provide one-on-one language learning American elementary school education to Chinese 

students based on U.S. Common Core standards (Story 2019). These virtual teachers, who are 

required to have a bachelor’s degree in any subject and some (paid or unpaid) child instruction 

experience, offer prescribed lessons using computers and video conferencing software. Work-

from-home teachers choose how many hours per week they work and, due to time zone 

adjustments, teach early in the morning (i.e., 3-6 am MST) to accommodate Chinese children’s 

evening schedules, making it a “sleep shift” for employed mothers of young children who desire 

their own daytimes be free from paid work obligations (see Chapter 5). Teachers are paid $16-

$22 per hour, with regular raises and bonuses. The average virtual teacher earns about $1,000 per 

month (Guohui 2018). VIPKid employs over 30,000 teachers, of which about 85% are women, 

who can enjoy earning a competitive and consistent hourly wage not tied to optimistic, and even 

willfully misleading, product sales projections or recruitment. Reviews on Glassdoor specifically 

mentioned “no child care” as a main benefit of VIPKid employment. While some criticize that 

employees are typically only able secure part-time work due to the short 3-hour shifts, with 

newer employees struggling to obtain any class bookings at all, overall the company has had 

positive reception, and Forbes has consistently ranked VIPKid in the top three companies in their 

annual survey of the best 100 work-from-home employers (Talty 2020). 
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As companies recognize the service-provisioner match and expand opportunities for 

flexible, work-from-home arrangements, particularly for women, they can ensure that their 

employees or independent contractors have routine, reliable pay. If this happens, MLMs will be 

forced to adapt their compensation, required expenses, and misleading training, or face 

extinction by more fair and equitable players in this space. 

At writing time, the Covid-19 novel coronavirus pandemic is sweeping the globe, posing 

a serious threat to individual lives, the vibrancy of our communities, and the maintenance of our 

global economy. To slow the contagion, governments and businesses are encouraging and often 

mandating social distancing measures, such as working-from-home, now known by the 

popularized acronym WFH. Each day, this illness and the ongoing pandemic response are 

shaping contemporary understandings, including about how businesses can adapt their 

procedures and workload to facilitate workers to fulfill responsibilities from home. How might 

this impact women, especially mothers, and organizations who facilitate work from home efforts, 

the issues that are at the heart of this dissertation?  

On the one hand, businesses forced to harness flexibility-enhancing technologies and 

procedures may recognize the value and business case in empowering employees to work from 

home, including benefits as diverse as lower commercial real estate costs for the business and 

less worker time spent in commuting. Alternatively, the stress and panic caused by the ensuing 

global pandemic may be decreasing productivity, causing business leaders to overattribute 

productivity losses to the flexible arrangements rather than the underlying stressors necessitating 

those arrangements. This may set the work-from-home movement back significantly. All of this 

is compounded by school and child-care closures, necessitating children to be at home with their 

work-from-home parents, which, as discussed in Chapter 5, creates an impossible situation 
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where workers who are parents feel overwhelmed by meeting both child rearing and paid work 

responsibilities. Although much is uncertain, as we recover from this disaster, it will be an 

instructive watershed moment that will prove influential in future considerations about working 

from home, full-time family caregiving, and the plight of parents, most often mothers, who 

boldly and strategically attempt to fulfill family care and paid work from home, as millions of 

MLM-selling women do.  

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation demonstrates that many women, particularly mothers, are highly 

interested in reliable work-from-home opportunities. They believe in their role in their families, 

but also believe in their own capacity to earn a substantial income to support those families. 

Again and again, women demonstrated their willingness to sacrifice their reputations, sleep, and 

other forms of personal care to advance their performance goals, even when their compensation 

proved wildly unpredictable. Multi-level marketing companies continue to play on these cultural 

pressures and individual desires, creating “business opportunities” that seem to offer the elusive 

balance of family closeness and income earning, which they deceptively oversell through 

positive psychology frames of opportunity, personal growth and development, life-enhancement, 

and success. As more companies recognize women’s interest in flexible time and work-from-

home arrangements, and they harness available technologies to offer these options, they will 

marshal a determined and productive work force much to their advantage. Not only that, but they 

may perhaps turn the tide away from the alluring, ephemeral promises of the MLM industry, 

finally delivering a decisive blow to largely unregulated “product-based pyramid schemes” in 

favor of dependable, well-paid, flexible work. Once this hard-working labor force is given the 

opportunity and compensation commensurate with their skills, willingness, and work ethic, then 
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will we see a departure from women’s engagement in MLMs where they ultimately work hard 

for no money. 
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Appendix A: Interview 1 Schedule 

Your Decision 
1. Tell me a little about yourself.  What is your marital status? Any children (ages)? 

 
2. How long have you been involved with [MLM name]?  What level are you? 

 
3. When did you first hear about [MLM]? What were your initial thoughts about it? 

 
4. Could you tell me what a typical day looks like for you? 

a. So, how would you describe what you do for a living? 
 

5. How did you become interested in working with this type of company?  What attracted 
you to [MLM name] in particular? 
 

6. How would you describe multilevel marketing for those that don’t know about it? 
 

7. What people shaped your decision to join?  What kinds of training did you receive? 
 

8. Now that you have joined, what do you enjoy most about [MLM]?  
a. Follow-up question if bring up family/mothering: What do you feel that the 

experience offers your family? 
b. Follow-up question if discuss expertise: How do you feel your knowledge about 

[MLM NAME] products relates to so-called experts in that industry? 
 

9. What are good things about [MLM NAME]? 
 

10. What are the drawbacks of [MLM NAME]?  Did you have any concerns about joining? 
 

11. How do you make money? How do you advance? 
 

12. How many hours do you work with [MLM NAME] in a typical week? What kinds of 
company events do you attend? 
 

13. Where do you see yourself with [MLM NAME] in the next 6-9 months? 
 

14. What do you think appeals to people about using the [MLM NAME] products? 
 

15. What do you think appeals to people about joining [MLM NAME] as a product 
distributor? 

a. Probe, what about?: Discounts on products; Entrepreneurial opportunity; Product 
offerings are superior to competitors; flexible work. 

 
16. If I were thinking of joining [MLM NAME] today but wasn’t sure, what would you say? 
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Reflections 
17. What is your “why”?   

 
18. What is your proudest moment within [MLM NAME]? 

 
19. What does it mean to be a good wife or mother?  What about a good MLM member? 

Response from Others 
20. Who did you discuss the decision with?  Who was especially supportive? Who was not 

supportive? 
a. Probe: (If in a relationship) What was your partner/spouse’s response? 

 
21. How has it affected your family life?  What percentage of the family work around the 

house would you say that you did before joining [MLM NAME]?  Your spouse? Your 
children?  What about now? 
 

22. How has it affected your relationships with your friends? How do you respond?  
 

23. When you first started, how much money were you told you could make?  
 

24. What do you wish that others would understand about this form of work? 
 

25. What else do you feel I should know about you? 

Please answer the following on a paper: 
26. What are your average monthly earnings from [MLM NAME]? 

 
27. What was your household income last year? 
a) ____ Less than $15,000 
b) ____ $15,001 - $30,000 
c) ____ $30,001 - $45,000 
d) ____ $45,001 - $60,000 
e) ____ $60,001 - $75,000 
f) ____ $75,001 - $90,000 
g) ____ $90,001 - $105,000 
h) ____ $105,001 - $120,000 
i) ____ More than $120,000 

26. Please write in the following: 
Racial/Ethnic Identification  
Level of education of self, spouse/partner 
Religion 
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Appendix B: Interview 2 Schedule 

Your Decision 
1. Tell me a little about your life since we last talked.  How is your family? 

 
2. Are you still involved with [MLM NAME]? (If yes, skip to Question 9) 

If no: 
3. What happened? What influenced your decision to leave? 

 
4. Were there people that particularly shaped that decision? 

 
5. Who opposed your decision?  What did they do? 

 
6. Do you miss anything about [MLM NAME]? 

 
7. What does a typical day looks like for you these days? 

a. Probe: What are you doing now for work?  Did you join another MLM? If so, 
interview using Interview 1 Schedule. 
 

8. How would you describe multilevel marketing for those that don’t know about it? 
(Skip to Question 12) 
 

9. These days, what do you enjoy most about [MLM NAME]?  
a. Follow-up question if bring up family/mothering: What do you feel that the 

experience offers your family? 
b. Follow-up question if discuss expertise: How do you feel your knowledge about 

[MLM NAME] products relates to so-called experts in that industry? 
 

10. These days, how many hours do you work with [MLM NAME] in a typical week? 
 

11. Where do you see yourself with [MLM NAME] in the next 6-9 months? 
 

12. What do you think appeals to people about using the [MLM NAME] products? 
 

13. What do you think appeals to people about joining [MLM NAME] as a product 
distributor? 

a. Probe, what about?: Discounts on products; Entrepreneurial opportunity; Product 
offerings are superior to competitors; flexible work. 

 
14. If I were thinking of joining [MLM NAME] today but wasn’t sure, what would you say? 

 
15. What are good things about [MLM NAME]? 

 
16. What are the drawbacks of [MLM NAME]?  
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For no longer involved only: 

17. Would you ever consider working for an MLM again? 
(Skip to Question 21) 
 

Reflections 
18. These days, what is your “why”?   

 
19. What is your proudest moment within [MLM NAME]? 

 
20. What does it mean to be a good wife or mother?  What about a good MLM member? 

Response from Others 
21. Who did you discuss the decision with?  Who was especially supportive? Who was not 

supportive? 
a. Probe: What was your husband’s response? 

 
22. Overall, how has your participation in [MLM NAME] it affected your life?  Your family? 

a. Probe: Gender division of labor in the household 
 

23. How has it affected your relationships with your friends?  
 

24. What do you wish that others would understand about this form of work? 
 

25. What else do you feel I should know about you? 

Please answer the following on a paper: 
26. What are your average monthly earnings from [MLM NAME]? 

If no longer involved: 
What was your average monthly earnings from [MLM NAME] during your last month? 
 

27. What was your household income last year? 
a) ____ Less than $15,000 
b) ____ $15,001 - $30,000 
c) ____ $30,001 - $45,000 
d) ____ $45,001 - $60,000 
e) ____ $60,001 - $75,000 
f) ____ $75,001 - $90,000 
g) ____ $90,001 - $105,000 
h) ____ $105,001 - $120,000 
i) ____ More than $120,000 

26. Please write in the following: 
Racial/Ethnic Identification 
Level of education of self, spouse/partner 
Religion 
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